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P REFACE

The series,Soviet. Studies j theePsycholoey of Learning arid Teaching

emetics is a collection of translations frOm the extensive Soviet

terature of the'past twenty-five years on research in the psychology

of mathematical. instrucilon. It also iRcludes works on methods of

teaching mathematics directry influenced.by the psychological research.
1

Thk series is the xesult of a joint effort by' the School Mathematics

Study Glup at Stanford University, the Department ii"f Mathematics

Edvation at the UniversitYof Georgia, and the Survey of ,4..cent East

Euopean Mathematical Literature at the'Universi5ty.of Chicago. Selected

papers and books considered to be of value to the American mathematics

educator have been translated from the Russian and appear ih this

-series for the'first time in Edglish.

Research achievements in psychology in the United States are

outstandill indeed. Edueationa1 psychology, howeveit occupie,only a
.

small fractioA of the field, and un.til recently little attention ha s

beenifven to research in the psychblogy of learning and teaching

paeticular school subjects.

The sitUation haS been quite different in thedSoiKet Union. In

view of the reigning social and politi&al doctrines, several branches

orgsychology that are highlyjleveloped in the U.S. have,scareely been

investigated in the Soviet-Union. On the other hand, because of the

Soviet emphasis on education and.its function in the state, research in

, educational psychology has been given considerable moral and financial

support. Qonsequently, it has ttractedpany creativ and talented'

scholars whose cAntributions have been remarkable.

Even prier to World War II, the'Russians lad Mcie great strides in.
51

educational psychology'. The creation in 1943 of the Academy of Peda-
.

gogieal Sciences helped to.intensify the research effort§ and programs

in this field% Since then the Academy has become the chief educatio

research and development center for the soviet Union. One oy the ma

aims of the Academy is to conduct research and to train research scholars ,

*
A studY..indicat cs that 37.5of all materials in Soviet psychology

published-in one year ura!; devoted to educationlgand child, psychology. See \

Cqnte;Toraey SoYi.et. Psycho.1yev by Josef' Brozek (Chapter 7 of Present-Day

Russian P,sycholoy, Pergamon Press, 1966). a

5
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In general and sOcialized edlication, hn educational ps5chology, and

in methods of teaching various school subjects.

The Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of..the USSR comprises ten

research institutes imMoscow and Leningrad. Many of the stgdies,

repOrted in this series were conducte4 at thetAcademy's Institute of

General and Polytechnical. Education, Ins tute of Psychology, and

InstitUte of Defectology, the last of w ich is concerned with the

special psychology'arid educational-techniques for Indicapped children

The Academy of Fedagogiial Sciences has, 31 members and 64

vsso.ciate members, chosep from amorn distinguished Soviet scholars,

scientists, and 'educators. Its permanent staff includes 14re ehan

650 research associateswho receive advice and cooperation from an

additional 1,000 scholars and teachers. The research ipstitutes of
. $

the,Academy have available 100 "base" or laboratory schools and many

other schools in which experiments are conducted. Dev4opments in ,

foreign countries are'clonly followed the Bureau for the Study

Foreign Educational Experience arid Information.

te

The Academy haseits own publlshing housei which ues hundreds of

books each year.and publishe% the collections \Izve'sfiya Akademii

41
Pedagolacheskikh Nauk RSFSR.[Proceedj.ngs of the Academy of Pedagogical

, Sciences pf the RSFSR],, the Monthly Sovetsteava Pedagogika [Soviet

Pedagogy), and the biMonthly Voprosy Psikhologii [Questions of Psychology]..

Since 1963, the Academy has been igsuing collection entitled Novye.

Issfedovaniya v Pedagogiche'sUkh Naukakh tNew Research in t,he Pedagogical

Sciences) in ofder/to idisseminate inf,ormation on current 'research.

.A major difference between the Soviet and Amerfcan conception o f

educationalresearch is that Russian psy'chologists often use 46a1itative

rath'er than quantitative methods of research in instrational psychology

in accordance with the prevailing European tradition. American readers

may thus find that some of the earlier Russian papers do not comply,

exactly to U.S:stsmdards of design, a41ysis, and reporting. By using

qualitattve methods and by working with small groups, however, the Soviets

hava0)een able toepenetrate into the child's tiloughts,and to Analyze his'
1

mental processes. To this.end they have also designed classroom tasks

and,settings_for research and have emphilsized long-term., gineticAtudies

of learning;

iv
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Russian psychologists have concerned themselves with thejdynamicg
f

of mental activity and with tht,aim of arriving at46tT princiPiesof the
o

learning process itself. They have investigated such areas.as: the
..

development of mental operations; the nature
.

and development df thicught;

the formation of mathematical concepts and the related questions of

generalization, abstraction, and concreq_zation;.the mental operations

of analysis and synthesis; the development of spatial perception; the

relation between memory and thought; thelevelopment of logical reasoning;

the nature of mathematical skills; and the structure and special features '.

\
athematical abilities.

In new approaches to,educational research, some Russian psychologists

have'developed cybernetic and statistical models and teclitques., and have
R

made use of algorithms, mathematical logic and IliformatLn sc4nces.-

. Much attention has also been given to programmed instruction and to an

examinatIon of its psycholo gical problems and its application fow
---..t&

greater individualization in learning.
, 4)

The interrelationship between instruction and child development.is
1

a source of sharp disagreement between the Geneva School of Chologpts,-

led by Piaget, and the Smiiet psychold ists. The Swiss ptych lOgists

ascribe limited significance to the role of,instruction in the develo

ment of a ,child. According to them, idstruction is suberanate to the
.

\

specific stages in the development of the child's thinkingstages
1 .

f

manifested'at certain age levals and relativelr ina' ndent of the0111$

conditions of, instruction. - '

A

As representatives of.the,materialisticl-evolutionial0 theory9of the

mind, Soviet psychologists as.laribe a leading role to i6tructiont. They
N,

Assert, that instruction broadena the Potentfal of development, may

accelerlte4it, and pay exercise influilce not only upon the sequence of

the stages of de elopment of the child's,thou ght but even upon the very

character of t.Ve stageb. !The Russians stucly, development in the chaving
7

conditions of instruction, and by varying these conditions', they 'demonstrate

how the nature of the child's develoPment changes in the pt6cess. As a

result, they are also investigating tests ot gifteaness.and are ugJng,

elaborate dynric, rather than static, indides..

See The Problem of Ingtruction and Development at the 18th international

Congress o Psycholow by N. A. Mencilinskaya.anpi G. G. Saburova: Sovetska_a
Pedagogika, 1967, No.,1.. (English .translation in,Soviet Education, July

1967, Vol. 9, No.



Psycho2ogia1 research has had a ennsiderable7effe 'the

.
recent Sovie t. literature on methods of teaching ttlaehema ics. Experi-

..

ments have'shown the student's mathematical potential to begreater

than had been N-eviously assumeti. Consequently, Russian psychologists

h-ve advocate(Nhe necessity of varilkis changes in the content and

\met h ods.of mathematical instruction and haxe participated in designing.
the new Soviet mathematics curriculum which has keen introduced during

the 1967-68 acaiemic year.

The aim of this series is to acquaint mathemat4es educators and

teachers with'directions, 4.deas, and accomplishments in the psychology

of mathematical instruction in the Soviet Union. This series should

assist tn opening up avenues of investigation to those who are interested

in brotdening the foundations of.their professioe, for it 'is generally

recognized that experiment and research are indispensable for improving
a

content and methods of School mathematics.-

Wa hope that the volumes In this series will be used for st udy,

discussion, and critical analysis courses or seminars in teacher-
.

\.
'trsining rograms'or in institutes fot .n-service teachers atkvarious

4

levels.

At present, materials have beep p pared for fifteen volipmes. Each

book contains one or more articles unden a general heading such as The

Learning of Mathematical Concepts.,'The Structure of Mathematical Abilities

and Problem Solving in Geometry- The inyoduction to each volume is

intended to,provide some backgro.und and guidance to its content.

Volumes I to Vi were prepared jointly by the Sho,o1 Mathematics'

Study Group and the Survey of Recent East European Mathematieal Literature,

both conducted under grants from the NatiorT1 Science Frindation. When ,

the activilies of the'School Malltematics Study Group ended in.August, 1972,

4 the Del;artment of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia

undertook to assist in the editing of the remaining velumes. We 'express

our appreciation to the Foundation and to the many people and ortanizations

rwho cittributed to the establishment and continuation of the series .

(IP

Jeremy Kilpatrick

Izaak Wirszup

Edward G. Bogie

James W. Wilson
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EDITORIAL INAPTES

1. Brac.keted numerals in the text refer to the numbered
._

rgerences at the end Of ea\h paper. Where there are two figures,
- .

,

e.g. [5:121j, the secon'd is Rage reference. All references are
e

,te,,Russian editlybs, _althotigh titles have been translated and
*

alkors' names'transliterated,
4

2. The transliteration scheme sed id that of the Lfbrary
/

of Congress, witb didtritiCal marks omi
-

ed, except that HD and R

are rendered as "yu" and "ya" instead of' 'JAI" and "ia.".

3. NUmbered footpotes are those i the original paper,

starred footnotes are used for edito.rs' or translator's co

41"
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A

INTRODUCTION

Mary C. Kantowski

There has been a recent surge of nterest in tlie,pibee-ss of problem
,

,

sa\lving'among mathematics educators in this country. Buch a trend is '

t.
consisteilt with the emphasis o'n eduCation as a process that Bruner [3] ,04:h

saw emerging more than a.decade ago, and with Brownell's thesis [2] that

educators can.best guide learning if they are,familiar with how students
4

think in the face of new, learning tasks..

P
The problem-solving process has tarn ';ecognized as analytic-synthetic-,

since the time of the early Greeks. Pappus's suggestion of making an

analytic plan to be carried out by a deductivi synthe;is se'rved as the

inspiration for Polya's we-.11-known four phases in the solutibn of a:problem.

Polya [6:75-85]-speaks of decomposing a,problem into its parts and Necon17

bining 'ttiette parts-in'to,a different whole, the solution of the problem.

To this*end he.:suggests'teChniques that may'aid the problem s.olver in

fndir relationships ambng the data, the unknown, aii the condition of a

Problem, thus implying a link.betwen the use of these techniques and the

processes involved in solving the problem.

The present volumd.differs frOlii the others in 'the series in that the

-0

entireivolume records the search for a method of problem-solvipg ipatruction A..

I . t"

based on the aharyttc-synthetic nature of.theirob8lem-solving procers. In*

, 4 .

this work, Kaatmykoya traces the history of the use, of the angytiac and

synthetic methods in her couttry, explores -blementary cfassrom situations

1 %*,(...,..i .

involving teachers who had various'degrees of s<cess in problem-solving

instrudiOn, makes.hypotheses regardin the use of certain techniquest and
OP e

concludes wit,h sugOstions for ''pFc)dutive" methods to be used in'the class
, 41L 11

room. '

.a
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A

'In Chapter I, the ,Overview, Kalmykova viir'balLes theuniversal complaint

'IT\ fit
1 /

pf mathematics teachew. the inabtility, of sthdents, even many of high atlili,ty,
e° \

. to solve.complex, nonrOUtia p.cobtewindependently. Slie'propoqes the need
, . .

. .. 3-

for a "rational method*of proepl-solving instruction and views this,study
. .

0 . 4 '

. ,

,
i t

as an initial atteMpt' ql, attain that gdtl. .

1

The second chaptkbegins w the theoretical framework foi- the study:
4. .

the Pavlovian concepCthat knOwledge is acquired by continual abraction
.,..' . . .

I .
.

and generalization resulting from Ehe'pnalytic-synthetic activity that is
.

the essente of thought. The introduction of proto&als of the solutions fpf

verbalfproblemS by s'Uccessful and 1:;57 unsuccessful students sets the stage,

for the typically Soviet clinical stkidies deScribed in the ,succeeding chapters.
,

, -
-A protocol from a strong student illustrates high analytic-synthetic activity,

which is characterized by analyzing each new datun) in rllation to the profileele

A

solution, operating with entirq compl'exes.rather.than with indiVidul piecea-ik

of data, and carrying out syntheses only when ehese syntheses bring the problem

sol/er LIo44t to the unknow'fi. A protocol from a weak student, on the ot er

. / '

'hand, exhibits random maPipuiacion of dater nd.many ,"superfluous syntheses,"
t

t

,

characteristics of low analytic-synthetic activity.

KalliiYkova distinguishes bet.ween the analytic-synthetic process that is

involved'In all pioblem solving apd the analytic and synthetic metods used

problem breakdown. An extensive review of the literature of prerevolutionary

'es well as Soviet methodologists reveals no agreement as to the best "rational"

approach to4problem solving in the classroom. lotable among the prerevolutionary

wri ers are,LatOheog and Egarov, who argue against the confining

an ysis" ro4d.ne breakdown of,problmms ia favor of techniqu similar to

those suggested by Polya. Among the Soviee writers, Skat p agrees with
.

A

this criticism and, moreciver, Views the analytic method' possible only
A

*

after the solution is already_clear and hot as a means. obtaining a solution.

.11

Xiio
lb 14
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Chapter includes ztudies involving the use Of the.purely mpchanical

análYtic-meArti of problem:breakdown in actUaraassroom situations. The

-

emphasiS-isittaThe. breakdown Ythe problem rather than on .finding .the Son.

.: '
.,, ,

, :,.$..

,- ,.

lution Three. Ievels'of_mastery are considered, the first two'of ibich ,

are,artifi'cial and do not. ithply-any understalidihg pf3the reiationShip bei,
.

,

\ tAeen,the data adrthe unknown. In gelle,tal, Kalmyknva found triat the ability.
.. .

1 \ . :

to.master the4analyptic'method of Problem breakdowri is d4unCtion of the tYpe
e '. R,

4.. ,. : . s s
.

mf instructy)rr,

Pupils who were

the amount,of.pract4e., and the rpcpetlence of,Che teacher..

. . #::''.. .

. ,%.

not given'regulaTinstruction could nq.:uaseer the methedc

o

eVen.for simple' problems.' The bse of diagrama. and,elier introductiOn cif
. , -. . 5 ..,..'

the
'till

ethod, (in the,second rather' tilan ,in th* third-grade) were. condUive.to_

,

. .!,

mastery. Longitudin14 ,clinical studies that follOwed experiments' involving
.. ,

Nk r

entire classes supported the conclusions; but the claiT that most pupip
*

would eventually attatn the level of mastery reached by the better students

seems unwarranted in light of the evidence presented.

,

In Chapter IV, KalmOova exad.wnes student performance on more complex
. .

problems. Her resulAkin this aspect of the study support thpse prerevolu-
.

tionary and Soviet,writers who condemned the use o classical analysis"

as au,unproductivegethod of instruction for developing the. ability to,

solve nonroutine problems indepirddently. In fact, in some instances, the

confining claSsical,methods had negativeeffects on independent problem--

, solving ability. balance bc2tween the use of analytic methods and the

use pf synthes s -s soon as data are isolated is seen as necessary. in

probled-solving nstruction.

'hese results lead -quite naturally to the heart of the study, the

climactic fifth chapter that contains Kalmykova's recommendations for a

productive method of instruction. Her suggest,i,ons rare based on observations

3
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. ,,
,

of an elementary teacher, V. D.,Petrova, art4 of problem-solving, behavir
. .A, ,- . .

. ..
4P.il

I
I \ , t. 1

0

demonstrated;by a group of older stgdenes 'and adults'. .,. Petrovefs class4
! . , .

' ,-, * .
F .

... ,

..
were chosen beeause of her history of siuccesa.in-traiviis "'independent

.
. * . .

problem sqlvers. Her deceptively-Ample,teqhniquesemphasize makin sure

. -

.studentS:thoroughly,understand the probldmiaeeing,that they carefup.y.think
s

ihroug the solution, and alldWing'them time to'arrive:at thjsofUtion
4

indepe ndently. In the analysis oL,Ihe proebcola of;the bl4er sultjects,
1

p .4
0 4 r

. five "auxiliary meehods"owere noted and categorized.das:' ,(1). concretiza-
. .,-. . ;

;
#*

, .

tion, (2) abstraction, (3) madj.ficatIdn, (4).g.i-apbical Analysis, and
.0

-

'

-(5, analogy.- Kalmykbva proposes'that,.instruction-emphasize these auxiliary
-0..

tchniques 4s well' as the mode11n.tecbr4ues u§ed, so extensively:and

,

effectively by Petrova. Applying her suggested.method, Kalmykova worked

with four very weak students OVer a our-month,period gild found significant
t

.

improvements in their prob1em-so1vingabi1itS7.
A

AlthOugh Kalmykova's suggestions for instructinn closdly parallel!:

-the heuListic methods beiing investAa Ain this country [4,5], there are

4..

aspects of the study thaf should be, pilt4est to:researchers. In particular,
. ..

observations of successful teaching and.problem-solving behavior could /prove

to be a fruitful source of hypotheses for studies relatiVe to inseructional

techniques in the classroom.

If, for example, teachers:who are,successfud ir training efficiTnt'

problem'solvers are bserved tothave recourse to common techniques, to

assign parallel types of prOblems, to pace instructionr-Or to order problems

in similar ways, these common denominatorS might, suggest dependent'variables

to be investigated experimentally. Likewise, pakterns of processes employed

in search.of solutions by students ..!ith some expertise in problem sblving

cduld 'provide clues for modeling methods to be tested and behaviors to be

developed. Giese scrutiny of such behaviors cOnla also furnish important

and needed data relating aptitudes to instruction.
c.

4
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4 N
i 4

4 .

. This volume continues/to emphasj.ze the message of the Soviet re,sAarchers:
1

. , 4110-1 .

',/ 't
, .

_ ,

, .

that instruCtion is the .key to profigiency in prOlem solving, and that
.0 4

.
.

investigating process is imperative' for the fmprufdent of instruction,

.
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. We are, facing enormout tasks in making a.gradual transition from

socialism to com6unism. Stalin bas pointed out the necessity "of

achieving such a cultd al growth that,every member of the society would

be'assured of thorough de ekopment of his physidal and mentlil capabili-

1
,

ties [39:'68)" as one.of the three basib pre-conditioni foT this
. "

. transition. Th 19th -Congress of the Communist Party suthnittad a
2 4

, decision on measures for guaranteeing a transiiim; to'compulsory te.711-
/

/

year education and for introducing polytechriical schools. These decisions

, 'of the party congress igvolve,Soviet teachers in the prodigious task of'

educ,sting the-generation of young perLns'who *ill build the communist
,

society. Therefore each teacher should evalu e the effiactiveness of

the methods he uSes and should introduce the mo t producttve meana to

guarantee a significant improvement in his work.
. /

Instructors of mathematics, one of the leading school disciplines,

are no exception. In a mathematics course* probletsare particularly

import6t. In problem*solving, mSthematical concepts are formulated and
,

; .different arithmetical operations are interpreted. Problems teach the

pupils to disclose the mathematical content of concrete data. Blit

problems *are est5ecia11y important as a means,of developing logical

thinking and the ability to determine proportional relationships between

quantities and to draw the proper conclusions. As the stud nts solve

1

problems, they will be developing ingenuity, as well as th abilfty to ,

.
work independently, without..a model, but with creative initiative.

iteN

Analyzing sludents' test papers and oral answers over the last few

years has shown that our schools are improving from year to year. The

students are learning to solve the problems demanded by the curriculum

and to give rather detailed explanations. However, when a problem's

solUtion deviates slightly from the ordinary, when more independent work

or oultive thought is required, many students, even good ones, are

inclitable of finding the way to solve it and easily slip into an unpro-

ductive man ulation of the numerical data, into the method of "blind

a

trial and error" yhey act according to the prescription of one of te*

1

1
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pupils: "When I cannot',imr,iv at ihe answer to the problem," he said,
-

-"I begin to add, subtract tiply, or'divide the numbers until I obtain

the right answer." '&he nswers to the problems are-ordinarily given in

the baltk of the book.)
.

,
- Thid easy lapsi into a stkom-produci4T4e method of solution as_.

:

soon as thL difficu y of the preiblem 1creases. shows a weaknesS in the

scndents'-analytic synthetic activity andan inability to break down a
,,

problem thorough $

.
Zn order teach pupils to solve rather complScated problems

-,. e. ,
independenLtly cn...te muSt lead-them to ratipnal methods of-analysis and

. ., ft. . .. .

synthe;ls. Children are not taught the me,thods .and technisues Of,
. .

thialkitig eatively in schoof. The methods of 'analysis and synthesib3

:Usepi i dhool miss tAe mark. [16: 1132]," Menchinskos rote sevgial
c r. -

y.ars g . Are these criticism,f4i11 'valid?e'To what extent do_the
,

et ads oi teaching problem so404 that are/usedyin sclipol provide the

p ails with the proper means of analysis and\ synthesis? Where should
,

e look for more eff)ective methods of teaching malysis an4jsynthesis

n problem solving?

This article is meant p help teachers to resolire these questiOns.:

For many years the author has taught the process of independent solution
, ,

of rather complicated problems to stUdents in.different grades and to
1

adults, and, in-particular, taught the uge of the se-called analytic

method of problem breakdown. The experience of one of the foremost
e ..

teachers in Moscow, V. D. Petrova, was studied In etail from the stand-

point of the methods of. analysts and synthesis tha4 were used. Severaln

methods of analysis were also taught experimentally.

Using Pavlov's reflex theory; the ajkor attempted.to find the

essence of analysis and synthesis in problem solving. Several

productive types and methods of analysis are described, on the basis

.of the investigations that were condncted. A number of rational means
...

of teaching analysis and synthesis in problem 4so1ving to students are

also descr bed.

Much of this work is devoted to verifying experimentalz the

productivity of the so-called analytic method of problem breakdown.

It should be noted that the basic methodolog-ical literature approves of

2

18.
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'this method-iand recompends using it widely (cf. the methods of Chichigih
_ ,

,

IF t

163, Lyapins[14], and others). ,However, although this method-hag been

knoyli for ,a long,time, it haAlot geen wTlesPread use,in schools. Is

practice'lagging behind the progressive t4eory Then the method of

analysis must be publicized and forced into pr ctice in the schools.
-..A.,

ShOuld the proponents of the theory themselves (for methddological

literature should carry scie4tific theory to,the masses)_perhaps reconsider

thetx position in approving this Method? .

4

To 'answer tHis question, the author first tUrned to the:method014-
..

ical heritage of.the past. There was no general agreement on this
4

problel in the`methods iiterature and'experts pave been voicing d bt
a 1

and proUlests about this method both'in pre-revolutionary and in Soviet

,Russia 11iu the aut4or,turned td tht exptrimental;study of ..t4e use.of

this method'ili the schoolg, thus.acquiring a sufficiently detailecC
.

notion of the psychology of teaching the analytic uethod at problem
f.

softving. Thfs work will show ,the position this method should occupy and

where to look for new, productive means of problem breakdown. Undoilbetly 11/'

the study of productive means of analysis anj4tthesis should be continued. .

,

The present work is only a beginning'.
.

The woriCwas done in the education laboratory of the Psychology

Institute of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, u7ler the

supervision of N. A. Menchinskaya.

3
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SirBSTANTiATION OF TEE PROBLEM OF ANALY5I8 AND UNTHES

4.. A Physiological.Basis of Analysis and Syht!hesis Proceases

\
'We can begin wiih the fsmiliar tenet in dialectical materialism

4
that thought is bofh,analytic and synthetion and that hd'analytts and

syniiietic kocesses are bonnd together inseparably.
s'

Analysis and synthesis Compose the physiOl4ical basis the

an4ytic-sYnthetic mefitai aptivities.carried out by the'cerebreleortex.

Pavlov I21,q shoOtd-repeatpdly'thkt the-cortex Si'multdneouslyiga

continuousfy carries on both analytic And synAetie activity. The

e*

analytic process decompos'es ttie "complexities of the 'world",ixito'

"separate parts," to use Pavloilt words; it isolates individual faCets

of the environment. In synthesis, connections between the separate
.

, ,_
parts that were isoAlateo .Ln the analysis and in the appropriate activity

of the-organism are :fltied together."

Pavlov points out the differences in the degreas of complexity of

the analY"tio and synthetic processes. Only certain elements of the
*

environment can be isolated and tied together with a definite activity
. . 0.

of an organism. When an entfre complex of stimuli influences the elements
,

composing ti during a rather long period of time, a connection is

established and, later on,1this complex of stimuli will be isolated by
.

,, f
the analytic process (i.e., the elements synthesized earlier will be

4
i

isolated). As the investigations of Pavlov and his associates have
,

shown, a relationship between stimuli can be dis'itinguished, and this

relationship can be identical even though the composj_tionof the stimuli

might be qualitatively different (e.g., the rhythm of sounds and the

rhythm cq a light bulb's flashing might be identical). To isolate this

identical relationShip and to abstract o eself from the qualitative

difference in its elements undoubtedly d mands a high level of analytic-.%

synthetic activity. \ '

Temporary reflex-conditioned connections aTe established during the

simultaneous or sequential influence of objects of the environment on

an organism. However, many ofthese connections can prove to be coinci-

\ dental, unrelated to reality, by an objective correlation of the objects

\._J

,

5
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and phenomena 'of the environment. As Pavlov\tos sho4n4\we must form not

only temporary con nections to obtain a'proger relationship to the exte-

nal world; but it must also be continually and rapidly correcting these
.

f
i. . ,

connections, when they are not jUstified by reality, i.e., we must be
"

ready
f

to revoke them. This revocaLion of tempqrary connections'iS Uar-

'cie'd,out'with the aid of inhibition thatsdetaches whatever does fibt

'correspond to reality and.is one basis for the highest forms of analysi4.
1 ,

- k r
.ft

P As a result of thisactivity, the trUe relationfhip Of ,the'animal t0
,

its enviroAment becomes more and more precise. We se. e that the ana4.ytic-
.

SWithe.,tic activity,of the cortex-in' animals becomes highly, complex. It'
,..?

. .

reaches an imaieasurablyhigher letrel inj with his "-eAraordinary addill

1. tion" theisecond sntem, spe h.

"f"Speech,lis for man just 'as real.a--tonditioned stimulus as./all the 4'
other common oneS die for aniffals, but a:tfthe same.time,se all-embracing

that no others in animals approach it either .quantitatively or lUalita- 4

tiyely. Speech, thanks to(the entire previous life of an adult, is

connected to all internal and external stimuli entering into the.large

cerebral hemispheres; speech signals and,replaces all'of them, and there-

fore is able to evoke all Of thbse actions, the reactions of an organism,

which cause those stimuli [21:429)."

'Due to the signalling of tht first signal system in speech, as Pav-

lov has shown, a new principle of neuralcactivity is introduced --
A

abstraction together with generalization of the innumerable signals of

the preceding system, in its turn again analyzing and synthe4zJng these

ne gegeralized signals a principle conditioning the unlimited orienta-

,:. tion in theenvironment and.creating a higher adaptation for mankind --

44,00)4, yowledge.

- The generalized and indirect knowledge of reality realized in

lnalytic-synthetic activity is the essence of thought.

2- The IntaTrelationship of Analysis and Synthesis in Problem Solving

I Solving arithmetic problems, like any other thought 'process, is an

analytic7synthetic process.
1

The concrete subject matter of problems

A

1
it must be emphasized that when we consider thought as a complicated

' analytic-synthetic process, we are using the terms "analysis" and "synthe-
sis" in their broadest sense. They inclutie such thought forms as judg-
ment and deduction, and such processes as comparison, generali4ation and
abstraction. We consider the processes of analysls and synthesis in
exactly the same broad sense in which pavlov'used them when speaking of
the analytic-synthetic principle of brain activity.

6
,)
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. is extremely varied, but definite mathematical'relaionships Underlae

them, as well as known mathdhatical principles that relate,t4e data to

Dne another and to'the unkngwn quantity.

The, purpose of analytic-synthetic actpity in solving a problem

0 should be to pose its mathaMgdial content as describedihy thq concrete

situation in ehe hypothesis as weil as to ascertain the relation6hips

of the data po, one another and.to the unknown quantity, and, having,

isolated the appropriate principles, to de.termine the iralue of the

Lro'm the known data.

The analysis begins with

into "separatL partp." Thus,

.the problm might...be isolated.

the decomposition. of the text of the liroblem

individual words, numbers, or elements of

(Medchinskaya called such ap analysis

eledental).2 Thus, in the problem:.
I

'

A

04 4.

-
Twenty-fi'Ve birch trees were felled in tile forest;

but only 1/5 as many linden trees. How many\trees

were felled altogether?
....

.

The stu9nt might isolate the numbers (25 and 1/5) and the words "as'Irlany"-

and then start to tarry mit- le operations on'the basis of these elements.

taken from the text. A syn76 sis which was carried odt on the level of

such an,"elemental" analysis ight frequen0.y be mistaken or puperfluous,

or might not lead to determining the value of the unknoWn quantity.

So long as the unknown and the data of the problem and their

interrelationships are defined not by isolated words but by combinations

of them (forming definite complexes), a productive solution of the

problem demands a'synthesis on the level of "com0.ex analysis." Thus,

the following complexes should be isolated in the problem stated above:

"25 birches," "one-fifth as many lindens (as birches),","how many trAs

in all (birches and lindens) were felled, and then the relationships

between these complexes should be found.

Ifthe, problem's structure is familiar to the student (that is, if

he has solved several similar problems in the past), then he will

abstract himself from the details of the concrete situation and isolate

the appropriate relationship easily and quickly,.and solving the problem

will present no particular diffic4lty.

2the descriptions of analysis as "elemental," "complex," and ,

"anticipatory" were given by Menchinskaya [171.'

7
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Thps, Galya ic.a fi-fth-grade honors pupil, reads Problem No,.4:

Fourteen m of wide lace ald 9 m oknarrow lace were
purchz;sed. The wide lace cost six rubles 30 kcopeks more
than the narrow lace. How muCh is Al m of wide lace and
m of narrów lace, if it Is known that l'm O'f-grede lace

eeosts 20 kopekspore tIlan narrow laed?

l'Aha," she siys, "They paid 6.50 rubles more for the wide

...That's for 5 m extra.., and for ,20 kopeks more p..,!..p.meter. So for 14 m

they mould havqmpaid'2.80 rubles additional lor wide lace, and hence 5 m

of narrow lace wouli hg 6430 - 2.80 ,..."

Al,though Galya ihad never solxed this problem about lace, she had.

frequentlY met prob1s that were structurally siMilar. This familiArity

serveg fis a basisfor decomposing the relationships between the data and
A

the.unknown that are ch$1racteriUtic of problems with this- sort of
A

strutture, and assured a higher level of analytic-synthetic activity in

solving this problem.

We can see that in perceiving the"problem's conditions, Galya

separated the relationship between the data and the unknown and determined

14

,a course of solution, and then a way to find the unknown quantity was

immediately clear td her.

The relationships between _the complexes (of the isolated data to one

another and to the unknown) stand out immediately in the analysis. This

particular aspect of analysis can be attributed to anticipatory analysis,

provided that it is directed at the succeeding operations.

The physiological asis of the giVen process is the formdtion of

definite systems of temporary associat;ons that become increasingly fixed

by uniform repetition of the conditions, by virtue oT which the appro-

priate process is brought about more easily and automatically. Thus,

to solve problems with a familiar structure, one reproduces associations

that have been formed and consolidated earlier.

The'analysis becomes significantly more detailed in the solution of

more or less complicated problems that are new for the pupils (task-

problems). Task-problems are' what we call problems, both model and non.-

model, whose coarse of solution is unknown to the pupils, and therefore

they must find it, find the relationship between the unknown and

the data. 4

8
(.1
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"People reduce every drill, every training, habit formatron,

orientation in the environment, among natural events, either to the

lormation of new connections or to the finest analysis,'" PavfoV: points

out [21: 333]. The solution of prgblems whode structAe ig famillar

depeilipis mainly on the reproduction of old, we1l-con431idated %sociatiOns.

The solution of task-problems prtsupposes the for&ation ofqassoCiations

based on the finest analysis.

However, Sechenov says, 'Note a, stngle thought passes thrqugh,the)

mind of a man dirring his entiren life which does not arise fA'Om elements

registered.in his memory [31: 441-442):" New associations can be
4

preserved only on the basis of old'ones already amassed by past experience.

Analysis in the solution Of task-problems is directed at isofating,-these

old associations, these flelements regisrered in the memory," 't#rough which

10' the new ones can be established.

In solvIng problems with a familiar structure, the pupils sometimes

isolate the relationships between the icnknown and the data while reading

the problem, but in task-problems the data and the unknown appear apart
IP

and, to find v-he relationship between them, an entire seriet of intet:-

mediate elements must be isolated in the process of the finest,analysist
,A0e

which will connect the datil to one another and,to the unknown. A yecial

analysis of the unknown and the data, and the functional relationships

between them, is th,en necessary.

In the analysis oethe unknown and the data their content is made

*more precise, the composition of the compli,cated data is revealed, their t

basic properties and features are isolated, i.e., the pupils answer the

questions: "What is this?", "What is it composed of?" "What features

does it have?"

The analysis of functional connections is directed at isolating the

principles on the basis of which the interrelationships between the data

and the unknowti might,be established; as well as at isolatingtthe very

relationship on whose basis the unknown quantity might be found.

For example, consider the following problem:

'Vitya bought a notebook for 20 kopeks, 3 pencil,s for 30

kopeks each, and he had four pyatachki left. How much money did

Vityp have at the start?

9
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t'irst, the t datum should be. subfe -cted to a special an Thctlysis. e
-i

. . - .

4
pupils s expib that ap att.Ch .is'a coin whoge ti,aue is(.5 klOPels,

,

V e
t,

.

and ci,onseqUentlyytya."rhad 4 c. it of'S,_k9çJ.s each. In disclOsing the '

composit,ion of,this datugA yie.-pupils'eAtiilii determine its-magnitude als0.1

'A special analysis'of tIliunkuown is also necessar,y heie,to4reveal.
. .,

the compositiOn o\f''the unknown. . ihe prob/x1 agkkilow much mottey vitg had. , 4

at JI:\tart.
..

. .

; 1
. ' ,

. .

"When w it?"
.

"Before/t e putchases."

"And what dd tie huy?"

"Note4ots and pencii.s."

"Did.ha 'spend all his money'?"

"No, he stilkhad 4 pyatachki, that is, 20 Lpeks.'

Analyzing the) isolated data and tb.la'functional.rel,ationshiis b%etwegn

them makes it possible to 9stablish definite relationship,s between the
a

data an'd to synthesize thetp.

The content of the 4rta can be extremely diverse, and the inter-

. ,relationships that they tan%hae alre alsot4iverse.' the probl giVen

above, oneacan colpare the costs of t otebooks and of all the encils';'

and determiue theii difference; one can find.the.cost of one pencil add

find out how muchlmore exp'ensive the notebook is; one can compare 'the:

money spent and the money remaining. Which of these possible operatlons

must be carrieAd out'?

The only operation, thiapnly synthesis,tAtat be roductive 14a.

one tharwill bring the pt,il close to finding the unknown quantity.

The pupil should choose from all possible'ret,lationships those tluit will

."correspond to neality" ---to the situation of the problem.
L-

A lifoblem is. a question whose answer should be found hy determining

definite relationships between the unkno;.in and th,e data. The appropriate

relations phouId

ships (i.e., the

To determine ho6

be chosen with a view toward determining these relation-
,
pupil should rise to the level of anticipatory analysis).

much money Vitya had at the start, one must find out

how much money he spent and how much money he had left; it would be

superfluous to determine the difference in the costs of pencils a 8

notebooks.

3
The Author observed that without a special analysis of this da m,

the students opgrated with it as a known quantity,regarding 4 pyataciki
as 4 kopeks.

7, 10
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A proper choid'e of productive relationships is possible only on the

,
basis of the analysis of all the data and the unknown. The appearance,

in the,solntion,of "superfluous eyntheses" (a term use4 'by the methotiolo-

gist BellyustiA [1]) ope'rations which.do 1%ot brinz one closer to the

unkno4-involves passing to.isolated analysis_of the seratt elements

tof the problem. The,pupil isolates individual words br data and pegins
\.
to combine them on,the basis'of his past experience,without correlating

ve.

them with the other data or with the unknown%(a synthes4s on the ;level
,

%

of an eiemental'analysis). .

. .../ '

C It must be remembered that Words are "all-embracin4:tiMu1i." The

same word-in one problem might be connected with one oeration, and in

anotfler problem w4h its opposite. Thus, in,thA problemr., 'T'wenty fir

t?des grew in a/f-orest plot;, eight wqre eut down. How Manyremained?"

the werds "cut doweand !Iremalkan are cOnnected wlth subtraction.

But in,another problem, stating that "eight fir trees were cut down, and
,

12 remained bn the plot. How fany fir trees were there?", -- both,of the
A

verbs are connected with addition.

IIf the pupil is in the habit of choosing arithmetiCal perations-y

by depending on isolated elements in the,problam's text,-.-isolated words-

taken from tl;e text--then, in the second problem, if he isolates the

'words "cut down" or "remained," he'will try to subtract, since ':remained"

-
has been associated most.frequently with subtraction in his experience.

A productive synthesis can be performed.only on the basis of a

41k

comprehensive analysis of the data, the unknown, and the functional

relationships between them.

Problem selving an analytic-synthetic process. 'Analysis and

synthesis are interdependent. Investigation of independent problem
.4

solving showed a gradual substitution dT these processes for each other

both in pupils and in adults. In analysis the pupils isolate sufficient

bases for the synthesis, and the synAesis is carried out immediately

afterwards. The new datum obtained as a result of the synthesis is

again subjected to analysis, and the connection between them and the

known data,is re-established. Thus, in this activhe well-known

proposition of Engels on the indissoluble ties between analysis and

sYnthesis is substantiated: "Thought consists as much in decomposing the

objects of consciousness into their elements as in unifying the elements

which are related to one another. There is no analysis without synthesis

[8: 40]."

11
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Thus, analysis in solving arithmetic problems includes, first,

decomposition of the problem into individual data and the unknown,

discovery of the content of the unknown and the data, isolation of their

individual featureesand facets, isolation of principles connecting them,

sand isolation of their functional relationships. Secondly, analysis is

included in the seYection of the "appropriate realities" of productive

assOciations that lead to the determination of the unknown quantity. Such

a selection is pbssible only with a thorough analysis of all the data and

the unknown of the problem.
a

3. A Contrast of Successful and Weak Studkits in Problem Solving

That pupils differ in.their success in arithmetic is clearly shown

by the different levels of their analytic-synthetic activity in solving

task-problems independently. We -shall compare the methods of solving

task-problems by students who were successful in arithmetic with the

methods used by.weak students.

An outstanding four.th-grade s.tudent in the 172nd Sc1i74, Valya
)

was told to solve the following problem independently:'

Two workers received the same sum of money for work
that they had done. One was paid 20 rubles per day, and ,

the other, was paid 12. Determine how many days each
laborer worked if it is known that the second worker
put in 6 more days than the first.

The record'of her solution follows:

Valya read the problem slowly, distinguishing clearly
by her intonation one datum from another. (She wa.s

conducting the primary analysis.) She 'repeated the .
question of the problem twice and singled it out

' particularly. The problem was difficult, and Valya did
not hurry. She turned to the text and re-read it more
thoughtLully.

"The second laborer was paid 8 rubles less. But they
both received the same amount of money -- so he had to
work 6 days more." She isolated the essence of the
problem, thus determining the main functionf relation-
ship: "He was paid lesobut worked more days. The
second laborer worked an extra 6 days." She continued,
"How much money did'he earn in these 6 days? 72 rubles..
72. The second laborer earned in 6 days...." She re-
analyzed the data she had obtained.

12
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"And how did I find that out?" Nalya,asked herself,
and made it more precise: Trhe second worker received

8 rubles less 120 - 12) and therefore worked 6 days more...

In 6 daya received,72 rubles, and,in,one day 8 rubles

1ess...72 4-8 9 ... dips... What kind of days are thege?
Who worked .during them? ... The first laborer worked 9 ,

days. And the second laborer? He was paid less;.in 9

days he wouldn't make 72 rubles, and he Wwked 6 days
more." Having isolated Xhis relationship, Valya easily
found the second unknown: "The second'laborer worked.

15 days'."

As this record shows, an ektremely high level of analytic-synthetic

act vity is chaiacteristic of.Valya K. She operates not.with elements

rely taken from the text of the problem, but with entire com plexes.

She carries.out the synthesis only when she has a sufficieat basis for

it.' Each new.datum she obtains is
4

analyzed, and its significance .for

approaching the basic goalthe unknown-- is evaluated. This'procedure

Ior solving task-problems is typical of pupils who ilave high grades in

Aithmetic. Success ul pupils show a high level of analytic-synthetic

ac vity in problem 4oiving.

Pupils with poo problem-solving skills solve rather difficult

problems, task-proble.lus, in a different way. We shall consider a

solution by a weak fourth-grade student in the 69th School, Oleg A. A

problem was given to him (Problem No. 14):

Four p ieces of ma terial, each 50 m,in length', were

brought into a Shop. Twenty ;lifts and'several overCoats

were made from the material. How many overcoats were

made if 4 m were used for dile oiyercoat and 3m fora suit?

The proI;lem was.not easy or Oleg (although this type of problem is

solved at the beginning of.the. third grade).
.

Oleg read the text of-the problem through superficiall* afithout

expression, iind without,precise decomposition of the separate

data. Then, putting aside_the paper on which the problem
was written, he took up his pen.

"tour m of material went into the overcoat, and 3 m into

a suit." He remembered a pair of the known data and asked,

"How many meters were used for one suit and one overcoat?
Seven," he calculated and turned to something else: "They

bought 20 suits; how many meters went into the suits? Sixty."

Then, still without having posed the question, he divided 60

by 4.. After getting 15, he stopped.
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"What'did you find.out?" the experimenter aske47.

"This is how many meters go into one overcpat," Oleg
answered, without thinking (obviously, he had forgotten that
this was given in, the problem) and wrote down "ma" (meters)
by the.15.

"How many me.pers went into all the suits?" Oleg continUed.

15 x 3 45

"Explaiy what you're doing," said the experimenter.

"Three m went into one suit, a4 nd we found Out had many
went into them all'...."

There is no point in quoting the record further. The nature of the'

solution tit clear. At,the beginning Oleg isolated individual data'and

carried out operatiOns with them, although they did not correspond to the,

other data or to the unknown (and then he performed a superfluous synthesis)%

Furthermore, he began to operate with only the numerical quantities,

assigning a sigdificance to them quite arbitrarily, and he did not compare.

these quantities wIth each other in)actuality. Oleg manipulated the

numeridhl data, in fact', and used blind trial and errot.

This sort of solution is very clearly depicted by Nosov [19] in his

work Vitys Maleev in School and at Home: 1h
#

There were 8 saws and 3 times Ss many axes in.s store.
Half the axes and 3 saws were sold to a crew of carpenters
for,84 rubles. The remaining axes and saws were sold to
another crew of carpenters for 100 rubles. How much doas

.41p.one saw and one axe cost?

Vitya shortened the problem, simplifying it:

12 axes and 3 saws cost 84 'rubles.
12 axes and 5 saws cost 100 rubles.
How much does one saw and one axe cost?

Vitya explained, "I could not shorten it.any more,

and I started to think about how to solve the problem. At
first I thought that if 12 axes ana 3.saws cost 84 rubles',
,then the saws and axes must .be added together and 84 should
'he divided by whatever was obtained. I added 12 axes an'd

, saws, and got 15. Then T started to divide-84 by 15, but I
got a remainder. I understood that some sort of mistake
,had occurred, arrd I,began to look for another way."

"1 found one: I added 12 axes and 5 saws, got 17, and
began to divide 100 by 17, but again there was a remainder.
Then I added all 24 axes together and added 8 saws to them,
and also added the rubles togeAer and began to divide the
rubles by the saws and axes, but the division still didn't

14
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come out right. ThenrI began tq subtract the saws from
die axes'and divide the mdhey by what I obtained, but
all the same I got nothing.. Then I tried-again to add
up the saws and the axes separately, and then subtract
the axes from the money and divide what was lefi by.the
saws, but whatever I tried, no sense caw of
[19: 145] ."

Every instructor knows how typical Vitya Maleev's method of solving

probleMs is for,pupils who are not making normal progress. The level of

analytic-synthetic activity is too low. They add up the axes and the

rubles easily, without thinking of the meaning of what they obtain. Their

solution-process frequently leads to a simple manipulation/of the numerical

data taken from the text of the problem.

To instili an ability to solve proUlems, one must teadh the-pupill

.to carry out the synthesis only oft the basis of a .thorough analysis of

the,problem; one museprovide them with productive means of analysis,

which they can use while solving rather complicated problems, task-problems,

independently.

4. A Comparison of Analytic and Synthetic Methods

How can we'teach pupils to analyze a problem? To resolve this

question, mathematics instructors first turn to the methodological:.

literature.

Ordinarily, intconsidering te question, 4the authors of methods

handbooks describe and Gompare the two methods of reviewing a problem--

the analytic and the synthetic.
/

Let us recall the way7 to Ilrea down a problem by each method. Suppose

that.the following'problem [25: 71] is given:

An airplane travelled 1940 km the first day, anti, travelled 340
km fuvther on the second than on the first; on the third day it
travelled 894 km less than on the first two days together. How far

did th4 plane travel in the 3. days?

.Reviewing this problem by the analytic method, we start with the

question: "The question asks how many kilometers the plane flew in 3 days."

To answer it, we must know how many kilometers the plane travelled eacp

of the three days. We know that it travelled 1940 km on the first day,

bUt how far it travelled on- the second and third days is unknown; -%=4
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To find how many kilometers\it travelled on the second day, we must

know how many kilometers it travelled on the first day and how many more

it travelled on the second. Both data are known.

'To determine how many kilometers the airplane.travelled on the third

day, we must know how many alameters it travelled on'the first and

second days.together, and how many kilometers less on the third day. We

know the latter, but nottthe former.

To find the.distance it travelled on the first and second days to-

gether, we.must know how many kilometers it travelled on each day

separately. All the necessary data are at hand, and the hreakdown is

completed.

With the synthetic methed,of breakdown, we begin with the known data:

1. We know that on the first day the plane travelled 1940 km, and

340 km further on the second. Consequently, we can find out how far the.

.plane went on the seCond day. We must add.1940 km to 340 km, to obtain

1.280 km.

2. Now we know that on the first day the plane travelled 1940 km,
,

and 2280 km on the second, and therefore we can find out how far it

travelled on both days...etc., all the way up to finding the unknown.

Thus, in the synthtic method, the concrete data of the problem are
,

the starting point, and we ask a question about them, the answer to which

should bring us closer to finding the unknown..

In the analytic method, the unknown is the initial step in the
,

discussion. In complex problema it might.not be defined directly by

combining the known data (intermediate steps would be necessary). The

solver selects data for the unknown that are not contained directly in

the text hut which he deems necessary for finding the unkno, quantity.

These data are expressed in an abstract, logical form, since heir

numerical value is unknown.

In the synthetic method, the breakdown of each link ends in resolving

the question and in finding a new link, and the solver relies on the

concrete values of the intermediate data. In the analytic breakdown, the

entire chain of the discussion should bebuilt up from abstract, logical

categories; only in the last steps do the abstract data receive numerical

values.
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The breakdown of a problem by the method of analysis is a logically

valid grgumeht whose initial step is the final question of the problem,

the unknown, and each link follows regularly fro the preceding one. This

logical order, the strict validity of the links analysis, attract
,

..methodologists to this method.

Are pupils capable of constructing such a rigorous, logically valid

argument as the method of analysis proposes? In wha. grade can this

method be introduced? To what extent does practice in the construction

of this type of logical argument enable the pupils to solve problems and

keep them from the 'superfluous, invalid operations to which they are

sometimes so susceptible? To which,method the analytic or the synthetic

-- and when, must priority be given?

It shoul,d be noted there .ii broad disagreement on these questions.

I do not propose to give a systematic exposition. of the, views of all

authors; but I shall try to outline the basic solutions to the questions

in the works of pre-revolutionary and Soviet methodologists.

5. Views of Methodolo_gists on Analysis and Synthesis.

in Problem Solving

,Theilre-Revolutionary Methodologists

A description of two methods of solving problems--from the data to
-

'the Unknown and from the unknown to the data, without introducing the

terms "analytic" and 'synthetic"--can be found in the 1896 methods text-

book of Evtushevskii [10]. He writA,

f
At first, in an lementary aritli'Metic course, it is both

more natural and eas er to carry out the solution of a
problem from the given numbers to the unknown, which is
clearer and more mayrstandable for the pupil; subsequently
it is useful to pass to the reverse solution gradually, that
isol starting from the unknown, determining its connections
with:the numbers given in the problem...The change frovrone
method to the otherris one of 4he most powerful tools in
the development'of the pupil's thinking arid simultaneously
prepares a method, vhich the pupil will) need later, in
composing ..f.vmulas and equations from problems...[10: 88-89].

Evtushevskii regards as a necessary condition for transition te

the method of analysis,(to use the modern term) the qudent's acquisition

of the skill in remembering the entire content of the problem and the

presence of a precise conception of the data and their connections in

conformity with the text of the problem.
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.
He demonstrates a review of,01.p -problem "from the unknown" (i.e., by

.the method of analysis) in three oftrations with an extremely clear

relationship between the data. He 0veS the review,of a more complex
\

problem (involving six operations) diaprently. He suggests isolating
\

the question of the problem and the knoW4 data, then listing all the

intermediate data that should be found bd'kre'the unknown quantity can
.0

be determined. Listing these data will proceed\jn, the aiame order as the

performance of the arithmetical operations. Matas, the review proceeds

by the synthetic method, bilt at first the entird pl:an of solution is

composed, and then the appropriate arithmetical oVerations are carried

out.

.Thus, just.as the method of synthesis is easier and more natural for
.

the student, so the breakdown of more complicated problqls is carried

out in the same way. But this,method should be combined N,Oith the method

of analysis, which influences the development of logical tAught in

the pupil in a positive way. This is Evtushevskii's opinion of both

methods.

The greatest methodologist of the 19th century, Latyshev 113],

emphasized that a school should not only inculcate definite habits, but

should "teach one how to think" and develop ingenaty in its

The author held a low opinion of the method of analysis. He considered .

it plossible to use analysis only after a series of exercises, especially

exercises on the selection of data for the unknown. Latyshev said:

In teaching students to determine by which numbers unknowns

of a knuw,h type can be found one can compose a plan, after'the

problem's solution, beginning from the unknown and describing
by what type of data it was found... The composition of similar

plans after the solution of problems is easily aFcessible to
. students. And only when the pupils can compose such plips very
well and have becoMe accustomed to determining by what data the
unknown can be found should problems even be solved, beginning with

the unknown and discussing by what data it can be determined...

(italics mine Z.K.) ...one cannot give materials for
practicing the analytic solution of questions in the study of

arithmetic (with children); geometry supplies an abundance of

similar material, and therefore the study of geometry is very

opportune for learning the analysis of solving questions,

starting from the unknown.



In arithmetic problems only in iso1a4Ad instances
can questions *hich are posed from the unknown actually
hell) the pupil in 'solving the problem, and then they
ordinarily can only direct him.toward explaining the content,
but cannot guide him through the entire solution 113: 132-
135].

Exercises in this method of solving problems should not
take u) much time..., since the time which the students spend
mastering it is not justified by its usefultiess to them; it is
more advantageous to spend time on other exercises which are
more closely related to the nature of the required work, to
the general direction of the course [13: 101] (italics
mine --,Z. K.).

As one of these more useful methods, Latyshev suggests introducing

an "explanatory discussion" with a "Why?" question as a basis. "Super-

ficially," he explains, "a feature of the method is expressed in 'the

establishment of the question - thesstudents intend to treat 'Why?' in

some way or other [13: 101]." In concrete examples, the author shows

his recommended method of breakdown. "Why did the second purchase cost

more, why did'the second train catch up with the first, why did he receive

less than he assumed?" All of these "whys" are directed at uncovering a

basic link in the problem, at uncovering the. basic principles linking the

unknown to the data.

It is not the analytic method of breakdown in its "classicalu forth,

but a versatilelreakdown of the problem, a disme 4e11t of'its main

linkliexposing the functionaf relationships of the datii) to one another

and to the unknown, with the aid of a "why?" question--that is the way

which, in Latyshev's opinion, largely permits the goal of "teaching

thinking," teaching independent solution of a problem, to be attained.

-1:One must teach all students to use maihly th, synthetic method,"

asserts the distinguished methodologist of the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, Shokhor-Trotskii [34]. "The synthetic method," he explains,

"is in general somewhat easier than the analytic, since.pupils applying

the synthetic method use their common sense.and their ingenuity more

freely, starting with the givenfnumbers, and not with the unknown numbers.

[34: 287]" (italics mine -- Z. K.). However, in Shokhor-Trotskii's

qpinion, "the synthetic means of solution can distract the pupils from the

neceseary operations and lead them to operations which are unnecessary far

solving the problem. It meets the mark when the problem is not very-
*

complicated [34: 285].
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The analytic method "demands considerable mental acuity and

considefable power over the reasoning proceeding from general consider-

ations." This method "ieads slowly to the goal, but silso never denies

44 itis help .., (it) leads more reliably to the goal [34: 285]" (italics.

"It is important," Shokhor-Trotskii remarks, "that pupils learn to

solve problems independently of the rules of solution.by the tiresome

analytic or by the not-always-reliable synthetic methods (34: 287]," The

author recommends training the pupils at first in the solution of a

lisufficient number of simplified problems, i.e., problems in which the

conditions are 14tid out in the order which corresponds most closely with

the sense of the problem and with the order of the required operations.

Then_he suggests having the students change these Simplified probleMs

into unsimplified ones, in which the order of the conditionslioes not
4

correspond to fhe order of"the operations.

We see tlfa't 4itha4 the analytic nor the synthetic method of

problem-breakdown satisfies Shokhor-Trotskii.

In Methods of Arithmetic by Egorov [7] we'find an extensive compari-

son of thV methods of analysis andsynthesis. 'Egorov, foremost among

methodologists, clearly stated the notion that solving problems is an

analytic-synthetic process. He regfrded the methods of analysis and

synthesis in their pure form as methods of exizosition of the way to

solve problems.

In his search for rational means for teaching problem solving,

Egorov followed in Latyshev's footsteps. He recommended simplifying

the data of a problem and investigating how onS of the data might be

formed with the help of the other data and the unknown. lie considers

it helpful sometimes to assume that one of the intermediate unknown

quantities is knowlf, for then it would be easier to determine the link

between the unknown and the data; in problems on merging, it must.be

determined why a profit or a loss was sustained, and in what way, and

so on. Egorov's instructions,for rational means of finding solutions

to problems are also of interest today.
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Arzhenikcv resembled Egorov in his opinions. He also believed that

guess-work and mistakes are possible in the analytic method of problem-

breakdown as welt1 as in the synthetic. At th6 same time, according to

him, the method of analysis is so difficult that, it can have only partial

use in elementary school, where the method of pynthesis should predominate.

The notion of the analYtic-synthetic nature of thought in problem

solving was developed further by Bellyustin [1]. He said, "Neither

isolated synthesis nor isolated analysis can be considered means of

solving problems. Problems should be solved by the combined use of

analysis and synthesis" (italics mine Z. K.).

In order to solve a problem, one must combine its data. In a more

complicated problem "superfluous syntheses" (Bellyustin's term) are

possible, that is combi,nat;ons of ehe data which do notblead to finding

the unknown. BellYustin

In such a case, in order to arrive at the necessary synt.hesis
more quickly and accurately, and, consequently to arrive at the

Illifoblem's solution, one can utilize the reverse method of break-

downanalysis. Most children do an analysis of problems,
but in an abridged way. They ordinarily carry it out silently,
to themselves, often vaguely, with jumps in their logic,
digressions and backward teps. During this time, the mind
crosses from one combinatio of data to.another, sometimes not
,pursuing it to its end, beca e it carries out/ superfluous

synthesis and does, finally, entire series of decompositions

of the question. All of this srk is useful to a great extent.
...In order to impart to them the ability to do this, one must
repeat problems that have already been ,solved ar perform an
dtalytic breakdown of them [1: 54-551.

According to Bellyustin, a complete analysis is rarely ericountered.
He writes:

The reason consists in the difficulty and the complication
of such a breakdown. It is useful only as a new form of
logical thought and as a refresher for the synthetic method.
Itsbest place is in problems which have already been solved
synthetically. The analysis of a problem after it has already

'
been solved is not difficult and is accessible to children;
it clarifies and supplements the synthesis [1: 54].

The author considers "abridEed anislysis" more natural and easier

when a clfficult problem is separated, not into simple ones as in

complete analysis, ba into two less complex ones, which are sometimes

already familiar to the solvers. Asking analytic 4uestions that follow

from the main question of the problem facilities finding the solution.

21.
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4 ("Why was a profit obtained?", "Why- did one,traveller overtake the

other?", etc.) If a problerg is difficult, he recommends inventing

similar problems with small numbers ("the method'of induction").

Thus, although he emphasizes the analytic-synthetic character

of thought in solving problems, Bellyustin regard§ the method of

analysis as a method of breaking down problems ehet have been solved,

useful "only as a new form of logical thought and as a refresher for

the synthetic method."

Shpital'skii [35].criticized the views of Egorov [7] (and at.the

same time of Bellyustin [1]). Without denying that problem solving

is an analytic-synthetic process, he still found that the "main direction

of thought unconditionally exists"and is for the most part neither

synthetic nor analytic. "The strict.use of a particular method of

thought," the author emphaRized, "for the very solution of the problem

is necessary for purely pedgokical goals [35: 11]."

An educational meth?d that largely corresponds too a child's

natural course of thought would be more expedient -- and the method of

analysis is such, according to Shpital'skii. Analysis should not take

,place after the solution, as Egorov asserted, for then, Shpital'skil

believed, its value would be decreased, and.the children would lose

interest in the problem. The analytic method should be used during

solution. Accordir4 1.1O Shpital'skii, finding the missing link in the,

chain of reasoning is especially difficult while solving the problem;

analysis helps to find this necessary link.
.;)

Analysis "eliminates tie possibility of any guess-work [35: 13],"

Shpital'skii wrote: The analytic method makes the solution of problems

easier, but "this method is.by no means meant to be an automatic way to

.4

solve problems [35: 32] ." It "provides* plan, but a plan of the process

of thought is, of course, just ag consistent, not only for all problems,.

1)4 in general for all instances of thought [35]." Without analysis,

without being separated into simpler problems in g.definite order, a

problem cannot be solved. Shpital'skii emphasized that the teacher's

task is to turn his attention to this natural process and to order and

reinforce.
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In contrast to other methodologists, Shpital'skii saw the

advantage of the method of analysis in its difficulty, since thought is

deyeloped by overcoming difficulties. At the sametime, he strived, as

far as possible, to lessen the difficulty of the analytic.breakdown of

problems by introducing a graphic scheme, to make,the analysis more visual,

to show it'in its entirety, to emphasize the logfCal sequence of each

link, to discipline thinking, and to provide the pupil with a method of

thought that will help him to solve other vital problems.

Shpital'skii supported his discussion of the value of the analytid'

, method by describing a small experiment in training twenty students in

different grddes (from preparatory students to older ones, exactly which

is not stated) during two suMmer months he prepared them to pass the

examinations (alllof them had to be te-examined after failing). He

asse\ed that the use of the "analytic method in connection with'the

graphic method of solving problems" aroused the pupils' interest, forced

them to regard a problem's solution conscientiously and to follow thd

logical train of thought. The pupils acquired the ability to solve

problems of any difficulty.

Ern 191 gave considerable attention to the methods of analysis

and synthesis. Comparing the methods, Ern emphasized that each places

the solver inLa posit,ion where he must choose from among everal different

combinations. To make the selection with synthesis, we should "anticipate"

and think about the possibility of composing successive simple problems.

And, in the analytic method of breakdown, we must anticipate, in selecting

the data for the unknown, in order to choose the necessary ones.

Choosing data presents greater difficulties, however, for the

analytic method than for the synthetic, according to Ern.

Here one must frequently select data that are not yet
in the problem, i.e., unknowns in their own right; ther6-
fore it is much more difficult here than in sYnthesis to
foresee which of the possible combinationf:will be the
most,mdvantageous in the given instance [9: 97].

Although hp observed that solving problems analytically "demands

high mental development in the pupils, as well as skill in abstract

thinking, and Lherefore should be carried out at a higher level of

instruction [9: 102]," Ern still objected to using the synthetic metiod
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alone in elementary school.

Analysis in the solution of arithmetic problem is the
first and aimplest use,of those means of thought which have
such great significance in algebra (in composing equaions)
and in geometry (in solving problems and in the proofs of

theorems). Therefore acquaintance with a6lysis in its
elementary form is desirable in eleMentary school, if this
school is to be a preparation for secondary school [9:1021.

Ern recommended starting with the breakdown of problems that have

already been solved, in teaching the analytic method.' A problem that is

algebraic in nature, he pointed out, "cannot be solved by the ordinary

means of synthesis and analysis [9: 117]"; it demanda special and quite

artificial means (the method of assumption is basic).

Summary - Pre-Revolutionary Methods Literature

Thus.we see that the greatest methodologists in Russia in the late

19th and the early 20th centuries agree.that the analytic method develops

logical thought in pupils, but that it is difficult. Various conclusions

Can be-drawn from this. Latyihev and Shpital'skii state the most

extreme views.

Latyshev [13] asserts that 1ecause the analytic iethod is difficult,

it is of li4tle use in elementary chool. It would not'be worth the time

spent in teaching it. To teach the reasoning involved in starting with

the unknown is much more natural and more productive to use geometric

material.

Shpital'skii [35] we recall, argues that the method of analysis is

useful because it is difficult. This method teaches one how to think,

"eliminates all guess-work," limplifieS the solution of problems. This

is the method of.searching for solutions to problems.
s...

LShokhor-Trotskii [34] introduces the notion that the analytic method

"leads more truly to the goal," although the pupils "use their common.
1 ,

k

sense more freely" with the synthetic method.

Egorov [7], 13ellyustin [1] and other methodologists show convincingly

the possibilities of error in both the synthetic and the analytic break-

down of problems. Indeed, both methodsplace the solver in a position

where he..must select one of several different combinations, and this

selection is much more difficult in a br- by the analytic method

(and, consequently, errors occur more freq.
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, Solving problems is, accordingo them, a complex analytic-

synthetic process. It 14 impossible'to solve a probleM by the method

of analysis, which, according to them, is a way tq break down probleNt _

that have already been solved. With this kind of breakdowq, the pupils

are trained in logically rigorous argument, which facilitates the later

mastery of algebra and geometry. Ern [9] points out the inapplicability

of the methods of analysis and synthesis in solving algebraic problems.

Many authors who are critical of dig' analytidoand synthetic methods

intro4000orther, more productive (in their view), means for promoting

problem-Solv,ing skills. Evtushevskii [10.] ..recommends a very precise

decomposition of the problem into the known data and the unknown, and

the composition of a complete plan of solution, up to the execution of

the arithmetical Operations themselves. Latyshev [13], along with 6

Egorov [7], Bellyustin [1],'and others, suggests introduoing an "explan-

atory discussion," using a "Why?".question to exposethe basic kernel of

th
la

problem and the basic relations between the data and the unknown.

Egorov recommends simplifying difficult data in the problem, exposing

their content,altering them, observing.how Ohe other data are then

changed, using a "Why?" question broadly, and so on.

These proposals for more productive means of working an'problems

merit attention at the present time. We see that the pre-revolutionary
S.

methods literature contains no unanimous opinion.of the relative value

and place of tha application of the analytic and synthetic methods of

breaking down problems. Let us turn to the work of Soviet methodologists

and see (again only inbits basic features) how they resc5lve this important

issue of analysis and synthesis in solving problems.

The Soviet Methods. ,Literature

As was' noted gbove, a Soviet ,school strives pot only to give its

pupils a fund of knowledge and skill; it strives primarily to develop_

well-rounded persons who will build a c.ommunist sodiety. "Arithmetic(3

inflormation should be imparted to pupils by methods which promote their
_

4 thorough mental and moral develipment," writes Pchelko 4].

It is quite undetstandable that, with such a task, he analytic

method with its rigorous system of, a logical chain of conclusions is

part.lcularly attraLive to Soviet methodologists. In arithmetic teaching
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manuals we find many lines devote4 to the question of analysis and

synthesis. We shall investigate the positive and, negative features that

various school systems have noted in the analytic and synthetic methods

of.problem bre.akdown, which are of interest to us.

Kavun and Popova [11] assert:

Whether*certain data should be .combinea is decided wi.th
synthesis as well as with analysis. How&ver, th ci. sIudents

determine this subconsciously, without realizing it.. With
6

the analytic method the process tends to be more conscious.
...the "analytic method" which takes the pupils in the

. experimental, nyentive directions in problem solving,
(exactly how is not said -- Z. K.), develops tlieir thinking--
trains them in strictly sequential thought-- but due to its
abstratction and'Verbosity, it is very tiring and complicated
and therefoTe frevently_ cannot be used in school and
demands special pteparatory,exercises (solving problems
with missing data, selecting the data for the question, etc.).

Nsegoe'

It is noted in Methods of Arithmetic [41], that the analytic meihod

is more helpful in developing the metkhod of synthesis:-
,

The students, after askiAlA themselves blind questions,
.which either encourage 7them slightly or do not help them at
all, cam begin to carry out the most unlilsely manipulations
with, numbers, adding people to rubles, etc. With analysis the
pupil apprbaches the goal by a strict chain of logical
conclusions, but the need for this chain-16s incomprehensible

' to him...Copposing such a chain is difficult for him. If the
pu'pil is aware of the basic sense of a problem, he will solve
it"rapidly synthetically [41:, 50].

Because tlie method of analysis is difficult, the editoro believe that

it should not be introduced' until third or fourth grad, and a .teacher

should not intend to develop problem-solving skills hy.this method in

the primary school.

The educational significance of the method of analysis is emphasized

by Snigirev and Chekmarev [38]. ."It trains tihe pupil in strict sequential

thinking [38: 49)" Acknowledging the difficulty of this Method, the

authors recommend intrcacing a series of preparatory exorcises in the

se;ond grade so that the pupils-will be trained for full analytic break-

down of problems in the fourth grade.
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[2] :

#1*'The value of the method of analysis is obvious to Berezanskaya

*

There are doubtless advantages for using the analytic method
of solving problems, in which the abilitg of the students to
reason\pnd to attain considerable rigor isdeveloped, as well as
deliberation and colisistency in Srawing conclusions, in contra-
distinction to the dynthetic method, where through a series of
questions one arrives at the goal coin'cidentally, as it were
[2: 245] (italics mine -- Z. K.).

) At the same time she demonstrates that mistakes are also possible

with the analytic method, and that this method is dilficult even for

fifth-graders, particularly if a problem qan be separated into iliore than

three simple problems. With sufficient skill, the synthetic method often

leads to the goal more faithfully and easily. Accordins to Berezanskaya,

various methods must be used in school: th0 analytic, the synthetic,

and the analytic-synthetic.

We find a very detailed exposition of the peCuliarities of both.

methods and a detailed comparison of them by Chichigin [6]. He also shows
4 A

a preference for the.analytic method, where the thought process is stricter

and more consequential and "guarantees the correct method of.solving a

complex problem [6: 292]." But this method is difeictilt, esPecially at

the start. It is difficult to understand that onekunknown can be

determined with the help of other unknowns (in the analysis of a complex

problem). One must leach only partial breakdown of prOblem& by the Method

of analysis at first. Chichigin advises using the complc;te analytic,break-
.

down of quite complex problems (with 5-9 questions) in secondary school.

The author mentions the value of an analytic-synthetic method of

Oroblem breakdown. But this is actually a mechanical combination of the
._,

ordinary methods of analysis ahti synthesis. Ap first the full analysis
a

of the problem is carried out, and then it is synthetic4ly broken'ddwn

and solved.

arlt,

Lyapin [14] g'ves a similar -4valuatiop of the methods of Allalysis

and synthesis. .though he recognizes the analytic-synthetic nature of
,

thought, he emphasizes'that

The analytic method of re?Isoning trains pupils in strict
consistency of thought and promotes the development of logical
thinking more than does tlle synthetic; this methad sllould
a. ways he used..whenever the instructor is not sure teat the
p an of solution is clear to thetpupils [14: 208] .

,
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Polyak considers the analytic and synthetiC methods of breakdown of

problems in a number of works, although his views have changed radically

since his Basic Questions in Methods of Arithmetic [28] appeared. In

this work of 1930, he asserted that the method of analysis teaches the

technique of solving problems and helps the work of low-achievers. At

the same tim, he wrote:

The method of analysis possesses an essential
'inadequacy in spite of all its externally positive qualities,
which is that the pupils are deprived of the possibility of
thinking through the problem, since the teacher's questions 4

often prevent the pupils from concentrating on the problem's.
content.

Polyak also stressed that the analytic breakdown/Is time consuming.

. In a 1940 work [31], Polyak emphasizes the positive aspects of the

method of analysis. ,This method duarantees realization Of the solution

and prepares the pupil for practiCal life, since in life it is more

frequently necessary y:1 solve a problem by selecting the data necessary

Lox' solving it than to explain what problems can be solved on the basis

of the existing data. Therefore, Poliak believes that this method Ought

to be an introduqory method in all grades in school.. Wit1-out4enying

the diffidulty of a;ialysis,' Polli.demonstrates a method of simplifying

it in elementar$ school (using partial analysis,-analysis of previously

solved problems or of analogous problems, etc.).

n his work of 1948 [29] Polyak speaks of the analytic-synthetic

method, and gives preference to it. This method guarantees a conscious

sOlution, as long'as the cómposition. of a plan of solution precedes the

performance of the arithmetic4?operations. As a matter of fact, just

as Ath ChiChigin [6], this m'ethod (in Polyak's description) is a

combination of the analytic breakdown of a problem i4,...its'"classical

form" and thpfteeeding solution by the ordinary synthetic method.

Polyak considers it possible to introduce such a breakdown even in first

grade.

In his 1950 work [30], Polyak does not introtimce anything new in

resolving the question at hand.
A

Thus, Polyak, who began with a low opinion of the method of,analysis,

lateespeaks of its great value and the necessity of making this method " !
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introductory; in his later works (1948 and 1950) he argues that the ,

analytic-synthetic method should be introductory, but retains the.form of

the analytic breakdown of problems with no' change.

"The analYtic-synthetic process in breaking down problems is a

method of finding a way to solve them [23: 61]" -- this idea is'very

precisely formulated in the works of Pchelko. In his Meth8ds of

Teaching Arithmetic in,Elementary School, which went through several

editions, he writes:

Analysis,is impossible without synthesis. In fact,
when we start with the question of, the problem and select
the data for it (analysis), we note these data not
abstractly, but, starting from the text of the problem,
from numerical data and from the conept of the problem as
a whole (synthesis)4 On the other hand, when we start,the
breakdown with the numerical data and select the question's-,
for it (synthesis),, we constantly verify the advisabflity of
_combining certain data through'the main question of the
problem (analysis).

RealiAng'that the breakdown of,a problem is always an analytic-
,

synthetic process, Pchelko believes that, depending on the starting-
.

points (the data or the unknown), either analytic or synthetic features

I can,come to the fore.

Wheh a pupil begins the breakdown with the question
analytic features come to the fore...When a pupil, having
read--the problem and having singled-out the question,
begins the breakdown by combining,the numerical data,
constantly checking against the problem's question,
synthetic features are prevalent [2.3: 61-62].

It should be noted that In the first and second editions of
4

Methods, Pchelko included a number of critical remarksfon the'analytic

method;

The synthetic method.of breakdown corresponds more
closely to the natural' mode of thought in'pupils who always
begin with the data in solving problems. The analytic
method is more abstract, more verbose, and more artificial...
The analysis of complex problems is difficult for elementary
school pupils in its detailed aspect [24: 90; 25: 84].

In the third and fourth editions [26, 27] these remarks are removed, and

the positive aspects of the analytic method are emphasized largely. "The

analytic method in its conventional interpretation (the method of
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analysis -- Z. 'K.) is always useful fgr developing abstract thought and

speech in 'pupils [23: 62]" -- this is ,11.0W Pchelko answers teachers'

questions about the value of the method.

In the 1953 edition. [27] he moves away from his positive opinion .

of the method of analysis and to a still greater extent emphasizes the 11P

significAce of the analytic-synthetic method of problem-breakdown:

Skatkin's polemic article [36] is somewhat related to the state-

ments introduced above. The author, referring to statements by Egorov,

Bellyustin, and others, emphasizes that the methods of,analysis and

synthesis "are a model of a logically rigorous exposition of a problem's .

solution, and not a reflection of a metho f finding a solution [36]."

He does not deny the use of such a cohere t exposition of .a solution, but

believes that it

does have a direct re1ation4hiP to the-question of the
methods pupils can use to solve a probleme In order to show a
student 'how to solve a composite (complex) problem, one can
introduce an example of the solution of a concrete problem,
explaining how to disclose and dismember the content of the
question of the problem and how to compare the data which are
necessary for answering the problem's question with the data

already at hand, as well as how to compare the possible
combination of tke numerical data with the requirement'
expressed in the problem's question [36: 17].

In order to teach pupils to solve arithmetic problems by themselves,

one must, according tdiltkatkin, "teveal Lose ,modes of thought which will

most hopefully lead the pupils to find the ties between the unknown and

the numerical data of the problem [36: 17].'i

The editorial staff of the journal, eithout denying that problem

solving is an analytic-synthetic process,nonethelessconsider that the

denial of the methods of,analysis and synthesis as a means of preliminary

break-down of problems, which point the way to solve them, "weakens our

position in the fight for the correct solution of one of the main issues

in the methodology of solving problems [36]." Unfortunately, other

comments on Skatkin's article did not follow.
_

.
In 1949 a collection of articles entitled Solution of Problems

in Elementary_ School appeared, under the editorship of Pchelko. in it a

wholJA series of authors dwelt on the question of analysis and synthesis

in problem solving, and several points-of-view Were expressed ag a
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solution to this question. Popova, in her article [32] asserts that

"reasoning based on s hesis is constructed without ties with the main
% -

question, without the necessary purposefulness, and nonetheless gives

way logically to reponing based on analysis [32: al]." She is aware of

the difficulty of the analytic method. Students frequently skip isolated

intermediate logical links in the breakdown of problems by this method.

In order to simplify the'breakdown for students, Popova recommends

composing a graphic scheme of analysis.

She considers the second year of instruction the best time for

starting the method of analysis. IT1 the third grade one should introduce

complete analysis along with partial analysis and in the fourth grade

"quite frequent use of complete analysis, during which time it should

become habitual [32: 8],u is necessary (my italics -- Z. K.).

Noting that many teachers take a negative view of complete analysis

on the grounds that it is inapplicable to difficult pAblems, and easier

problems can be solved without a breakdown by the method of analysis,

Popova says: "One should use complete analysis both for problems of

medium difficulty and especially for easy problems, since such problems

in and of themselves do little to develop thought in the pupils [32: 82]".

(my italics -- Z. K.). For example, the follol:Ting problem is given:

An airplane flew 260 km in the first hour, 30 km more in

the second. In the third hour it flew 250 km less than in the

first two hours together. Hew many kilometers did the airplane

fly altogether?

For fourth-grade pupils this is not a difficult problem, and the way to

solve it is clear. Popova believes that for the solution of this problem

to be more useful in developing the thought of the students, one must give

a full breakdown of it by the method of analysis, composf6 a graphic

scheme, where quantities necessary for solution but unknown are mentioned,

and the values of the known data ard inserted... Popova introduces an

analytic breakdown of the given problem and a scheme for it (Fig. 1).
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'Fig. 1

The analytic breakdqwu of the problem

and the schematic diagram are much

. more difficult to construct than the

solution of the problem, but it is

precisely in this thAt Popova sees
.

the vall.ve of the method of

analysis [32]..

A few model problems, according

to the author, yield themselves

entirely to complete analysis

(problems on motion in opposite

directions, the rule of three,

etc.). "However, there are problems,"

Popova, [32: 107] notes, "which at

firgt glance will not yield to complete analysis"(my ital4cs

and "analysis of.a special type" is needed. What is this analysis?

In problems on proportional division the analysis of the question
li

is prefaced by the ordinary breakdown of the problems by the method of
u

analysis. It is explained.that the question assuilies two answers, and an

ordinary analysis of the problem follows.

In problems on findiong the unknown by the difference of two quanti-

ties, and on exclusion of one of the quantities by meanS of subtraction,

the "Why?" question must be asked at first (like Latyshev's recommendation).

This question helps to disclose the causal-consequential ties between the

data and t q,unknown, and the way to solve the problem then becomes clear%

i?

. 4

Then an or 440breakdown of the problem by the method of analysis is .e t

given.
.

In prbblemaon finding terms by a sum and a difference, a short

notation of the problem is made, giving the relationship of the parts,

decomposing tile question of the problem, and, when the way to solve the

problem is understood, an ordinary, "classical" analysis of it is made.

Thus, Popova acknpwledges that the method of analysis in its

"classical form.can be used only when the course of solution of the

problem is clear. It is inapPlicable to difficult problewil [32: 107]."

"Analysis of a special type" is directed at explaining the course of

solution (4 a number of model problems, and when the course of solution

has become clear, the problem is investigated,by the ordinary method of
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analysis. The classical method of analysis is used as a special logical

exercise that complicates the process of the problem's breakdown and

thereby increases the value of the.problem for developing 4ogical thought

Bochkovskaya also uses the idea.that the method of analysis can be *

introduced only When the interrelationship between the unknown and"ths

data is clear to the solver. She Wri&s:

The decomposition of a complex problem into simple ones
during the problem's breakdown, is an analytic-synthetic
process. Whether an4ysis or synthesis yill dominate in .

this process is determined by the structure of the problem
and by the extent to which the pupils have mastered the
relationships between the quantities entering into'the ptbblem 40,

[3: 74j.

Until the pupils have mastered these relationships, the problem must be

investigated by the method of synthesis.

The use of analysis in solving problems givea the best
results when the pupils become familiar with it through
problems with few operations and a clear structure and
when they clearly understand the mutual ties between the
unknown quanttty ansi the nUmerical data [3: 651.

According to Bochkovskaya, both methods can be used at different periods

for proble with identical structures: synthesis when the pupils are

C-learning h w to solve problems of a given structure, and analysis when

thewayto solve these problems is already familiar to the pupils.

Bochkovskaya allots less space to the method of analysis than does
.

Fopova. For developing logical thought, She recommends, along with the

method of analysis; a number of different exercises -- comparing problems

with different structures, describing the solution of problems by a

formula, and thinking up problems as examples.

Novoselov [20] comes Out against the monopoly of the analytic and

synthetic methods.

The breakdown of the process of problem solving shows that
it is not a strict logical propess, as the methodologists

depict it when speaking of the analytic and synthetic methods

of solving problems. This breakdown shows the great signifi-

cance of memory and of knowledge of simple2Problems; more
precisely, acquaintance with a given ang6t of the relation-
ship of quantities. It showS that both-the question and
other problems resemble missing data [20: 1971 (italics mine --

Z. K.).

to.
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According to Novoselov there is noi"general" method for solving

different problems. Problemb vary in their coriditions and difficulty and

demand the use of different methods. The breakdown of problems by the

method of analysis "proceeds smoothly only with a person who already knows

how to solve the problem...[20: 1961" (here he agrees with Popova and

Bochkovskaya). New problems should be presented by different Meehods,

to reveal the concrete situation described in the problem (an explanation

of words and expressions, a visual demlmstration, a graphic scheme, a

sketch, etc.). The presentation, according to Novoselov, should be short
. *

and should give only the necessary support for independent solution of

the problem.
%

Shorts and Bogolyubov's works read at tli.Pedagoacal Lectures are

of considerable interest. The work of Shor, relied upon by instructors

. in pedagogical schools, gives no evaluation of the, mfthods of analysis and

synthesis. Analysis in its traditional form is included as,pne of the

factors of the work on a problem's text, while, it precedes the more

,\

,
. serious work on it (a short notation of the problem, a.grafillic break-
\

\
\ down of it, et!. c.). At the same time, Shor proposes other quite rational

, means of working on problems (simplifying the text of a problem, solving

\it by dif.ferent methods, generalizing model problems, etc.).
\

.

Bogolyubov, iu summarizpg many years .k141.4ork in schools and pedagog-
%

ical institut s, describes both the analytic and synthetic.methods of

issoling proble in some detail. He evaluates both methods negatively,'

sinca in his opinion, they both operate in isolation, thus interfering

with tlie natural trhin of thought, where these processes are inseparably q

connected. The method of analysis is especilly complex in this regard,

since it;assumes operations first with a series of unknown data, whereas

in using the method of synthesis, the pupils are relying on known data.

Bogolyubovdisapproves of analytic schemes, which, in his opinion, compli-

\

,

cate rather ',,.. t.it n simplify the breakdown of problems and, since they are

so artificial\, ean hardly serve to develop logical thought. The author

con6rasts thaSe Lethods with the analytic-synthetic methOd of problem-
\

bt'eakdown, where the processes of analysis and synthesis interact.
1

"), d

Ummarv SovietLiterature
'L ----

:Thu*, in resolving thevestion of analysis and synthesis, 'Soviet

4 methodOLogists acknowledge.quite properly the analytic-synthetic nature

of thought in problem solving. At the same time, Pchoiko and other
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methodologisisindicate th4, depending on the starting-points for the

solution (from the unknnwn or,from the data), either analysis (breakdown

by the method of analysis) or'synthesis (breakdown by the method of

synthesis) comes foremost, and accordingly they select the comparative

value of one method or the other. There is still no unanilaty in evaluat!-

ing these methodss,' especially analysis. Most methodalogists Diention the .

value of the method,of analysis. It'develops logical thought, is

distinguished by its rigor, sequentialness, movement toward a goal

(Berezanskaya [2] and others), it leads in inventive, investigative

directions (Kavun and Popova [11], it is better than the synthetic, it

prepares one for practical life (Pchelko 122, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27],

POlyak [28, 29, 30, 31] and so forth..

At the same time, shortcomings of this method Erre noted in the

methOdological literature. Ittis difficult,'appeays to be too abstract,
2

wearisome, artificinl (Kavun and Popova,[11] and Pchelko [24 25] up

to 1947), incomprehensible to the pupils, and hence the long in of

conclusions is necessory [41]; the construction of this chain hinders

the stiodents in thinking independently (Polyak [28, 31] in articles

before 1941), and so on.

Just as there is disagreement about the difficulty of this method,

7
there is debate about w

4

n to introduce it into schoolwork. Polyak [29]

believes that it can be,introduce4-el firsik4ade, and that,later this

method should become the leading one. Popova [32] believes that

familiarization with this Method shouldbegin insecond grade so that ,

complete analysis of problems can become habitual by fourtk-grade.

Snigirev and Chekmarev [38] indicate that the method of analysis, without

a preliminary breakdown of the problem by the synthetic method, can be

used only in the fourth grade. Berezanskaya [2] considers it difficult

even for fifth-graLlrs.

The question about when and for what type of problems analysis

should be used in its "classical form" is also solved in various ways.

Pcheiko, Polyak, Chichigin, and others, recommend this method for

preliminary breakdown of problems, as a method of searching for the

solution. According to Chichigin [6], it guarantees the proper course

for' solving'a coplex problem. Pchelko [23] believes that this method



should be used with uncomplicated problems (with 3 or 4 questions),

unreduced, non-algebraic ones.4 Popova [32] believes that it is

1.......1"ossib1e to investigate difficult problems by the mdthod of analysis.

Because it pakes the process of breaking down the easier problems more

complex,'the method of analysis increases the value of these problems

for developing logical th-ought. According to Popova, a number of model

problems demand "analysis of a special type": the causal-consequential

ties are revealed through questions (of the "Why?" type), the relation-

ships of the data to one another and to the unknown are disclosed, and

then, when the way to sole the problem has become clear, thanks to

this breakdown, the problem yields to the ordinary "classical" analysis.

Skatkin [36] in, general disclaims the method of analysis as a

method of preliminary breakdown oeproblems; it could be a useful logical

extmicise after solving the problem. Novoselov [20] likewise believes

that one can give a complete breakdown of a problem by the method of

analysis only if lib knows its solution and not if he is seeking it. In

searching for a solution, one does not think in the logical sequence that

5J-le

methods of analysis and synthesis assume. Different aspects of

problems require widely varied means ofbreakdown, wIlich'are determined

Primarily by the Conditions of the specific problem._

These, then, are the basic differences ill evaluating the method of
/

analysis in, teaching problem, solving. How can we explain the existence

of these disagreements? First, there is no scientific, experimental

verificition of tte psychological and edUcaetonal va e of the methods

of analysis and synthesis. Most methodologists sert that the method

of analysis is'useful: It develops logical thought. What'is the basis

for this assertion? It is actually made by pure'logic: Since the break-

down of problems by the method of analysisis a logically rigorous chain

of deductions, any exercise in constructing such a chain should aA.to

develop logical thinking in students. Is this conclusion correct? To

what extent does constructing such a chain of deductions help oae to.

reveal the meaning of,a'specific problem or to find a why to solve it?

Is a full breakdown by the method of analysis of an unfam&liar problem

possible? Is exeiCise in analytic breakdown useful for problems that'

4
By algebraic problems Pchelko means problems with artificial means

of solution (equation, substitution, etc.).
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that have already been solved? And, if , to what extent? How does

it influence the ability to sole pioblems independently? These and a

number of similar questions can be answered only by special investigations.

Investigations of this kind have been made by the author of this

work over several years. Zhe materials obtained provide a basis for

drawing conclusions to these questions. A description of these investi-

gations and their results will be given i4 the next section.

-
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Chapter III

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE USE OF THE

METHOD OF ANALYSIS IN SCHOOL

A.. The Need for Specific Instruction in Analxsis

Most methodologists have no doubt about the pos bility of a

"classical" analysis of a non-model problem with 2-4 questions. The .

great bulk of these problems are solved in the second and thira grades.

Therefore, we planned to carry out the investigations in these grades.

We also planned to observe, as the first step in the'investigation,

how pupils.grasp the method'of analysis in'the most typical conditions

in the mass schools. Ordinarily, .the schools acquaint the pupils with

the method of analysis, and, more or less frequently, they turn to

the breakdown of problems by this method, bu l. without working

systematically with the pupils on mastering it.

Jo observe how the analytic method in br.eakdown of oblems was

mastered under these conditions, we conducted individual e eriments

in teacher V.'sclass, grade 3C in the 47th School for Girls. The .

pupils had become familiar with the method of analysis in second grade,

,and the breakdown of problems by this method was practiced from time

to time without any system. When the teacher corrected the mistakes the

pupils made in breaking down problems, she did not Work systematically to

eliminate the er.rors and did not exact precision in the formulations

of the breakdowns.

The absence of sequential work'on the analytic method of breaking

down problems was naturally reflected in the level of the pupils' mastery

of this methCO. As our experiments showed, inly the very best pupila,in

the class began isolating the unknown and indicated the data that'could

help to find the unknown. For example, Problem No: 14
1

indicates that

the number of overcoats which were made is to be determined, and

that one know how many meters Went into one overcoat and how many,into

all the overcoats. Moreover, if the method of analysis is followed,

1
See p. 13.
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one should indicate which data are necessary for determining the number

of meters used for overcoats and that one needs to know this in d.rder to

datermine how ma meters went into one overcoat. However, these pupils,
ft

actually interrupting the analytic breakdown, 4Imply indicated what must

be determined in the first question of the problem, in the second, etc.

That'is, they passed to the synghetic method, which was more habitual

with them.

The greater portion of the pupils in this class did not even attempt

'to give an analysis of the unknown. ,Average and even good pupils simply

indicated the unknown and passed on to composing a.plan of solution. Here

is th,e record of the "analysis" of the above problem by Valya Z.i

We must find out how many overcoats were made,--N1
-therefore)we must know hoW many meters theretere
altogether in the shop and how many meters were used for
the_puits, and we have to know hoF many meters of material
were left for, the overcoats.

As we can see, only the indication of the unknown remained htte

from ihe method of analys4s, and there follows a listing
(of those questions

whose solution leads to finding. the upknown. This is a3go analysis,

of course,but i.t.does not answer the demands of the analytic method, t e

mastery of which we were verifyi4gtin the experiment.
1.

Weak students, when asked to give a complete analysis of the problem
`-,!

(they had been acquainted with these terms), repeated the question and

enumerated all the known data in the twtt. This is how Lena M. "analyzed"

the same problem:

"We must find out how many overcoats were made,", she s'aid.
"For this we must know bow many pieces of material Ehere were,
how many suits were made,:and how much material went into one
suit and-into one.overcoat." She oyerlooked one of the known
data 4re and simply enumerated in pile ,form of questions those
data which were given in the conditions.

Thus we sea that pupils in a class'where special systematic work

on the method of analysis is not done do not master the method. Only

external elements, and few of them, are taken from the new method --

iSolated formulations in speech ("We must find out," "This ,cannot

determine immediately"). Not even the,best sbudents in the c;ass could

givea. fulfbreakdown of this little problem by the method of analysis.
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2. Mastery of An Analysis Method t School No. 64.

As long as we were intending to observe thi mastery of the method,of

analysis by pupils in elementary school and to determiniit:the influence of

this method on the problem-solving ability of the pupils, we had to turn

to classes where systematic work was done for4mastering it, where the

method was considered extremely valuable. Followitrthe instructions of

experts, we turnea to School No. 64, where the school administration

insisted that' the ;eachers use the analytic method in breaking down

problems, regarding it as particularly influential in developing the

pupils' mathematical thought. Therefore molt instructors at the school,

taught the pupils to break down problems by analysiS. According to the

administration, this work was pa'iticularly productive in teacher G.'s

class, and so we chose it for the experiments. G. acquainted the pupi/t

with this method in first grade and began to teach it to her students

regularly,,especially in second.grade. In the third and fourth grades,
*

when we conducted our investigations, analyzing a problem was a habit

for them.

How did the students in this, class master this method of analysis?

As the experiments showed,. the following rather distinctive form of

breakdown was quite typi71. We lhall introduce the most typical record

of the breakdown by th 'met od of analysis of Problem No. 14 by the best

pupil in the aess, Sash B. Isolating the question of the problem, Sasha

begins his "ana/ysis":

41.

1. "We cannot answer the question of the problem
immediately, since we don't know how many meters of material
remained_after the suits had been made.

2. This we cannot find out because we don't know how many
meters went intg all the suits.

d 3. We% cannot fiond out how many meters went into all the
suits because we awriot know how much material there was

c .artogether. But we can find this out."

We see that Sasha indicates only one datum :y necessary foT determin-

ing the unknown the one whose value is determined ilCthe preceding

operation. For determining the latter, Sasha indicates a datum as

necessary whose value he determined in the solution of the second question-
..

of the problem. In the first and sec:ond instatces these assertiops
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correspond to reality. Both data needed to determine the.amount of

material used, for the stts are contained in the problem. However, here

also Sashaasserts: "We cannot find out gow many meters, were used for

hall the suits because w4 do not know how much material was brought,in,"

i.d., he indicates a necessary that datum whose quantity is deitermined

by solving the preceding (here tf/e. first) question of the problem. Other

good and average'students analyzed the problem the same way (weak

students dfd the analysis as an ordinary breakdown after the irst

question). Thus, a very distinctive way of breaking dowryas composed :

by good and average pupils in this class. At the start the "maiii"

unknown IQ, indicated in the analysis, whose value i determined by solving

the last question of the problem (in the given case, the fourth). Then

that datum is indicated as necessary whose value,is determined by solving

the next-to-last question (here the third), and then by solving the one

preceding ielhere the second) and hence right up to the datum whose value

is determined by solving the first queStion.

The assa.rtion that it was impossible to determine the value of

neceSsary datum was made without referring to the text of the problem.

The pupils repeated this assertion, but when both necessary data are

present, determining the value of the intermediate datum was_6ntiilly

paSsible.

The pupils simply remembered the course of solu ion, disposed of

the simple problems solved in this way in the reverse order, and, combi-

ning them mechanically in this order, asserted, repeating the standard

formulation, that determining 'the unknown of one simple problem is im-

, possible without'determining the unknown in the preceding one.

When the experimenter indicated the real po'ssfbility of determining
1

the intermetate data, the pupils either repeated their original assertion

or, convinced that both required data were present, considered the analysis

vocompleie (i.e., interrupted it at tbis intermediate link).

The presence in the problem of both data necessary for determining

the needed unknown was connected in the pupils' minds with the completion

of the "arialysis."

Under what educational conditions would it have been possible to

explain why this quite distinctive form of "analysis," whose sole

occurrence was noted with the pupils in the 47th and 19th Schools, pre-.

dominated here?

4.2

6
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In her work the teacher G. often found "supr luous syntheses"

being made 4 students, syntheses not required by'the course of the

preblem's solution. In the analytic methodoorbreaking down problems,

'the nece4.ssity_ of dynthesizing ,vecisely these determined data is based

on logic.

According to G. assumption, the analytic method of breakdown,

unlike the synthic safeguards the students from these groundless

"superfluous syntheses." Because she valued this aspect of the analytic

method highly, G. emphasized over and over during the analytic breakdown

the necessity of determining some particular data in order to determine

4the succeeding data.
4

In second and third 'grades "chain" problems are frequently solved in

which the datum obtained by solving the first question is immediately

used again to solve the following one, and so on (work-books for thede/.-m. 6
grades abound in such problems):

Partial analysis is practiced most often in class -- with an indi-

cation of.only one unknown datum in the conditions (this form of analysis

is recommended by the experts for the primarytgrades). In partial

analysis of this type of problem, the datum obtained for the solution of

a sucCeeding question cannot be determined without solution of the

preceding one. Superficially, partial analysis of such problems takes

on the form of problem-breakdown "from the end," the.eeverse'of the

.habitual method.

'Because superficial view of analysis of a definite type of problem
I.

was repeated so.often, the pupils singled it out as an essential feature

of an analytic breakdown.
ArN
A graphic scheme of analysis was rarely used. Here, when the

teacher broke down a prOblem by the Methn of analysis, she ordinarily

drew that type of scheme on the board and did not ask the students to

construct it. In oral br'eakdoi, the specific nature of the breakdown

of problems by the method of analysis (with an indication of both data

necessary for determining the unknown) escaped the pupils' attention.

The corrections introduced by the teacher did not attain their object

either there were not too many of Che'm because, in the chain-problems,

the pa*tial analysis coincided superficially with the breakdown "from

the end" and did not lead to a mistake. Therflfore this distinctive form
#

of "anplysia" was reinforced in the students in this grade, and a firm

4
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corresponding stereotype was worked out.

In the fourth grade the teacher did more work on complete analysis

and introduced graphic schemes more frequently, but the established,4

stereotype was reconStructed only with difficulty, and when analyzing the

problems by themselves, even strong pupils friquently reverted to the

form of breakdown which had become habitual.

3. Mastery of An Anaiy,is Method - School No. 653

The method of anolysis in second and third grades in the 653rd

School was learned under similar conditions. The.teacher D.,
2

trying to

teach pupils to make a well-founded review of the data foria.synthesis,

turned to partial analysis:(without a graphic scheme), just,as did thN

iteacher G. (in the 64th School). 00

If the values of both of the datá'necessary for determining the

intermediate unknown were contained in the text of the problem, teacher D.

explained: "This can be determined, but it must be determined in order"

-- and an indication of the next0.ink in the analysis followed. By this

the teacher wanted to emphasize the necessity of a definite.order, a

certain sequence of arithmetical operations, ed to work out a definite,

rigorous, logically valid system of problbm brekdown. The teacher

understood the role Ortraining in mastery of the new syslem, and from

the very beginning of second grade, she did this type of ysis of

problems day in and day out.

As a resuli, the students in this c ss workedlout, a very precise,

and monotonous form of "analysis" of problems. We shall introduce one

,of the records of the analytic breakdown of Problem No. 14 by a good
4

stUdent in the class, Marusya K.

Having read the text of the problem and thought about how to solve

it, Marusya began her "analysis":

"dlhis problem is complex, and it is impossible to answer the
question of the problem immediately, because we do not know
how many meters of mhterial were let for the overcoats.

"We cannot know how many meters werEr left for the overcoats
because we do not know how many meters were used for 20 suits.
This we cannot determine either, since we do not know how. many
meters there were in the 48 pieces of material.

4Her class was recommended for study by the workers at the Institute
of Methods of Education of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, since
the method of analysis was widely used in this class.
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" e can find how many meters there were in 48 pieces. We

must multiply 25 x 48..." The repetition of t4e,course of the
problem's solution followed'.

Th'expertmenter indicated that it is possible to determine the

number of meters of material used for the suits, since it is known that

3 meters went into one suit and 20 suits were made and he asked the

pupil to.repeat the "analysis."

Marusya again began the breakdown with the same sentences. Arriving

at the number of meters used for all the suits, she said "This we can

find out, but then it would not be in the right order, because we must

first find out how many meters are in 48. pieces...

We see that this breakdown is very similar to tht one conducted by

Sasha B., fromthe 64th School. Here, too, analysis is understood as a

breakdown of the problem "from the end," as an enumeration of the data

necessary but not given in the text, in the reverse order compared with

the usual one, and included in the appropriate standard speech,form.

As our observations and individual experiments have shown, this

form of "analysis" was ver,Y typical of the overwhelming majority of pupils

in this grade.

Thus we see that uncler similar educational conditions the same form

of "analysis" of problems is worked out by the students.

In spite of lengthy practice in the breakdown of problems by the

method of analysis, the pupils in the classes Of both teachers, G. and D.,

did not become proficient in these methods. They mastered mainly its

,superficial side: breakdown of a problem "from the end," in reverse order

from the habitual. 'As we saw, a too abstract breakdown, without relying

directly on known numerical data (students arrive At them only at the end

in an analytic breakdown), a purely verbal breakdown Offiroblems by this

method is extremely difficult for pupils, and they do not master the

method, even after lengthy special training.

4. Teachint the Method of Analysis

The difficulty of the method of analysis is acknowledged by all

experts. However, as was shown above, many believe that instructors should

search for ways Of eliminating these difficulties, since, although the
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method is difficult, learning it exerts a positive influence on the

development of logical thinking in the students,, as well as on their--

ability to solve problems. 4

This assumption had to be verified. In order to avoid, as far as

possible, any negative influence on the pupilst mastery of the-method

of analysis due to poor teaching, the second grade of the 47th School

was choSen as basis, since it was taught by S., a very eXioerienced

teacher. She was recommended by the Institute forTeacher Improvement.

as an outstanding expert in the analytic method, which she was using-.

yidely in her work. An Honored Teacher of.the RepubliC, a recipient

of the Order of Lenin, a lively, dreative worker with 25 years of

)experience in education, S. approached the experimentation topic with

great interest. She wanted to elucidate the value of this method for

the psychology of education, to which she had devoted so much ,attentImn

in her work.

The investigation in S.'s class was carried N,It over two years.

Observations of the arithmetic lessons were made regularly in'the class

throughout this period. In addition, i group of seven students was

selected.(3 good, 2 average,and 2 poor ones), with camera individual

experiments were carried out a;regular intervals, in order__O--flollow

their maste4w of the analytic method. A series of group experiments

was carried out in the class with the same goal (experlment in analyzing

problems).

At first we shall observe how the method of Analysis was inttpduted,

and then we shall explain, on the basis ofhe experimental material,

how the good, average, and poor students mastered it, vd how the class

as a whole mastered it;

Mastery of the method of analysis demands that th ppi1s havesome

skill in operating with abstract concepts. S. had begun,to develo.;) this

skill in them in first grade. She tatight them to use a type of abstract

COM: t, i.e., price, quantity, costs etc. She taught 'them to defille

the type of simple problems, a task whfch demands quitea high level of

abstraction. At the beginning of the second year of study her pupils

could easily 'identify ail), eleven types of simple prol;lems, and were able

to think up their own problem of any type, select a problem as an example,

and,write dn as an example (formula) the solution of a noncomplex

problem; tAey could easily think up possible questions for given data.
qf
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Thus,, when the analytic method was introduced, the pupils in this class

had already developed the ability, quite well for their age, of operating

with abstract concepts. The class was distinguished by its wondefful

discipline and its high capacity for work.

It was.deCided.*to introduce the new method to.them at the end of the

first quarter of the academic year. In,preparing for this, the teacher

faced considerable difficulties. She had to.show the pupils the specific

character of this method 6he breakdoall, starting from the unkhOwn),

contrast it to and differentiate it from the synthetic method of break-
.

down already familiar to the pupils. But how should this be done?

It would be impossibly complex.to give an analytit breakdown of a.

more complicated problem whose solution would have hampered the pupils.

The method of analysis had to be shown in the breakdown: of an easier

problem. BUt the pupils could solve such a problem easily in their

\A.q,he s, and they they wohld not'understand why such complicated reasoning

was required of them when.the problem was actually already solved.
------

P. Glagolev very-successfully depicted the course of such a lesson

in his article, "In the World of Nftmters":
11

In class 'a', the teaclier gave the following problem:
'From one potato-bed 11 baskets of potatoes were dug up,
and 3 fewer baskets from another, Bow many baskets of

,. potatoes were dug up in all?' The imaginative boys and
girls guessed immediately:. 11 and 8 is p. They put up
their hands--t9answer. But the teacher said: "Put down
your hands! Let's'review the problem. Tell me, children,
can we find out immediately how many baskets of potatoes
were dug up?" And the children, although in actuality

..,

they had solved the problem immediately, said, simulating
.

the teacher's tone:
-

"No, we cannot find out immediately." (They knef how
to answer in such instances. They were trained regukarly
and systematically in,.the notion that they could not
solve any problem immediately.)

"Why then, children, can we not find out immediately
how many baskets of,potatoes were dug up?" the teacher
cohtinued, pedantically following the analytic method.

Then many chi dren were nonplussed. _Even though they
had already solvI the problem, how were they to answer
as though they had in fact not done so, and think up a
reason why they had not? .Only the most alert children,
who understood the method of study they were using
intuitively, gugssed how to answer correctly.

"We cannot answer immediately because we do not know..."
etc.
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The difficulty so well illustrated here, an exception to .the

'"classical"3 analysis of the method of breakdown learned earlier, was

v,ery successfully overcome by S. at the first lessons when the pupils

were beComing acquainted with the new method. She askedlthe children

to solve a "guess-problem":

4egirl bought a pen anci a pencil. How much money

did she spend?

The pupil called on by the teacher lost her head. After a pause, she

answered: "How can you find out? It's imposSible to solve!"

This question f011owed naturally: "Why is it.impossible to solver

One of the pupils answered that you have to know how much money the

gill had. The teacher suggested that they thiny up an amount by them-

selves. One girl restated the problem:

A girl had 50 kopeks. With this money she bought

a pen and a pencil. How much money did the girl spen4?
ele

Having obtained such a problem,.the girl was convinced that the data

sht had thought up werenot appropriate to the question. "She had 50

kopeks and spent it all. What's there to find out?"

They were convinced that not an arbitrary, but a rigorously

A
defined datum was necessary.
4

The teacher made the question of the problem more exact: How much

money did the gixl spend for the pea and,the pencil?

This simplified the choice.of the necessary data, and the girls

easily determined that to answer this question one must know how much

the 'pen and the pencil cost separately. After adding the necessary data,

thelved the problem and then repeated in general form the data

necessary for tinding the unknown: "We must know the price of a pen and

the'price of a pencikl."

The teacher immediately contrasted this new form of breakdown with

-'the familiar establishment of a question for the data:

A boy bought a notebook and a book for 70 kopeks. The

book.cost 50copeks. What can be found out?

3The breakdown of problems by the method of ana1ysis in its complete

form we shall call "classical" analysis, to distinguish it &tom others.
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The girls supplied the question (hkw much did the notebook cost?) and

solved the problem. This question as repeated in its general form as

well:
\N

The cost of the entire purcase and the price of a
book are known. We rgpstfind oU the price of a notebook.

The following problem, given to the pupils, has .one datum: ."A girl

bought 3 notebooks. How much money did she spend?" In trying to solve

the problem, the pupils were convinced that not one, but two data were

required to determine the unknown.

Then they continued to solve a s ries of problems with one or both

data missing. The solution ot each g oblemvas concluded by its break-
&

down in a more general, abstract form (What must be found out? What

must be known for this?). The solution of such "gueSS-pmblems" was of

great interest to the pupils. It demanded a greater degree of-Active

thought from them. lioting that it wasImposSible to answer the question

of the problem did not contradict the facts (as generally happens with
-

the analytit breakdown of easy problems -- see above, undet Glagolev).

The pupils.actually couid not answer.the question of the problemyithout .

the definite data. In lEolving different variants of the problems, they

became convinced that definite rather than arbitrary data were required,

aqd that there should be at least tWo for determining the unknown. It

was also.natural that a the start' the necessary data were named in

their _general forth and

(thought up) for them.

nly then/were concrete values ascertained

The "classical" analysis'iof problems was cdhtrastedvith the

ordinary breakdown, the staring points of which were the concrete data

of the problem (corresponding to,the. method .of Synthesis).
/ 4

'Furthermore, it was necessary to fortify the pupils' ability to

decompose problems by tha methoil of "classical" analysis and to

acquaint them with that type of brlakdown of complex problems.

/74"Classical" a lysis of complex problems presupposes the construe- ,

Lion of a rather 'long chain of deductions that connect the unknown

with the data contained in the problem. The construction of such a

chain of conclusions is doubtless difficult for pupils', as we had

previously been persuaded, especially in elementary school. In order

to help the pupils maintain the order in their judgments and to give

vival support to them, many experts (Pchelko [27], Popova [32],and
%

others) recommend constructing a graphic schemd.of analysis when us ,
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the analytic method. Both the known and the unknown data are'introduced

visually in such a scheme, as-well adatheir interrelationships.' Accord-

ing to a number of experts, this type of graphic scheme can serve as a

visual support in the construction of a long chain ofdeductions and

can4prevent missing links in the analysis.

That is why we decided to introduce this scheme as a support in our

experimental studies, trying to convince the student& to use it a their
%

analytic breakdowns as well. (Use of the scheme by,khe teachek alone,
("

as tIle experiment with the teacher G. showed, was less effective.) "

The teacher S., guided by her prevIlous exper )7 erkce, only slightly

chknged the scheme gi9n in the methodological handbooks. She introduced,

superficial differencea in representing the _known and the unknown data.

For the unknown data she sketched small seuates ("4uts," as the children

called them), and the data whose values were known from the problem she

wrote down outside the squares. Such a superficial change Was to promote

the differentiation of these data to a still greater extent..

At first the children became acquainted with the construction of 4

thit type'of scheme
4 for simple problems, buc.their attention was turned

grimArily to the correctness of rdasoning in the analytic breakdown of ,

'problems; the scheme served as a superficial aid for such reasoning.

For thret weeks the teacher practiced "classical" analysis of

simple problems with the pupils and made efforts.vso that the large ...,

i

majority of the pupils would master it. They could make a 'correct

analysis

P

f *problem (corresponding to the demands ofkhe method) and

constVc a graphic scheme for it. A somewhat unusual,method of break-'

down, demanding reverse reasoning, awakened their interest. The teacher

always emphasized the importance of such a breakdown. a
Finally, the teacher acquainted them with the breakdown of complex

problems by the method of analysis.

4
Examples of the schemes will be glven below.
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At the start a-simple problem was analyzed:

Fig. 2
4

A pen costs 3 kopeks. How
much did Natasha pay for all
the pens?

The Pupils asce ained that to answer '

the question one must know the price of

one pen and the number of pens that

were bought, then they added the missing

data (7 pens) and, repeating the

reasoning, composed the scheme of the

an ysis 2).

/1 Then the teacher said: bought erasers. How much money .did

she pay for them?" The childten again selected the necessary data (2

erasers at 4 kopeks eacH, and dre the scheme (Fig. 3) on the basis of

the appropriate reasoning.

After repeating the problems about

Natasha and Lyalya, the teacher proposed

composing one problem from both of
b

them, thinking up one more question. Fig. 3

"How much money did both girls SPend?" asked one of the pupils.

It was explained that this question needed those data which entered into

the other two problems as, unknowns and which were already represented

. in the scheme as "huts" with question marks in them, then both "huts" in

the scheme were combined into a new "hut," drawn for the unknown of the

complex problem; then they introduced the appropciate operation sign.
o

Thus a graphic scheme of the analysis of a complex problem was

obtained (Fig,. 4). Using the schelie, the pupils repeated the entire

reasoning demanded by the method of analy'sis. Having thus solved the

both .

together

3)(7

f

Fig. 4

4x2

Lyalya

'problem, they put the data in the "huts,"

repeated the full analytic breakdown

of the problem, and verified their

scheme.

Thus, S. introduced the analysis

cf. complex problems,very naturally by

showing that the unknowns of the simple

problems making up the comp,lex one serve

as necessary data for determining the

unknown of this complex problem.
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Under the teacher's supervision, the conclusion was drawn that the

.

humber of "huts" introduced for the unknown data corresponds to the

number of questions in the solution Of the problem.

In order to clarify the influence of the analytic method on the

pupils' ability to solve problems, the pupils,should have mastered this

method. Tha; is why S. continued systematic work on it. Of'course,

as an experienced teacher, she used other, varied means of working on

problems, using visual aids widely, and so on. In ,conformity with

the goal, however, she gage much attention to the method of analysis

in its classical form thrbpghout the second and third years of study.

As the experiments introductd% earlier showed, the pupils cannot master

this method, and thus we cannot verify its influence on them.
OIL

The problems that most frequently undergo breakdown by the analytic

method are those which.are solved either at home or in class, or problems

% whose structure ts familiar to the students; sometimes "classical"
\

.anilysis is carried out with fhe teacher's help, when problems are

encountered that are new for the pupils. Problems with lor 4 arithme
,

tical operations are analyzed in the third grade by the analytic method

A graphic scheme is ordinarily constructed in the breakdown of Te

complex problems; easier problems are analyzed orally by the students,

without a scheme; while the teacher follows attentively, insuring the

completeness and correctness.of the breakdown.'

.It must always be emphasized to the pupilsIthat one must "think a

lot" in the breakdown of problems by the analy tic method; and that the

-breakdown of problems by.this method is valued more highly, being most

frequently recommended for analyzing problems independently and for

coffiposing appropriate graphic schemes fer them (as a check). All of

this ncreases the pupi/s' interest in the pew method, and evokes their

des4 to master. it. .

The anaiytic breakdown of problems whose structnre is familiar rings

al the more true at lessens where at the slightest difficulty the

te cher and pupils always come fo the aid of .the problem solver, showing

him what direction to take in the breakdown. The class, with the teacher's

skilfrülSh stematic guidance, gradually master the new and, them,
.,110

' quite complex 4thod of breakdown.
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5. Experiments with Individual StUoients
r-

Let us turn to the material of the expriments with individUals

and observe the way in which both good and poor students learn this

difficult new method of breakdown.

The individual experiments were conducted in the following manner.

After the arithmeqc lesson.two problems were given to the pupils individ-

ually -- one problem with the same structure as was analyzed that day in

class, and the other similat to ones analyzed in previous classes. Thus,

the basic mass of experimental prOblems did not present any difficulty.

These were problems whose structure was familiar. After the pugls had

become.acquainted with/the text of the problem (if Aecessary, es6 ntial
41.11.

ciarific-atfons of its content were given): they were told to decom ose

it by the method of analysis,for solution. Then they were asked to

solve the problem and to analyze it again. At the experimenter's re uest,

the pupils accompanied-the analytic breakdown of the problem`Mth the

construction of a graphic scheme. The scheme was meant, frrst, to mak

the analytic breakdown easier for the pupils, and second, to 00e,the ex-

perimenter visual evidence df the children's notions of the connections \

between the data. If constructing the scheme became difficult, the

problem was analyzed without it. Assistance itiaS given only in case of

difficulty. Six of these experiments were carried out, with two problems

in each one.

Before proceeding to the analysis of the results, we shall look into

the task facing 'our pupjls,in mastering the method of analysis. Alonis

with reinLorcing the systems bf problem breakdown which they had learned-
earlier (the method of synthesis), the pupils also had to master thk new

sysem of breakdown (corresponding to the method of analysis), whic177.7:=

often in confrast tb the one they already knew.5,

1

The starting point for both the method of synthesis and the method

of attlysis is the text of the problem the data add the unknown. In

breakdown by t ethod of synthesis the-pupils choose several data, ask

a question out them, and then, having chosen the appropriate arithmeti-

cal operation, they calculate and obtain the value of, a new datum. They

5
Again T.

emphasize-that here we are sireaking not of the processes ot

analysis anaNspotthesis, without which no problem can be solved, but of

mastery of the method of analysis and synthesis as particular systems of

problem-breakdown.
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operate with concrete data, known quantities, and,go from them to the

unknown, and reasoning alternates with computation. Only in thee.fin41

,step do theY arfive at the unknown. After some practice with such a

system of breakdown, a definite system of temporary connections ,and a

definite dynamic stereotype is formed, an8 the process of breakdown becom es

- much easier.

The initial link in breaking down a problem by the method of analysis

is the unknown, for which data are selected whose vues are not given

in the problem., and hence can beAoli.ed at only as abstract concepts

- (path, speed, etc.).

, The reasoning is constructed by a definite scheme,.and it is very

NI,
detailed; all its steps are interconnected. Only at th e. end of the

reasoning does one arrivt at the data contained in the conditions and

the corresponding arithmetical Speraons.

Mastery of. this methoddof breakdown, which iS new for the pupils,

assumes formation of a new system of connections and of a new dypamic

stereotype; although this new system has links in common with the-old

one (in the breakdown of specific problems, the'data in the problem and

the unknown and their.interrelationships are common to both), they will

be differentiared by the order in which the data are combined and*by

the scheme of reasoning. The construction of a graphic scheme of

analysis was connec4ed with the breakdown of problermi by thf method of

analysis with pupils in this class.

The new system bf ties, corresponding to the classical method of

analysis, is formed by strengthening the already complicated system

of connections, having several links'in,-common withrlt (as was shown

above), a nd the latter exerts a certain infl uence on the process of

developing the new system of connections. Certain efforts are quired

for the new system of connections, with the mastery of' the method of

analysis as a basis, to be formulated and 'differentiated from the

previously formulated system Which was based on the breakdown of problems

by the method of synthesis.-

As the investigation showed, although this process has a common line

of development in both analysis andirthesis, the mastery of the method

of analysis by poor and good pupils does have some peculiarities. First ,

we shall observe how poor and good students master the'new method,and

then, on the basis of all the resulting experimental materia.14 We shall

tract a general course in the mastery of this method and in the formati
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of the systeM of connections underlying

The Records of Weak Students

The poorest pupil in the class (of I4 teacher S.) where the exeri-
.4

mepts were conducted,--fiiila 1;., was a'calm, stullious, slightly Sluggish,

and passive girl. -Under the guidance of her teacher, she did a great

amount of extrawork and managed with difficulty to get passing marks in

the basic 'subjects. Arithmetic problems gave her particular 'difficu1ty4

She weiat readily to the experimenter for "supplementary study'."'

The first series of experiments was conducted during the.first week

after introducing the method of analysis. Mila was given this problem:

.A girl bought 3 candies at 4 kopeks eaccl and. 2 cakes
at 10 4opeks each.. How much did she spend?

When the experimen'ter asked if she could detompose the praOlem again

as they had dove that day in class, Mila answered affirmatively and

silently began to draw a diagram (Fig. 5).

"I'llput a minus sign here,
multiply here, and:,divide here,"
she explained.

She constructed this scheme
for...the problem's breakdown.
It'corresponds exactly to the
one drawn 'during the lesson,
except that the last Operation
sign was changed (obviously
forgotten).

Having constructed the scheme,
Mila turned to the problem. "We

do not-know," she said, "how much
imoney the girl, spent. For this
(for the answer to the question of
the problem) we must multiply P-

3 X 4= 12, and then,10 X 2 = 20. Here we must also multiplOir and
she cdrrected the operlotion sign,41 then completed the problem, 4

and, correcting the minus to a plus to correspond to the last
operation, put the data into the scheme. Since the problem
given her was identicl. in strUcture to thp one,done in class,
all the data wer_e easily placed in the previous scheme which
she.recalled, and she waA completelyisaLisfied with her
"analysis."

Fig. 5
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The second problem given tor .1,ad a slightly different structure.

The breakdown Of such problems h d been conducted earlier in class, but

not on theday of the experiment. The problem was:

A girl bought 4 notebooks at"20 kopeks each and gave 3
rubles to the cashier. How much change did she receive?

One datum.that is needed to determine the unknown is not given here, and

therefore the asymmetric scheme in Fig. 6 would have to be.constructed in

an4yzing the problem.

Again,Z1ila began,not with the

breakdown of the problem, but with

the scheme.

She silently drew a scheme
analogous to the preceding one,
but simplified(without the
the operation signs or the
lines for several datal -

(FiRk. 7). The.problem was
.harder for her, and she
concentrated on solving it.
She did so with some help
and then returned to the
breakdown. "We .do not know,"

she said, "how much change
the girl received. For this
we find out how much she paid
,for all the notOooks (she
wrote down all the data). Then
we find out how much change she
received." She put the sign of
operation b) the third "hut" and
wrote the answer in the first
rectangle (Fig. 8).

Thus, there was no reconstruction

of the ordinary, synthetic analysis

of the problem. .The graphic sch e'of

breakdown somehow.seelutptrr y

external, having no influence on the

nature of the argument.

When asked to correct the scheme,

since it was not exact, Mila repeated

her performance and refused to change

anything. '"I can't do it," she kept

'repeating:
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Thus 1 the initial period of mastery of the,method of analysis,

Mi Jad arned that the breakdown begtns by repeating the question

s is accompanied by the construction of a graphic scheme.

She s aid not isolate the reationship between each element in this

scheme and the corresponding dIm of the problem. She reproduced the .

scheme before the breakdown of the problem, which had been drawn in class

(at first even with the signs of the operations). The scheme was filled

in after solving the problem. Only the first element of this scheme,

the "main hut," was filled in with an unknown according to the new method.

Furthermore, the problem was broken down and the dif,ferent elements of

the sclieme were filled in their ordinary order -- from the first question

the last. The elements of the new breakdown to the system

that had been leaied earlier, without any change in Ihe latter.

After six weeks Mile began to show some reconstruction of her process

of reasoning reflected in the graphic scheme of analysis she constructed.

For'example, this is how she "analyzed" Problem No.'3:

vit

Mother spent 50 rubles' while shopping. She bought
a scarf for-20 rubles, and she bought 3 pairs of mittens
with the remaining money. How wsch does 1 pair of
mittens cost?

Fig. 9

3 30

Fig. 10

30
-

Fig. 11

Mila solved the problem first,
then, having repeated the question,
drew a square and wrote the unknown
which she had just found in it.
(Fig. 9). She said, "For this we
have to know how many scarves she
bought: Three scarves (which she
wtites down in the diagram) . And

how much she spent for them. 30

rubles" (Fig. 10).

"i did it wrong," she noted,
replacing the darn (Fig. 11). "Now

we must know," she continued, "how
much she paid for the scarf.
50 20."

A

She turned again to tke diagram.
A pause ensued--there was no "hut"
in the diagram; both data were known.
Mi1a put one of the data in the
square and drew a new line to the
othef with a new F;quare, where she

i wrote in the known datum (Fig. 12).
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"And where is the 20?" asked the
experimenter.

Mila gave up this diagram and
made a new one (Fig. 13).

Here we see a substantial change in

the reasoning and the construction of

the diagram: The diagram does.not come

first here; theAreakdown does, and the

diagram is subordinate to the nature of

the breakdown and is reconstructed in

conformity with it.

The breakdown itself is recon-

structed slightly. Mila, mentions not

only the unknowal but at the same time

selects also those data on the basis

of which the unknown can be determined.

Thus the entire first link of an analytic breakdown has been mastered.

Furthermore, this link is joined automatically to the ordinary system of

'breakdown which was mastered earlier. Mila repeated the first variant

and the corresponding data (in their numerical form) and tried to join

them to the diagram.

How did subsequent mastery of the method of analysis proceed? Did

Mila succeed in mastering its remaining links and finally in differentiat-

ing it from the system of breakdown she had learned previously (the method

of synthesis)? As the experiments showed, this task proved to be beyond

the capacity of poor pupils under this system of working on the new method.

Mila mastered the analysis of isolated simple problems that made up a

complex one (combining the unknown with the appropriate data) , but was

unable to select a basis for _joining these isolated links of the analysis

into a single chain, and the links remained disconnected.

For example, this is how she "analyzed," towards the end of the

fourth quarter (of the second grade), Problem No. 9.

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Young apple trees and young pear trees were planted in

a garden. The apple trees were planted in 10 rows of 5
trees each, and the pear trees were planted in 15 rows of
3,trecs each. Which type of tree were there more of, and

how many more?
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Mila solved the problem without difficulty and started an analytic

breakdown at the teacher's suggestIONn.

"We must find out how many more trees were.planted of
which kind," she started correctly, isolating the unknown.
"We must multiply 5 trees by 10, which would be 50. That's
how many apple trees there afe. Then we must multiply 15
by 3. This is the number of pear, trees. Then we must
subtract 45 trees from 50 trees... and hence there are 5
more apple trees,"

As:we see, Mila simply iicaci the course of the problem's solution.

the'experimenter suggested that she break down the problem and again

tWatthe aame time to construct a scheme for it.

Mila repeated the problem's question
and drew a "hut" for the unknown. She

continued, "We need to multiply 5 trees
by 10... to obtain 50.". She then wrote
down these data in the diagram (Fig. 14).

Mila stopped in indecision. How should
the diagram be continued? The "main hut"
was already filled in, and the unknown was
yet to be found. "We don't have to write
.50 anywhere." She had found a way out.

and drew a new diagram (Fig. 15).

"Now, I should find out," she continued,
"how many pear trees were planted. We
must multiply: 3 x 15 45 Pear trees,"
and she wrote these data into the
diagram (Fig. 16).

"Then T At find out how many more
apple trees were planted. For this I

must suhtract 45 trees from 50 trees =
5 trees," and she entered the unknown
in the top square..

"And where do you have 50 and 45 in your
'diagram?" asked the)experimenter.

"BOt we calculated them," Mila
answered. "5 X 10 = 50."

The experimenter reminded her that there
should be a place. for every datum in the
diagram. Then Mila repeated the course
of the problem's solution and druw a
diagram for each simple problem.
(Fig. 17). Wben the experimenter asked
if it was possible to join these into a
single diagram, she said it was not.
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3 x 15
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Without having isolated the principle of combi ng e separate

links into a single chain, Mile gave up, as we sa , and drew a diagram

of slAple problems that was completely comprehemsible to her, disposing

of them it the ordinary order to correspond to the course of solution.

At the end of the third grade, Mile F. remained at this level of

mastery of the method of analysis.

We see that the "rivalry" between-ne old and the new systems in

Mile ended up with a triumph over the old syseem; oniy the slightly

important links from the old system were retained (the breakdown began

with a repetition of the question of the problem, and the drawing of

the "huts" for the unknown data). The method of analysis for this

weak pupil proved so complicated that by the end of the third grade

she had not surpassed the level of analysis of individual simple

problems composing a complex one, as descrlbed above, and she could

mot combine the separate links of the reasoning into a single chain.

The principle ofAcombining the links of analysis into a chain was

inaccessible for another poor pupil in this class, Alla G. At the end

of the experimental period (the last quarter of the third grade), Alla

"analyzed" Problem No. 14 in the following manner. The problem says:

Eight pieces of material, 'Lich 25 meters long, were
4 brought into a store. From all the material 20 suits and

several overcoats were made. How many overcoats were
made if 3 meters of material were used for a suit and 4
meters for an overcoat?

Alla tried at first to give an analysis of the problem and then,

having gone astray, gave it up and solved the problem. Afterwards she

returned to the breakdown:

"We must find out how many overcoats they made.
We mdst knew how many meters of material wereused
for one overcoat and how many meters were used for
all the overcoats." She gave a precise analysis of
the first link. "For one overcoat," she continued,
"four meters of material were used, and how much
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"--
was used for all the overcoats is unknown. This cannot
be found immediately...We must also know how much was
used for the suits and how much material there was in
all, and how many pieces...."

Although she gave a correct analysis of the first link, Alla was

misled later, a see; she zold not isolate the next link in the

analysis ax s confused its elements.

"Thl;re were 8 pieces;" she continued, "No, how many meters
were used fi2r the suits?...That's not kilt:4m Three meters
were used for one suit, and how many for all the suits iS
unknownw. For this we must know how much material there
was in

tboo
-

An attempt to rely on the graphic diagram, made at the experimenter's

uggestion, did not bring success. Alla repeated the breakdown cited

earlier and put together the elements of the diagram unAirstematically.

She had mastered somewhat more of the new method of breakdown than

had Mila/F. Her-analysis of the unknown was much more detailed than

was Mila's. But, since she was unable to isolate the principle of

combining the isolated links of the analysis, she also slipped back into

the ordinary synthetic.breakdown.

Thus, the investigation showed that poor pupils were unable to master,

the method of analysis, even over a long period. (more than a year .and a
L

half), with the Oxen method of sthdy, and hence were unable to work out

and reinforce the corresponding system of ties, or to work out the

4411ipary dynamic stereotype. However, the work on this method was not

withoat its effects.s. Individual links of the new method of breakdown

were isolated and were rewoven into the ordinary order, although witholyt.

actually reconstructing ft.

At first the new method of breakdown was connected with the presence

of the diagram (i.e., with the visual elements), although the diagram

itseif was brought in from elsewhere, from other problems, as something

previously given. Moreover, the specifically verbal beginning of the

breakdown was mastered--from the unknown: "It is asked in the problem.

This we cannot find out immediately...For this we must know...." At first,
1

the naming of the unknown was direActly combined with the indication of

the first question of the probem and the corresponding data. That is,

the ordinary order.of solutfon was used as soon as the unknown was indi-

cated.
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Later on, the weak pupils selected the specific character of the

analysis of-the unknown--they indicated (remembering the solution)

precisely those data on whose basis the value of the unknown was determined.

They hadvlearne4 the first link in the analysis; most often these data

were indicated more concretely, in their numerical expression. The pupils

could aldo- give a proper analysis of ischated intermedidte links (isolated

simple problems'making up the complex one). However, they did not rise

to the principle of combining these links.

Obviously another,method of study and more exercises are needed if

the method of analysis is to be fully mastered by the weak students.

The Records of Good Students

Good pupils mastered the "classical" method of analysis differently.

Let us observe how ol.25....ff the best pupils in the class, Lyusya G.,

learned the method. Lyusya was a viet, attentive, and sttidious girl.

She loved arithmetic, and ordinarily rece-ived excellent marks in it.

At the start of the experiments Lyusya had already developed a

verbal beginning for her analysis of problems. In solving Problem No.

2, she started confidently:

"The problem a-ks how much change the girl received...
This we cannot fin t immediatelyio because we do not
know how muchmone he paid for all the notebooks"--she
indicated one of the data, and not the second (the amount

I
of money given to the cashier). "We must find out," she
continued, how_mu.c.h money the girl Taid or all the note
books. For this we must multiply: 20 kopeks X 5 = 100
kopeks,,1 ruble." She repeated the solution of the first

A question and introduced all of these data into the
diagram (Fig. 18).

Then she posed a second question, recalled the
solution and wrote it down correctly, as in the preceding,.
diagram, in the proper "hut" Jor this link; the answer
was again introduced into the uppermost box (Fig. 19).
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Thus, Lyusya combined the rtrtiar analysis of the unknown (indi.7

eating only one of the two necessary data) with the ordinary breakdown

of problems' which dictates the order fOr combining the elements in the

dia'gram. hi's is .particularly clear on 116 second diagram Lyusya drew.)

:Tha\t1c, breakdown is more complicated when problems demand

reconside of:some data such as renaming of the data or requiring

ansrer Irom one system of associations to another.

1.;us/a met thi difficulty in analyzing Problem No.. 3. Solving it

gave her no trouble.

Having isolated the unknown, she indicated: "In

order to answer the question, we must know how much all
the gloVes cost," and she made a'partial analysts of
the first lin& and drew a new "hut." "We know that she
had 50 rubles and that she spent 20 rubles. How many
rubles did she have left,?" She introduced both data and
stopped in indecision She even "built a hut" in order to
introduce "how much all the mittens cost," and, having
Sitletracted 20 rubles from 50, she found out "How many
rubles did Mother have left?"

/44*
"How did you find iThat one pair of mittens costs?"

(The experimelyter came to her assistance.)

"She bought 3 pairs of mittens," tyusya answered,
"and I want to know how much one pair of mittens costs."

"What ope(rationdo we introduce? What data do you
take?" (Again the experimenter helped.)

"We must dlkde 30 by 3," Lyusya remembered, but
still could not continue the analytic breakdown.

"What is the '30'?" asked the experimenter.

"Thirty rubles Mother had left...She bought gloves

with them... 3 pairs of gloves." Lyusya has found the
necessary link. "30 rubles is what all the-mittens

cost. We must divide 30 by 3, that is' 10 rubles," and
she introduced all of these data into the diagrat.

We see that Lyusya obtaintd the nuperical datum, 30 rubles, when she

realized how many rubles Mother 'had lett, i.e.,it was advanced as a

remainder of money. A number of helpful questions were required before Lyusya

could come to regard these 30 .rubles as the cost, of three/Pairs of,

gloves. This rethinking was carried out as she refreshed her memory

about.the appropriate arithmetical operations (50 30; '30 : = 10).
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Because Lyusya gave a correct partial analysis of the unknown at the

first stage, one would expect that after more exercises she would master

analysis of the first link rather quickly--indicating both data necessary

for finding the unknown. According to the requiremeftwof the method of

analysis, in doing so she would make note of both necessary data in

abstract rather than numerical form, on the basis Qf a knowledge of the

functional relationship betwen the quantities. She could give a correct

analysis of simple problems included in a.complex one. However, the

principle of joining the separate links of the analysis into a single,

logical chain was still unclear to her, and she joinenr-stat<Ling

links by the customary method (fr2m the first quegtion). For example,

consider Problem No. 10:

There were 450 eggs in each of two boxes. A.dining
hall used up these eggs in 5 days. 'How many. eggs .did

., the dining hall use daily, if they used the same nUiliber

'of eggs every day?

She analyzeofthe problem in this way:

'"Tie problem asks how many eggs they used daily.
in order to find this out, we must find how many eggs
there iu in two boxes and how'many days they were
used."

Thus she gave a correct analysis of the unknown. Furthermore, insteL

of indicating the data known from the problem's text and the unknown data,

then selecting the corresponding data for the unknown, Lyusya enumerated

all the data contained in the problem:

"It is known that thew were 450 egs in each box, .

that there were two boxesiTand that the.eggs were used
up tn 5 days. We must find out how many eggs there
were in both boxes," and she passed to the ordinary
course of breakdown.

When asked to repeat the breakdown, accompdnying it with a dkagram,

Lyusya reproduced what she had said earlier and drew a diagram (Fig. 20).

r-
?

450x2 900-5

Fig. 20
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This diagram, as we can see, corresponds completely to the course of

her reasoning: The composition of the individual simple problems that
-

make up the complex one is given,
\
and the dismemberment of them

corresponds tothe.ordinary course of solutIon (from the first question).

A In the future Lyusya also isolated the principle of joining separate

,links of the analysis (the data of one link whose value is not known

appears as the unknown it the succeeding link, and, entering simul-

taneously into both links, joins them to each other). At the end of

the experimental period, Lyusya could do a correct analytic breakdown

of a problem with four que ions if the way to solve the problem was

Th ifamiliar to her. is is w she did the breakdown of Problem No. 14
4 ' .

by the method of analysis: She immediately made an analysis of the flpt

link (the tilknown). Then she interrupted the breakdown,solved the

problel, and then correctly completed its breakdown by the method of

analysis.

Thus, when good pupils contrast a new'system of breakdown with one

composed earlier, the new systemt triumphs.

At first, as t.rith the poor pupils ,
the more visual elements of the

new system are mastered '(the standard phrases "We must find out," "This
,

we cannot find out immediately," etc., and the presence of a diagram),

then the analysis of the first link, (the unknown) while it is

mechanically combined with succeeding links,in the ordinary order of

breakdown (from the first question). Finally, the principle of joining

the'iinks in the analysis is singled out, and the entire breakdown is

accordingly reconstructed. The new system of breakdown is finally

differentiated from the one previously learned, and the pupil can give

a complete analytic breakdown of a problem in four arithmetical operations.

Other good'studeats mastered the method of analysis analogously,

with greater or lesser difficulties.

As the experiments showed, there is some differepce in the way that

poor and good pupils learn the method of analysis. Still, we can note

common features in the mastery of the method-- which is new and quite

difficult for the student.

At first only a few superficial factors are isolated in the new

method -- individual standard phrased, the beginning of the breakdown by

repeating the problem's question, tile construction of a diagram with the
_ ..-
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breakdown-- grasped quite superficially, without the basic connections

between its elements. These elements of the new breakdown are mechani-

cally combined with the ordinary synthetic breakdown, without re-structur-

ing it.

Next the pupils paster the analysis of the unknown (i.e., the firvt

'fink bf the breakdown)., At first they sipply recall the last arithmeti-

cal operation by which the value of the unknown was found, and indicate

it as necessary data corresponding to tle numerical quantities. Later

they begin to find the data necessar11y or determining the unknown, as

the method of analysis proposes, without reproducing the appropriate

A arithmetical operations, on the basis of a knowledge of the functional

relationships between the data. Then this first link of the anallsis

is mechanically joined with the ordinary method of breakdown (first the

first question is indicated, then the data necessary for solving the

problem, and so on).

The principle of joining the separate links of the analysis (the

unknown and the appropriate data) into a single chain turns'out take

e most complicated. Poor pupils do not master this principle and
\

.
...

remain an the level of a disconnected analysis of isolated simple

problems. Good pupils master it, and then the new system of breakdown

is finally separated from the old and begins to co-exist with it inde-
,

pendently.
.

Thus three levels qf matery of the method of analysis are noted:

I. isolation of some superficial elements of the new method,

cennecting them mechanically to the old system of breakdown;
_

II. mastery of the analysis of the first link (the unknown),

mechanically connecting it with the usual breakdown of a problem (from

the first question);

III. the singling out of the principle of combining the links of

the analysis and, on the basis of this, the mastery of the method of

analysis.
6

6 It should be emphasized that this is only the basic line of develop-
ment in the mastery of the analytic method. Not all pupils, as we saw;-

attained the third level of mastery during the experimental period. The

weaker pupils stopped at the second level of mastery.
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These levels of mastery of the method of analysis are also clearly

connected to the way the diagram is constructed. At the first level
4

the pupils make diagrams whose elements are joined by randoWsigns, and

perhaps a number of data will not be reflected in the diagram. At the

second level the first link is clearly singled out--the unknown is Sdined

with those,data needed for determining it, and the remaining links are

available 'aild are joined together in the order of the solution *ram

the first question to the last). Thg, disconnected .diagrams of indivi-
. v

dual simple problems that enter into a complex one also belong to this
*

level of mastery. ¶t hird level is characterized:Ny a correct

analytic diagram.

This description of tl?e process of learning the analytic method is

given on the basis of individual experiments with a relatively small

amount of experimental material. Naturally the question arises of the

extent, to which these features of mastery of the analytic method are

characteristic for the rest of the pupils in the class: To answer this

question, we shall turn to the results of the group.

6: Group Experiments

The group experiments were conducted in the beginning period of

mastery of the m od of analysiS (in second grade) at the end of the

first and second school years,(i.e., in-second and tbird grades). Since

we could not require second-and third-gOtle pupils to write a detailed

breakdown of problems by the method of analysis, we decided:to limit them

to the composition o diagrams of the analysis of the problems.

Vven in the individual experiments it was establiShed that the

nature of tihe problems broken dowp by the method of/analysis told

particularly oti .the features of the construc4on of a diagram. Therefore

we thought it posgible to judge the level of mastery of this method

according to the nature of-the diagrams.'

Problems whose course of solution was clear to the pupils were given

to them (i.e., probJems whose structure was familiar). After solving

these problems, the pupils were to clempose a diagram of the Analysis

(they had composed these schemes both in class and'in doing homework).

But, unlike the schemes they were used to composing, the pupils were to

writeNdown those data which they considered necessary, near the squares

allotted in the diagram to unichown data. Such inscriptions clarified.,

the content of their diagrams.
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Doubtless, a group experiment can provide only orientational s

onaterial for understanding the learning process. However, the general 4

direction of this process and its most characteristic features can trt

isolated.

The following problem was given for the first time te the pupils,

who were to composia a diagram:

In one class the pupils sa\in two rows,, with'12 pupils

in each row, and in another they sat'en three rows, with

13 pupils in each. In which class were there more pupils,

and how many more were there?

At the start of the.group experiMeni the pupils had analyzed a signifi.

cant number of similar problems, and the problem should nOt have

presented any difficulties,

The results *wed thO'not alltehe 'pupils had mastered the method
*4

of breakdown to the same extent.

In five papers the weakest pupils

introduced a false solution into

a superficially Correct diagram

,cyf the analysig. See the
0

diagram turaed in by ehe

(Fig. 21). The other pupils

performed different arithmetical

eperations'i but in all five the

diagram of the analysis was 12 2 13 x 3

analogous to the one that had
21

beep mopt frequently construCted
Fig.

. 0
in class during the breaking do4t of problems. One call assume that these

J,

pupils were an a very elementary, level of mastering the method dillOcalysis

having mastered indivi ual elements of it (in particular, them,presence of

the diagram) without r onstructing the process of the breakdown. They

p oduced a directly visual form ecple diagram that had been impressed

upon them on the basis of the classical exercises,41bith no connection

to the process of reasoning.

In'six papers disconnected diagrams of the simple problems, that

made up the coomplex one were handed in, which indicates mastery of the,

_analysis of isolated ltlnks of the problem. Five papers shOwed complex
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diagraMs whose links were Methanically connected in the brder of tile

problem's solution (from the first qUestion). It is interesting to
.f -

note the ingenuity with which the pupils reconstructed theodiagram

according to the ordinary course of solution. Thus, Valya S. made the

following'diagram (Fig..22), where alongside the unknown (5) she placed

the final question (ho414any more?) and

3x13

f I \
2xf2 24

Fig. 22
.

then, .corrdsponding to the first

operation, how many students were in
4

the first clasS?.and, corresponding -

"to the second operation, how many

students were in the second class?

Valya S. did not find alig,place for

the third operation, and she wrote

only its result, the value of tlie

,unknown;, the "main hut.°
,

Nadya T. mana'ged to include.all thred'arithmeticat operations in

her diagrat (Fig. 23):,

, 1) How many,pupils in one class/

21,. How many pupils in the other

class?

3) How.mapy moie.pupils?

All .11 papers were characteristic of%

- the-sdtond level of mastery of'the

mdthod of analysis. '

The remaining 20 papers,(56

percent of' thd class) gave a correct
4

di-agrabl of analysis. The group

*experiment occurred at the end of the

'-academic year th seeoncf grade.

rmore 'com x probleM/wa:i next given to the pupi114, wh() were to
A

coMpose a diagram
7
of the analysis:0

30 .24

Fig. 23

Pow many pupils in
one class?

How many pupils in-
the other class?

How many more pupils

. 7
The diagram of the analysis

41Pitlie pibbleis not,symmekric:

4410.
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Before lunch some woodcutters cut down 39 trees,
and,after lunchhey cut down 6 fewer trees. 41.l the

trees were car d away to a farm in 8 wagons. How
many trees did 1ch wagon hold?

*

An analysis of the papers showed eome pro'gress in mastering the

method of as?.alysis. There were no diagrams characterizing,the lowest

level of Aastery, no superficially correct diagrams.with incorrect

solutions, and no disconnected diagrams of simple problems.

In thrte pApers the construction of the

diasram was subordinate to the accustomed

order of,breakdown (the synthetic), but in two

of them variants of the diagram were given,'

which reflected somewhat of a reconstruction

of this process. Thus, Nadya T. at.first

made a diagram of the analysis of the firsE

simple problem (Fig. 25). This diegram was

croSsed out and another wa"s given', where the
. ,

7
. second simple problatewas constructed on toR

_

,of the first (Fig. 26). The third simple problem (for the unknown) was

not given in the paper, but it was included in 'anoher paper, that of
, ..

Zina S., where tha last simple

problem was constructed on top
1.

of th6 firsi two'.

he presence of crosseti

out diagrams allows us to deduce'

the way these vpils construe

the diagrams of analysis. The

diagram itself Was dane in the

ordinary ord.erfirst the layout

was constructed, then the first

simple problem was included,

followed by the second and third

(i.e., the synthetic method).

tIowever, thtse schemes were
Fig. 26

arranAed one above the ot4er, and thus the scheme.for the third simple
-

orroblem (where the unknown.is determined) appeared'on top, under the
4

second and the f i.e., the reverse of trim order of solution. .

4! Pota.
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Obviously, this arrangement, the reverse of the ordinary order of

arranging the links "from the end," was selected as a sign of the analytic

breakdown hy these students,'as the pupils in the 64th and 653rd Schools

characteristically did (this was not noticed in the individual experiments).

This is apparently an intermediate stage of mastery, between the first and

second.stages.

In five papers a correct analysis of the first link (the unknown) was

given, ,but the second link
8
of the analysis was missing, and,a new diagram

-....,

was given in four of them, where all the links of'the analysis were estab:

,lished. These papers were charicteristie of the se6ond level of mastery
,of the method of analysis. 7 .

9
In 24 papers out of (i.e., 65.8 percent) the correct graphic

diagram of the analysis wa given. Thus, the number of pupils who
, .

diagtammed the analysis correctly (althodghqhe problem waspmore'compii-

cated) actually. increased. One may.ass,pme that these pypils had mastered
, $ r

the analytic breakdown of problems whose structure was familiar.
r.

The third and last group experiment,waS cinducted'at the very' nd

of the academic year (in _the third grade, in May). The Problem, wh)ch

was to be diagrammed using atialysis, was apalogous to the one given in

the individual experiments (PrAtem No. 14).

Many of.thb pupils managed the eipmposition of this diagram'of analysis,

Which was much,more complicated than the preceding one had-been. Of 33

pupiA,
10

25 immediately diagrammed tlie.analysis coricectly, at the first -

. %N
level of mastery. Twa papers showed diagrams that had at,first omitbed

individual links of the analysis, but that then gave a correct diagram

of the analysis alongside. Three pupil'had the corrc analy s of the

first link (the unknown), combined with the arrangement of thev inks in

te,order'of an ordinary breakdown, All five papers indica4 the sqcond

level of mastery.

8
Let us-remember that, according to many experts, the method .of

analysis is,not adtitted in the breakdown of indiyidnal simple problems°
composing a complex one.

1
. 9

Two glr1.s were sick.

kOA number of pupils were absent ifl thu third grade,.and a new pupil 1
was not asked to compose a dilram..

,1 1



In two papers a false solution was given: a link in the analysis

vas thoughtlessly connected. One paper showed a diagram of only the first

simple problem, although the problem was solved correctly. These three.,

papers belong to the third level of mastery. Table 1 shows the mastery

of the analytic method we have just described:

TABLE 1

Mastery of the Method of Analysis by Pupils

in Teacher S.'s Class
11

Group Exleeriment Number

Group Experiment: 1 2

Level of Mastery No. of
Pupils

.20

%

55

No. of
Pupils

24

%

77

No. of
Pupils

25 76

I I 11 31 5 15 5 15

, 14 3 8 3 9

No. of Pupil' 36 32 33

Th us, the group experiments show that those features of mastery of

the method of.analysis that were noted on the basis of our individual

experiments were also r-esent in other students in ne class. Here the

same levels of mastery of the analytic method were noted, t1le same

general direction for mastery of the given method. The group experiments

showed that at the end of the experimental period the great mass of pupils

had grasped the analytic breakdown of more or less complex problems whose

structure was familiar to them (after solving .them).

7. Experiments in Third Grade School No. 19

The series of experiments described above (bo-I t.he individual and
#

the group ones) confirms thj. 'opinion of most authori ies that the methdd

of analysis is difficult fpr primary school pupils, but that these

11The table shows.,the number of pupils appearing at the given level
of mastery at Che time of ttle first, second, and,third group experi7

ments.

V
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difficulties can be overcome with appro riate educational guidance. The
I\

bulk of the pupils in'the teacher S.'s c ass overcame the difficulties

arising during mastery of tae method of analysis towards the end of the

experimental perid (i.e., after the second and third years of study).

But perhaps some of these diff,icul4 arose because the method of

analysis was intrOduced too early. Perhaps those methodologists are

p right who consider it impossible to introduce the breakdown of problems

.by the analytic method before ;he third grade

In addition, no matter howi experienced th teacher is, the peculiar-
.

ities of the method he uses and the peculiarities afthe given group of

children must exert an influence on the mastery of the method of analysis.

We felt the need to see how the analytic method is learned under the

guidance of other...teachers, when'it is introduced in third grade.

The experimental instruction of the method of analysis, as was indi-

cated above, was conducted in two thixd grades of the 19th School for

Girls. Both teachers in these classes were vivacious and greative, with

a great interest in anything that might help them in their work. The
.

teacher of grade 3A, Miss R., was very experienced. The teacher of grade

3B, Miss K., did not have a long service record, but was well prepared

and worked successfully and in close contact with Miss R. These were

good teachers, of which there are many in our schools.

The analytic method of problem-breakdown; widely reoommynded in the
.,

methodological handbooks, had attracSed their atiention long before, and

both teachers were willing to study the method of analysis with the

children regularly, assuming that this study would reflect auspiciously

.on the Apuzils' general development and on their ability tglosolve problems.'

Before the experimental train.ing the pupils had been taught to ask

a question about the data and to select Ole appropriate data for the

question, but special work on the method of analysis had not been done.

The lessons on acquainting the pupils with the classical" analysis

of simple problems were modelled after the first lessons in the class of

the teacher S. The pupils were also given a diagram of the analy: the

kind recommended in the methodological handbooks, (both the known and the

unknown data arv written in circles or squares).
. .

It was not possible to dwell on the analysis of simple'problems, sin

this Illight reflect n

5

at 6ively on the mastery of th currictilum material.

7 5
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At the same time, it was necessary to liquidate as quickly as possible

the interval between the problems that were analyzed and those that were

, solved in conformity with he curriculum for the thicd grade. Therefore

the breakdown of complex problems in two and then in three operations

was demonstrated rather rapidly. Work on Classical analysis of problems

continued through the entire year.

In both grades along with observations at lessons, both group and .

individual experiments were done analogous to those in S.'s class.

The relatively rapid transfer to the analytic breakdown of complex'

problems doubtless created certain difficulties for the pupils. In

addition, it must be mentioned that these classes did not receive a large

lwamoUnt of special work on developing an ability to operate with abstract

concepts, as did S.'s classes, and this, too, was reflected in the

mastery of the new method\

Therefore, the beginning period for mastery of Iihe'umethod of analysis '

was probably particularly difficult for the pupils in these classes (as

the experiments showed). The first group experiment was done four months

after the introduction of the "classical" method of analysis;.the follow-

ing.problem with three operations, easy for third-grade pupils, waA given:

.

Nine bicycles'and 8 sewing machines were delivered
to a country store for a sum total of 8425 -rubles. Haw
much did one sewing machine cost if it is known that
one bicycle cost 625 rubles?

How much does
1 machine cos.t?

8425

How much do the
T'icvcles cost?

1
Fig. 27

The students were supposed to

diagram the analysis to this problem,

just as in the class of the teacher S.

The nature of this diagram allowed us to

judge the level of mastery of analysis.

An analysis of the pupils' work

showed that only six pupils in grade A

.(out of 40) and two in grade B (out

of 39) were able to diagram the analysis

p4pperly after solving the problem. The

correct diagram of the analysis is given

in Vig'ure 27.
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,tysignificant number of the class A pupils (20) and quite a few

from class B (10) diagrammed the analysis to correspond to the course

of solution, only introducing the unknotm into the foreground (in the

uppermost circle).

In the papers (of ehe 30 indicated above)

an attempt wag made to arrange the known data

in the reverse order of the way they were

obtained (the opposite of the way they were

solved). As an example we introduce the work

of Zina Z. (Fig. 28).

1) "For how mtrch d4d they sell one

sewing machine?" She explained

her diagram.

2) "How much did the sewing machine

cost?" '

3) "How much dil the bicycles cost?.",

All of these pupils subordinated the combination Of the elements

of the diagram to the ordinary order of the (sFthetic) breakdown, and

we can note a totally arbitrary co ation af the elements of the

diagram with thaother pupils (11 m class A and 2211m class B)'.

Thus, Tanya.S. introduced only the data known from the conditions

ii ,the circles (it is precisely these data that pupils select first

in a breakdown). She drew this type of diagram (Fig. 29):

Fig. 28

'Fig. 29

0

Valya T. also introduced the known data into the circles, but

supplemented them with circles contaiting question marks (Fig. 30).

75
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Ho% much do 9 bicycles cost?

.How much do 8 machinea cost?

Fig. 30

Asya M., apparently trying to make the diagram 4Mmetrica1, disposed

.of the known data on one side, and the unknown on the other (Fig.. 31).

How much does 1 machine cost?

How much do 9 bicycles cost?

Fig. 31

How much dos8 machines cost?

In all.the diagrams of this type, the fortuitousness of combining

the data in the diagr*is clearly manifest. All of these pupils singled

-out very little from the new methodthe presence of the circles with

question marks and data was subordinate to the determined order, apparently'

because they did not understand that the arrangement in the diagram reflects

a aefinite relationship betw4en them.

.0n three papers from class A and on five papers from class B only the

rudiments of the diagrams were glvenone or two circles. These pupils,
A

obviously, refused to complete the problem,' considering it too difficult.

Thus, almost all the.pupils in these classes turned Qut to be On
,

the first level of mastery of the method oiloanalysis,.having learned
751

very.little of the essential elements of Ihe new ,methoa.

.

r*
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At the end of the experimental period (the end of the fourtf: quarter

of the third academic year), the picture was changed slightly.
12

, The

number of pages showing the correct diagram of the analysis 'increased

significantly (indicating the third level of mastery): 17 papers from

class A agd 16Arom class B. In five papers from class A and in Vwd

from class B the correct analysis of the:first link (the unknown) was
N

combined vith tjle arrangement of the remaining d4a corresponding to

the course of solution, i.e. it was still difficult to isolate the

principle of combining the links of the analysis with one another, and

the'refore these pupils had'attained the second level of magtery of the

method ,cif analysis, In the remaining papers the combination of the data'

was either subordinate to the ordi\lary method of solution, or else the

elements of the diagram were ,6mbined in an 6xtreme1y randop>manner. In

six papers, only the rudiments of the diagrams of the analysis were-given.

For comparison, the appropriate fieres are enter0 itp Table 2.

Table 2

Mastery ot`the Method of Analysis by Pupils

in Third Grade

Start of Exieri-
mental Peritod

Level of
Mastery

1.1

I I I

No. of No. of
Pupils Pupils
Class A Class B

20 10

114 27

6 2

,End of Experi-
mental Period Class of Teacher

No. of
Pupils
Class A

No. of No. of
Pupils() Pupils
Class B

11

8

5

17

1

5

16 25

No. of Pupils 40 39 41 40 33

6

3

15

76

Note: Mastery level I includes a) combining the elements of the diagram
corresponding to the ordinary course of solution, and b) combining

Lotally at random with on1y a rudimenfary.diagrv.

The individual experiments confirmed this general direction for the

mastery of thc-methcld oT analysis, and nothing new in principle was intro-

duced.
+0

12 A problem in three operaftions was given, which was easie than in,

the class of the teacher S. ).

77
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It i cessary to note some difference.in the mastery of the method

by the p Is in class A, where the teacher was more experienced, and

those i class B. AlthouK the methods of work and the selection of

problems in both classes wtre generally the same, in the class taught

by the less experienced teacher, more of the apers (particularly at

first) fell into a lower level of mastery pf the new method. The

influence of the teacher's skill, her ability to make more complex

questions accessible to the pupils, both are involved here.

The data frOm\the last group experiment in the class of the teacher

S. (in the,last quarter of the(third grade) are given in Table 2, for

comparison. Even though a.more complicated problem was given for

analysis in S.'s class, the'greater number of correct papers indiCates

a higher level of mastery of the new method by the pupils in this class.

Only in two papers was the joining of the lements, of the,diagramtoe,

subordinate to the mode of solving, and in only one paper was there just

a rudimentary diagram. In S.'s class, 'even in the initial learning period,

there were almost no papers in which tbe elements Of the (Hag:" were

joined altogether arbitrarily, by a random methdoisymmetry, etc,).

Thus, gradually introducing the "classical" method laf.analysi,

beginning in seoand grade (under a sufficiently txperignced,teache0, proves

to be much more auspicious than introducing it in the third grade.

The highest level of mastery was attained by the bulk of the pupils

in the class of the teacher S. and by the bttter pupils in classes A and

olthe 19th S'CTIOOl. There is every'reason to assume that with further

work on the analytic method of.breakdown of problems, most of the pupils
P

in .the 19th School could attain the same level as the better'ones.

8. .Summary

Thus, we investigaed 9e peculiarities of mastery of the method
, 4

of ana/ysis under diffdrent educational conditions:

1. In the absence of regular work on masterin it (the class of

the teacher P., third year of study);

2. Wirt:,71 systematiwork on this method b1t w4hout regular use ot

diagrams (the classes ot the teacher G. 3rd and 4th grades, and of

the teacher D. 3rd grade);

3.. With,systematic work on tlis method of analysis and witil the

use of diagrams:

78
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a) introduced in second gradeC

b)_introduced'in thi!rd grade (th.t'-elasseS of tl teacher S.,

and of teachers R. and K. of the 19th Se ool).

The investigations,showed that, depending on the peculiarities of
,

the educational process, the pupils attained different levels of mastery'

of the method of problem-breakdown, which was new and quite complicated

for them. In classes where analysis is studied from time to time
/

but without regular special work on this material, the pupils retain

completely the old, habitual system of bre wn; only some isolated,

superfictal elements of the new one become int rtwihed with it a few
4

standard phrases). Even the best pupils clq not attain mastery of the

analysis of separate links (except the first) ofothe problem (grade 3 B,
, 1

47th School). '41,

Where special exercises in the analysis of problems are done

f6regularly, where partial analysis is practiced frequehtly, emphasizing

s,.....1the necessity of determining one datum for funding the value 'f. the
,

following one, where complete analysis is rarely practiced an diagramming

is not used, where students single out a superficial facet of the analytic
4

method of some type of problem ("chain"-problem) as essential, the method

of analysis is approached as a "bre4down of the problem from the end."'

The corresponding stereotype, worked out on'the basis of lengthy fraihing,

proves extyremely stable and yielfs to reoriehtiation with
,

difficulty
\...,

, ..

(tile 64th School and especially he 653rd).
w ,

The introduction of the comp e analytic breakdown of problems with'

diagramming in third erade,when the curriculum material.is quite complex

and does not allow one to dwell on the analysis of siMple problems,
,

involves .consid \able difficulties. Since the initial periodwork on;
.

the analysis of s mple'prohlems--is'by necessity ,too short,' pally pupils
,

single out only a few purely superficial elements from the new method
).

the standard verbal beginning, the availability of . erficial graphic

elements. Not having isolhted the principle of combining these elements,

-ttly Join them together iu a very happenstance manner (in the, order,ot

their arrangement in the problem,sand the like). With p6rsistent

continuing work on analysis, the best pupils are able to analyze'uncomp-

hicated problems by the end of the year. The other pupils (good and

79
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average), although they had mastered the analysis of separate links,

4 could not grasp the principle of comb4ning these links and most frequently

joined them on the basis of the habitual order of breakdown (i.e., follow-
.

1ng the analysis of the unknown are ti\le data which correspond to the

first', second, and succeeding arithmetical operations).

Poor pupils urn away from analysis or-reduce it to tile ordinary

solutite (19th School, grades 3A and 3B).

* Finally, when the method of analysis is intrquced skillfully in the
i*

second grade, with lengthy practice in the analysis of less complN

problems, the pupils master the analytic method with difficulty, but

more completely*, with a gradual increast inhits complfxity. At the

end of the third grade not only the good pupils but also the average ones

can give a correct analysis of problems*with tIcee or four arithmetical

operations (grade 313 .47th School)
13

More than 75% of the pupils galie

1

this correct analysis'.

At tily same time, one can note a Lenera.1. trend in the mastery of
...-

this nev method of breakdown in all those classes where work,was conducted

on the analytic method of breakdown of problems. In general,'all the

pupils pass through the'same levels of mastery of the method-of analysis.

11

Under inauspfrtus%e cational conditions most pupils are detained on a

lower level of maste 1/, and under auspicious conditions, they attain the
*

'highest level.

The introduction of the method in-second.grade, with diagrams and

with regular length training, are auspicious conditions. TVs is the C,..

conclusion of this part of *e investigation.

I \
1 3

\.

The c13 of tho teacher S.

go,

".
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Chapter IV'

6 ..--*-'4-°EXPERIMENTAL INVES'ZIGATIONS OF ANALYSIS AS A

METHOD OF SEARCHING FOR A SOLUTION

1. Difficulty as a Function of Problem Strubture

It was shown above that the method of analysis is difficult lor

pupils. How difficult it is depends largely on the mathematiell

structure of the problem.
1

Even the analysis of simple problems, as the investigations of

Menchinskaya [15: 901 have shown, turn out differently according to the

degree oraifficulty, depending on the structures of the problems. Ln

this investigation first-grade pupils were supposed to reinstate.data

which had been left out of the problem. ,Reinstating the missing datum

did nOt cause any difficulty if the question of the problem contained

an indication of the missingidatuilt, ("How much did Ole top and the drum

cost?") and of the datum contained in the problem which was identical

to the missing.one (the .top dosts, the drum costs).

The analysis,is more complioated where the question does not

contain an indication of the missing datum and the latter is not identl-

cal with that cont4ned in the condition ("There were 17 aesks tn a '

6

classroom. How Diany desks rdmained if they removed There were 17

desks, theN rLloved 5). (
Problems that demand the recreatibn of.a new and tsti.11 abstract

datum in order to make the solution of y,le problem.possible present

\greater complidaelons, for analysis. ('"A boy bought a toP and a drum.

The top cost 2 rub),e406 How much did the drum cost?") Here, in order to

recrelte the Illissing datum,'the cost of the drft must be related somehow

to the cast of the top.

Thus, the analysis of simple problems is 4he more coMplicated as.the

i'ndica.tion, contained in the question of the problqm for the necessity

1/41
One must include the features of interrelationships between quanti-

ties (the 1,nterre1ationship between number s. and the relationship of these
numbers to the unknolan number) under mathemati.cal structure of a problem.
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A 'of finding the unknown data are less concrgte, and as 'the interrelation-

ships saf*these quantities are more abstract.

' If in.the analysis of simple problems their structure infltinces

the difficulty of the analysis, then it will undoubtedly exert a still

greater iefluence in analyzihg complex problems'. As was shown 4;37 the

indiyidual,experiments in which analysis was appiied to problems of.

different Aructures, those problems were easiest whose questian contained

a direct indicatioa of bath data necessary for determining the unknown; ,

both of the last- data, are of the same kind and can be determined on the

basis of the ck.nWledkw of more or less habitual functional connecti ns

between the data. (We.shall call them pxZblems of the first stru Lure.)

Problem No. 1 is an example of a problem that is 'easy to"br4k. down

analytically. . I
C, .

.1?

A girl bought 3 candies at 4 kopeks each and 2 .4.

cakes at 10 kopeks each. .How much money did she spend?
, :

L.

Its question requires determiningThow much money a girl spent on candy and

cakes% On the basis of this question the pupils 4ttermine easily that

they need to know how much she spent for the Candy and how much for the

cakes (i.e., the data required' fo5 deterAning ,the ünkrtow cabe indi-

cated-on vhe basis of the ana1iS'bEthe9OreiStidn itself).,
, .

The second,and thIrd lin1 1E. analy*is are of the same type--,

N74"ust,..,determine the cost b'f-the candy and the cost of the cakes.

These unknown'data necessary.fbr finding the'unknown daf?be detkeed
4

,on the'basis of the ordinary interrelationships of cost, price, and

quantity. The \alues of the latter two are 14nown from the problem.

Good pupils are able to give a correct analytic breajcdown'of

problems-with such a itructure during the initial perdod of mastery of-
.

b.

the method of analysis.
. .

Those problems in which the questidn does not indTcate ,the tc4,71) data

necessary for.determihing t1i unisnown, but in which one must re-establish

the course of solution of the given problem, as l'ung aA it cannot be

determined on the basis of the most ordinary futicO.onal interconnections,
-

are more complicated to break down analytically (these are problems of

the second structure).

4
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a

Thus, in problem No. 3 one must find the cost of one fair of'

-mittens.

Mama Spent 50 rubies shopping. She bought a scarf for

ruble6 and, 3 pairs of mittens' with the remaininimoney.
How much does one pair of mittens cost?

It order to/select the data necessary.for4Ithe first link (to'the unknown

we must recall those abstract interrelationships which Lnvolve the

unknown and from which it can be determined
,

The price is determined on the basis.of the ordinary connections

between'price, quantty, and cost; and it is preaselY these functional

h ch must be recalled. A

In classes where sufficient work ip dpne.on reinforcing knowledge'
On I

of the.fanctional connections between the data, the pupil* quickly

overcoMe this difficulty and then give a correct analysisof the figs

link:without any parlicular difficulty.

4 The:analysis of the second link presents m4ch grater difficult*/

'7 intWe problems, in which the unknown cannot be determined on the ',aids

of these ordinary combinations. For selecting the necessary data,one

must turn to the apecific text of the problem.

In',two-step Problems (compoped ef two simple problems)'both data
.. A

necessary fot de,termining the unknown are at,hand, but they re

connected with the unknow*in a less common relationstlip.

in Problem No..3, tit unknown of ehe secon:d link is the*iost

, three pairs of mittens, To find- it*,.one must subtract the cost of

e scarf (20 rubles) from the total sum for the entire VirchAte (50

rubles). 51adts-, the cost of three pairs of mittens enters in as ihe

difference of the two (50,4.- 20 30-tubles; 3 pairs of mitVens cost 30

rubles). .The pupils should recognize that this remainder,is the cost of

three pairs'Of.mittens.

Both my in-class observation and the experi nts showed,that thig

re-thinking, this switching over from one "sste of tiea ttr another, e 4 .

, 1

prasents great difficulties fir,pupils, even gOod Ones. :

If,in a problem with two arithMetical operationS,the pupils can

rely on the concrete data of the problem in the analysis of the second

link (as long as both necessar5t data are known),4h problems with three

or four arthmetical operdtions'both reqeired data arein their turn,

unknown. In order to select the data necessary folr, detertining thd
;

u '
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,unknpwn-of tote second link, ohe must recall the course of solution 'of

ihe givep Problem, and thus re-establish the required data.

Thus, the walysis of the first link 'of Problem No. 14
2
does not

- cause any difficulties. The pupils easily dAtermine -that in order,to

datermine the number of overcoats made, one must know the aliount of

'material usedlin making them, and the number of meters used in each over,-

coat-7-the given functional relationship is kimiliar to them. 'The value

of the first datum is not-contained in the problem; it must be determined.

In the second link of the analysis the students again have to deal

wi,th a q ut of material, but liere this quantity 1,s not determined on
.A

the basis 6f the famifiar functional relationsiiip. In order.to show' the

data.ns.eessa for determining it, one must rec411 the courp:of the

problem's 'solution, those ari4imetical operations by which iltliwas found-,

(290 140 m), and one must'change their abstract significance into

n<mierical quantities; i.e., show that to.determine the number of meters

of t'aeerial used for the overcoats, one must know the total amunt of

mateirial (200) and the number ofe..eters Lsed to make the suits (GO).

t
a

As the experiments showed, the pupil>'*.ho had already mastered
4.

4

,.. analysis of the unknown an the basis of the ordinary cotbination of
..,,r '

.

data 4ad,great difficulty with the analysid of-that type of unknown and,
,

when they came across it, slipped easily bark to the ordintry course of

breakdoTA (in theprder of solution).

Only towards the end ok.the third gnade could good and, average pupils

(of the teasher S. from the 47th School) and the best pupils in the'19eh
r

School give a correct analysis of that type. of problem (after solving it).

Thus, the less the pupil ran lean on the direct, concrete data of

the problem on the.one hand, and on familiai commowfunctional relation-
,

,
ships between quantities on the other, the ;Imre complicated is the break-

,
.dowh of prollms by the method of analysis.

,2. Analysis as a Method of Sgarching for a Solution

Up to this point we have 'considered the learning process and the
,

degree.of eompl(exity 'of analytic breakdown orproblems after they have

been solvrdafte'r the question oT courses of Solution has b dfspOsed.

of aad the solver can concentrate on the construeti(!n of the breakdown

itself. Thus the analytic breakdown is the final stay of work on a

problem. But is it possible to breakt own still unsolved problems by-
7 2

See p 13.
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the method of analysts? Can the metshod of analysis he a,method of

searching for the solutions?

Let us recall that opinions also differ on this question, in both

pre-revolutionary arid Soviet literature on methods. Some authorities

regard the method of analysis as a way of looking for a solution, and
A.

ott4rs.regard it as a method of breaking down.problems that one already,

knowsrhow to solve.'

The expeiiM'entai data confirm the-latter view. The investigations

showed that good and.average pupils who had maStered the method,of

analysis of problems they had already.solved were quite capable df coping

with the preliminary analysis of nroBlems4f the firit structyi.e. These
r^.

.were the problems kahose questioneontained a direct indication of'the

necessary data, or else ihe unknowns (both the main one ahd the inter-

mediate ones) could be determined o'n the basis otf the usual combination

.of data by familiar functional ties. In short the pupils could readily.

use analysis for problems i',/hose solutions were clear to them.
A

A preliminary analysis of problems of the second strixture, whose

course af solution was not confined,to the ordinary combination'of data, .

proved impossible. Moreover, the attenipt to rely on the method Of

analysis while looking for. the solution ended-in failure and forced the

pupils into mechanical trial and error.

hus, an average pupil. in S.'s classs Zoya-K., was given the bresik-
.

down of Problem° No. 14.by the Method of analysis and correctly indicated

both daa necessary for determining the,unknown. -Here she was guided by .

the coMmon inte rrelationships of the data.

, "In order to detetmine how many overcoa s were made;"
she said, "we must know how many meters went into one .

overcoat and how many meters went into all fhivovelocoats.
Four meters went into one, but the'hulber of Mrters used

for all of them is unknown.
46

She continue& "We must find how maiy meters were used

for 11.1 the oVercoats. For this we must.know. how many .

overcoats were made and llow many meters went into one over-

coat." Zoya paused. The effoft to rely on'the ordinary
combination of the data had Pled her in a logical circle.
Sherepéated the first link pf the analysisocand then
contended that to determirw the amount of material used'
for the coats, it was necessary to know how many meters
were in each pieLe of.material,and how many pieces there

were.
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Here, as we see, she turned t the solution, and indicated as

necessaky thosd data which were in lved in the solution of the first

question of the, prdblem (how many m brought into the shop).

It "We must multiply 25'X, 8," she
an4 drew a diagram to cotrespond tci her a

%
reasoning (Fig. 32).

Introducing both data, she
continued: "And we still must know
how many meters were used for the
suits. For this we must multiply
3 meters by 20..." --Zoya has,indi-
cated the data necessary for soiving
the second question of the problem. '

-Again she,turned to the diagram and
1iesitated7=Where should these new
data be 'put?

Not finding a place fOr them lin

.her diagram, Zoya sketchetl arew
"hut" at,One side (Fig. 31). Then,

NoOcing af the diagram, she carried
ut the operation indicated in it:
25 X8 = 200 mit She.wrote "200 m"
in the appropriate box. Now,

according to the scheme, she should ',we'
divided' vo by 4. She did the dIvision
Ind wrote "IChe.result in the place 'for

the unknown (50 pieces). She wrote
"60 m," obtained from multiplying 4 3 X 20

3 X 20, in the Phut" at the side.

Fig. 32 '

A
The experimenter suggested that

she read through the problem again,
attentively. 'She did so and again
drew a "hut" and.suggeate4 findlng
hoit many meters were uaed 'for 1 suit
1 'overcoat -- 3 m + 4 mi.= 7 m,

i.e., it was evident thatahe was lising
blind trial and error. The experimenter's
question -,r What happened to the'200
meters? -- helped Zoya to .gaini.an
understanding of the situation. Sh\e
solved.the problem and then gave -6rrect
lireakdown by the method of analysis.

1
;

The efforts to give an analytic breakdown of this problem befqre

.sol.ving it,proceeded analogously, with a number of other loupili3. Two

of the best pupils, after having given a uorrece analysis. of the first
,

link, hesitated, re-read tht text, sOlved the problem in a whisper; and

then completed its .breakddwn with asouranoe. In cases' where the first

2,5

and

X 8

Fig.63
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link of the analysis was not construAed on the basis,of the ordinary
.

t

combination of data, these pupils gave an.analysis only after solving
/

I

the.problem.
.

But perhaps these pupils still 41ad not mastered the method Of,

ana5lysis adeqUately, and therefore this tyne of breakdown, which was

difficult for.them, did,nOt simplify their search for a solutiorl'of the

. problem? What if the analytic breakdown of the task-problems were to

be' carried out in class,.under the teacher's guidance? To what extent

would a pre/tminary breakdown of a problem by fhe method of analysis,

dov"e in class under the teacher's guidance, clarify the essence of tahe

problem for the pupils and4heq them to fihd the wayrto solve it? We

conducted a supplementary series f'exlieriments to answer this question.

A year after the rwthiid of Inalysis had been introdUced (at the

etnd of the first quarter) in the third grade in the Oth School, the

)experiment was done in the clasS of., the teacher S.'

The foll9wilg problem wa given to thept,i3pils in c'lass:

Fvty-five morkSooks were delivered to a bookstore. On

'the first dAy they sold 30 riables' worth, and on the second

,
45 rubles'. worth, after whiq4 20 workbooks were left. How

much did all the books cost? *

V
This was the,first time that the.popils had seen a problem of this sort

--it ifas a task-problem for them. 'The-way to soLe.it was not contained

in the framework of the ordinary.interrelationships. It as a problem

of the second structur.

After t.ha.ordinary work on the text'of the problem-- Atimg it

and isolating the known.data and the question--the pupfls jet about

breaking it dow'n bytthe method of analysis.

The'firs't link-sf the analysis was consbruceed on the bgsis ok;

familfar funct'ibnal relatilonships between the data, it wa§ recalled

easily. The price of one W6rkbook appeared, in the second link 'as an

unknown. Thlds datum was determined on the basis of.the same functiOnal

relationships tetween quantity, price, and cost. However, neither

datum necessary for determining the price 'of one workbook was itdicated

in the text. The first.datum appears as a sum of money received during

the sale of the books on the first and second days (30 rubles + 45.rubles

and the decond, the number of workboOks'sold, as the difference between
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the total number of workbooks and the number Ape workbooks remaining

(45 7 20 ... 25)

Will data should be.reconsidered on the basis of the analysis of

the.text of thL specific problem, and thifs caused great difficulty for

the impi1s.
3

A

"We do not know hew much one workbook osts," said
one girl who,was called to 'the board. "F r this we
muat know how many'rubles were spent on fhe second
day." (Pause.)

.0

1

"How cany were Rold on the second day? " was heard.

"nowmany remained?"

"One must .knw how many workbooks thfre wePe in.'
all and how many rubles they were sold for on the
twg days."

1

_

---.
We saw that the girls suggested completely 4ifferent data as necessary:

,

Only onf of them is actually necessary--that.dapiltwhich,is determined in
. ;

the firSt operation while solving the problem. The analytic method of\s, \
4

breakdown, obviouslyt.does not eliminate mistakes or, guessint
4 . /

. .

-

The teac4er reminded them: ,

"We must know the price Of the workbobks; whaemust be-
known for

"The riumber of *orkbooks must be known."'
'

.10 *

"For how much money were they sold on'the lecond d&ty?"

"How much on both gys?"
1 '

"How many workbooks were left?"

"How.much thoney waa received on both day's and how

many workboo4s. were sold?"

. The girls had finally.found.the necessary data.and filled
in the diagrfim. The last li'nks in the diagrtm were'filled in

easily.
,

On %he difficulties

Recall1 te opposite
Shpital'skifand others.

1, 1

I
of reconsideration, see above,,p: 219.-

assertion of a number of aUthorities -- E.
The experiment indtooktes othextrise.



Thus, even he in a classroom situation, the preliminorY break-

'down of task-problems by themethod of analysts is foo difficult just at

that iin15)which requires not so much recollection of the familiar relation-

ship of the quantities as an.awareness of the'text. of the giyen problem.

' Only after a series pf data given at randOm did theestudents finally fik

dkle necessary ones.

During the analysis the pupils drew the appropriate diagram on the

board. A repetitive analys,is of this diagram caused no difficulties

(with good pupils).- The analysis was repeated twice, and then the work

in Class on the proglem was disconW.nued.

.

Then seven good plOils wer7.chosen to solve this problemvIndivi-

dually. Of all the subjects, Only one, Lyusya G., solved it easily.

The solution caused some.diffic4ty .for ali the others. The greatest

difficulty was caused bythe rtalization that thdip Aibles received on

both days was tile 'cost of 25 workbooks. 'That is, the^essence of the'.

'problem was tncoppr9hensible-50.,thepupils.

Thus, Galya Z. fpund both data (75 rubles and 25 %.Torkbooks) and

got lost:

"How much..:did one wol/kbook cost? All the books cost

.75 rubles. flow-much did.v.We must'find out how much one
workbook cost? For this 'we must knoi;how much...,"-,she
attempted to reMember thercourse ofilthe analytic breakdown,
but then returned to tbe text. After re-reading the problem
once or twice, she repeated it, again solved the first nd
second questLons and, finally, joinedthe required
correctly.

Galya Z. barely coped with.the difficulties that arose, kt others,

even superior stu4ents, would reqqire helpful questions or d

hint from the experimenter in order to find the ourse of solution. Itt

ect

shotild be note& that when difficulty arises, the pupils quite easily

cross over to lookin, for the right course by the-methoil of Trial

synthesis: They fi d the diff7rencq4between 45 rubles.atid 30 rubles

or divide 45 by 15, 75 by. 25, etc.

If the analytic breakdOwn-of a problem introduced into the class

dia not clarify the course of its solution even for good pupils, then

a fortiori'it would remain unclear to the weakeil s.
1 .

Siml_lar results were obtained when this type of"experiment was(done

with fcurth-grade pupils tn the 64th School bupils of 'teacher G.).
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A problem was t en.for analysis in class whOse full ana,e break-
-1

down is présente'd in.the book edited.by [14 ]:

collectiyOarm assumed that some hay stockpiled for
cattle would last for 198 days, but the hay last'ed for
217'days since it was of,the highest quality and they, used
'171 kg less 10'day than they thought they would. prow

mue,h hay had'been prepared'on the. farm?
/ \

This problem was doubtless very difficult for this class (the way to solve

it was nót'familiar td"lem).

- The teacher constructed an analytic breakdown of it itecomplete.

accordanc.e with the form in theemethodsharldbook. Difficulties.were'

encountered in the breakdown, buhey were overcome by common effort.

. The onalysis was repeated twoe according to the diagram sketched on the

board apdjust as in the 47th School,) no more work wt done on fhe

problem. .

Individual experimeftts with the ten best,Students in the class

showed that the analytic break4own 'done in ciass did not clarify the, way

to soel.ye the problem. INIot one ofthe ten poult solve the proklem unassistbil.

'Only the beginning of the solution was maatered'thorougHly. (The analysis
_

in tlass was concluded with theae data.) Furthermore,'theLcourse df

aolution turned out to be different. Thu's, Zhen41. tried to determine

how much hay was siven out in one day by dividing 171 by 19 (he took the

daily saving 'of h% to be the entire saving). His result did not worry

hib: "On the collective.fart they gave 9'kg f hly daily to all the

cattle"! He tried to continue the solutfon: '9 X

The eyperimenter Indicate& the absurdity of the answer: 9'kg deify

for all the cattle! They.Zhenya began, to carry)Utanew ariftmetical 4

,

. ,

operations, without eveti asking questions:

, /
,

171 X 217.= 37007
r

.

171 X 198 = 33758

37007 33758 ...

tflat is, he 1)egan using blind trials.

Analogous attempts could be noted with the other pupils.

When difficulties were encount4-ed, the pupils usually did not try

to'apply the'analyti. c breakdown of problems. Only Vanya 9. made an
.

att pt:

J
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"May I start with the Analysis?" he asked, and, with ,

permissign, he wrote down the question oE the problem. As
data needed to determine the unknown, he Indicated thoSe
which were necessary for the Solution and drew this.
dlagram:

4

I'How much bay did they prepare?.

How much d d they save
in one esy?

How many days did they
save?

4

0
Then he stopped, tried to remember ehe breitkdown done in

classk, and iefused to continue the analysis.

Thus, the one attempt to be gui"ded by,the method-of analysis when diffi-

'culties arose did,not meet with success.
a-

Only after the experimenter asked: Whydid they feed the cattle

extra days with the'old stock? How loAg did it take them,tO use up the

saving? (questions leading the solvertoisolate the basic Fonnections

"beween the data)--did the course of solu?ion become clear for them.5

Thus, the experiments show6d that a task-problem cannot be broken
,

do independently by tne method of analysis until the way to solvill

it clear. .The preliminary breakdown by.the method of analysis QS

a problem which is new fo7' the pupils, done iniCIass with the teacher'g'

'help, clears up its essence only a little forftheNpupils, and does not

reveal sufficiently the course of solution.

Consequently, the method of itnalysis cannot be a met

liminary breakdown of rather complex problems, task-proble s.

4

for pre-

3. The Effect of Practice in Using Analysis

The 4.nvestigation showed that the method of analysis is undoubtedly

difficult for PuPils.(1 Poi- this method to be mastered by the bulk of the

pupils requires extemiVepersistent, systematic work on it under the
, .

5
As a control., the preliminary breakdown of these problems was,.*,

carried out 13-1 the third grade of' the 183rd S6hool and in.the fourth

grade of the 69101 School, but by different methods. The pupils, had 4-

good understanOng of tiaq essence of the problems, and, even the weakest
pupils'solved them'easily.
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guidance,of an experienced teacher. The breakdown of problems by the
'dk

melbod of analysia.demands much time, and therefore the ntimber of problems

solved in class will be decreased: At the same time, the method of

analysis cannot A a method of preliminary breakdown4of rather,complek

problems. Consequently,-the method of analysis. should be the final

stage iirtworking on a problem, as a method of breaking down problems that

have 'S.een solved oTr that are solved edsily.

' Let uS remember that a number of ekperts 11Skatkin [363, Popova [321

and others) who recognize the impossibility of preliminary breakdown by ,

the me.ehod of analysis of rather difficult problems still' consider. the -

anablytic breakdown of solved problems or of easy problems extremely

useful. A thorough analysis of the textiof a problem shonld prevent the

pupils from superfluous syntheses and from slipping itito Mechanical manipur

lation of the data while searching for a solution, as students are inclined

to do.

A sp,ecial serieS of experiments was conducted to determine the .

influence of lengtIly practice in "classical" analysis on the ability of

pupils to soAve'problems.

Rather complicate"d problems were given to pupils in classes where

quite a long time was spent pñ practice in the "classical" analysts of..

problems; these problems were to be solved without help. Help wss given

only in extreme circumstances, when the pupil himself could no longer'

,continue the solution. Far eomparison, pupils.were takeni4rom classes
x

where liyle attention was paid to the "classicalP method of analysis.

Only'tfie best Pupils were chosen as subje6ts (thdexperiments were

individual), since thy would have mastered the met4oci of analysis '

better than the others, pnd it was the influence'of this mastery that was

te be clarified. ,In,the "contro,1".classes, iiip only the best pupils

were choseri(from seven to ten from`each class). The experiments were

conducted during the 1,as, quarter of the school year.

In the third grades the following problV (No. 16) was assigned for
/

the experiments:'
/.

Twenty-five members of an artel were supposed to make
'1,950 vases' per month according to the plan. In the first

10 days each made 3 vases daily,:and in the.remaining days
each made olle vase more. By how many vases did the artel
overfulfill.thesplan, if it is known that in the first 10
days they all made 75 vases daily, and 100 vages daily in ).

.the remainin days?

"".../



The problem is,a little unusual-7intermediate data are included

in it (75 vases and'IGO vases), which could be obtained by.combining

other data contained lmtthe problem (25.X 3;j 25 X 4). Although the

pupils were only slightly familiar with problems with superfluous,data,

40ke thought it possible to introduce such data as an experithental task.

By including-them, we hoped to clarify the pupilst ability to analyze

*a vfoblent; to preserve' the logic of their reasoning without straying

into superfluous, unproductive arithmetical operations, with luperlfluous

synthepes.
.

If a pupil is capable of analyzing,the problem, he should first
R

explain 'the content of the data contained in it, and then, still' befofe

'solving,it, should uhderstand that 75 and 100 are derived, intermediate

In.addition, the problem dan be,teolved'in.two waysby using as
'

an unknown either the data about the productivity of one worker (3 and _

,

4 vases), or by using tile data about,the productivity of the entire ,

artel (75 and 100 vases); bpt the second way will + shorter and more

rational.' (The ability to analyist the tle"xt of a problem should'also

ihfluence the choice of a more iational mOgns of 'solution.)

If we disblrd these intermediatedata (75 and 100), we obtain an

ordinary problem,.which Should,not give any difficulty to third-grade

pupils, especially those in the.lk quaLer of the school year.'

How did the ihdependent solution of this problem proceed.in the

third grade of the tcher S. in the 47th School, where."ciossichl"

analysis had been stuOied for about two years?
.4 0

As an. example, I shall introduce the record of the wsy,the,problem

was aolved by'an excellent student, Dora K.; the'record was quite

characteristic of the pupils'in thja alass.

Dora: 1. How many did they make in 10 days?

3 X 10 = 30.vases.

In 10 day"s they made 30 vaspS.

2. How many did each man make?

They made 19050.,../

Experimenteut they wdre supposed to make 195p-according

.,to'the plan; that was the plan given to,Ithem.
+14,

k
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Dora: . Ten days.%.,e In the second question We tan firma
, out how many sstill had to be made blorelhey
fulfilled the p" COL

17150 i(,30 r 1920 vases
n .,.,4

How M47157 dfa, they titru oup 'in 10 aays, if they'

overfulfilted thrilag?

7.54C10 r4750

4.

.

.
,How many did'they ma altogether? jiy how

. many'more,:when'they8vv rfulfilled the plail?

ExRerimenter: Who made 3 vases?
0

Dora: This was oue man wh9, made-3 vases....75 is also one.,.
No, in 19

The experimenter explained that all 25 men made 75 vases in one day,
0

and suggested'she read the problem more attentively. Dora re-read the

text and began the sofution with the first question:
.

e.

Dora: .1. How many did they make on each of the remaining
days?

3 + 1 Lt 4 vases;, 4 vases every day. .

Exp.:' This is all of theth?

41tc

Dora:., 0i ... no, each af them.,

2, How many did theykmake in 10 days?-

4 X 10 = 40 vases.

,Exp.: For 10, days each of

Dora:

hem made 3.. (Dora corrected:

3 X 10 =1'30 vases.)

How many did they malce in the remaining.days
at 4 per day? But over how many days is not
known...

Exp.: What ..L.s known about the time?

All

Dora: It's not stated hdre.
\\.

Exp.: In how much time should they have fulfilled the plac-7i

Dora: It's not stated here. (Began repeating the prob
4

In a month.

Exp.: Which,is how many days?

Dora: Thiry.

tt

kr

. )
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IA S. 11,
The experimentex.exgained that there are 26 woiking days in

-

a month.
4

.

Dora w'rot,e 10 11,..16 days.

j*,

tiow Dlany did:. they 'make'in the remiaining

. 16 'days.;...."
0

-

.
.,:

.
4 X 16 i...* no, 16 i 4.

/ ,

,
,.

There ip no 'sena-in giting the enEire'xecord--Dora's ourse.of
. -,...4 ..

solution is clear. 'It,is the inechanical'manipulation of datai in which

r

, . ,
the weaknesi of the. analysis 'undoubtedly shows. . .:'.

.

...,. ...

'. * This Isrimarily,indiiates.only S11414.,.attention,to the text of'the

problem-. After having re-read6ths ptobleM, _Delia continued.:.to operate
. 0 ... . - v.

with the data 'ihe had seleote4 on a, firstreading, without.attempting-
,

,

.. Ar,
. . , ..

,.
/- . . ,

.
to verify-t,he correctnes6 of ileityperations (by re-reading the.prob1491,

, , ;
.

.
. ..

and she returned to the text only after,being direct-17i instructed.to by
..

.

t.

1 the experimenter. ..;,,
,

. .

She showed a-weaknesg in the analysis of data, in the'.process of ,

%

which the content of the data should have been ascertained. The essentialOw
N

features should have been'isolate4 to serve as a basis for indicating

connections between them for the 'synthesis. Dora did not alwa solate

precisely the data contained in the problem. She sometimes ssed words .

related to one datum, and.then the significance of these data were

distorted. Thus, it is *hated in the problem that "each made 3 vases

daily." Dora missed this "each" and considered, 3 vases as the output

of the entire artel (perhaps because the entire artel had been referred

to earlier in the problem). "In 10 days they made 30 vases," She said.

Later on, she missed the indiaation that "they all made 75 vases

daily" and considered the 75 vases as the output of,one worker ("75 is

also one").

It is interesting to note Clat the datum about the working period

("per month") was not expressed numerically, and Dora did'not isolate.

it at the start; en after a re-reading she continued to assert that

nothing was known about the time.

No data were considered from the standpoint of their real signifi-

cance nd the specific quantities of the arithmetical data. In

asserting that the entire artel (25 men) made 3 vases in a day, Dora
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00,

was...not bothered by this low producivity,.even Olen'she knes.; that the *

monthly plan whi for 1,950 vases (she subtrliCted the 30..!.'w high,tlie/ did

in 10 daYs", from. 1:950 4.n order to nystil1 had.tocbe-

'made.before they fulfilled the plan). .

% The analysis of-the data assumed.that these significant featurds

will be isolated, to serve as a basis fer determining relationships

beti:Teen the data, and tAus it assuMes s ,coriaparison of the data .. it wall I

this comPeris on which Dqra lackedshe regarded'the data at4more.er less

isolated from one another, Therefore.she'did utatmoti4he derivative.
.

'character ot the data about the daily prodtiotivfty, of 'fh6 entire:artel
. 0

.(75 and 100 vases) and.stie operated.with these Ata'alongside ,theldata,
% .

on ;he productivity of one worker;.without settipg up connections between

IF° them. She found,the prOductivity of the 'eptire art4 -at the start by
00 ( 0

t1-0.s means: 4 X 16 a. 64; 64 X 25... 1600'vasis; but-later, multiplying
e

100 by 16, she failed to'see the significance of theatwo data:

The analysis of functional relationships was also weak here. Th spch
,

analysis, the relationship between the data shotid be 're'vea1ed and those
6

principles on the basis of which the productive syntheals can be realized

should be isolated. Vrequently, Dora, having determinsa fheoconnection
4

between qert ain data and'having carried out an arithmetical oper ation,

did,not isolate the principle..under1yin th,opertion. Therefore she

sometimes did arithmetical oBerations th dinot,correspond to the '1(

rgt'
quetion she had po4ed, slipping easily nrp.us g anotHer. HIving asked

*
the question "How many vases did they make on the remaining days at

lOrvases per day?" she divided 750 by 100, and then, Obviously

understanding that this operation was ;mpossible,sshe tried to divide by

10, apd only the experimenter's question guided her to the proper

.operation. Later she multiplied 4 by 16, then immediately changed and

wanted to divide 16 by 4: The dire!tion of the analysis to s'Dinding

the unknown was not displayed here either. Dora had forg rt_ten what the

problem asked and, tiaving determined the output of the artel fox 16 days,

considered the solution completed. "That's all," sht announced toothe

experimenter.

6By productive synthesis we mean the determination of those relation-
,

ships which bring us parer to finding the unknown.
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Dora, who was one of the _terse pupils in theclass,, had mastered'

completely the method of "c1a6Sica1wanalysis"(we-had4Confirmed,this

in the individual experiments) She solved and analyvl!d problem easily,

as they had been.analyzed in class. RoveVer, in sdlvim iroblemswhich

were "ilimewhat different from. those. Selected in class, as we saw, she

revealed a weaknebs of gepuine. anillysis of the text.of a problem Lula

easily slipped irito the mice or lees random eolkation of data.

The peculiarities noted-in Dora K.'s independent solution ofItask-

'
problems yerf also present to some extent in the,pther pupils4in.this

class.
.

,

Here is the solution of the same problem by the bestpupil, Galya

Z. ,She also believd'the 30 (i.e., 3 X 10) and 64 (i.e., 4 X 16) vases

Were made by "them," i.e., the entire artel of 25 men. She thought that

70 vases (75 X 10) was t e output ofithe entire artel in a month, and

it did not trouble her t t the same artel.made 1600 vases in 16 days --

she did not correlate or oinpare the concrete values 'of these data.

Later Galya found how many vases the Irtelamade in all (750 + 1600

2350 vases) and did not understand the period in which this was done.,

Later she decided that 2350 vases was the plan which was given to ths

artel and attempted to answer ttle question of the nroblem--by haw many

vases did the artel overfulfill the ikan?-- by the following operation:

2350 94 (i.e., 30 + 64).

When the experimenter asked,'"What was the number required by the

plan?" she quickly answered, "1950 vases." Consequently, she remembered
N

this quantity, but in the solutiov'she had changed it Into another, ihe -

one which she-obtained when the question abent overfulfilling the pion

was posed (this,was a datum obtained in solving the preceding question,

and Galya included 4 in the solution of the next question). Only with

questions from the experimenter, directed at-clarifying the significance

of individual data, their content, and the px,inciples connecting them, 4id

'Galya solve the problem.

Another pupil 1who was makins normal progregs, Tanya G., after having,

determined how many vases one4man, made in 10 days (30),.still stubbornly
A

tried to add 30 to 75 (75 vases was the output of the entire artel in one

day), and then she thought she would be able.to find out "how many they

made in 10 days."
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y Lmilar'examples 'are gound in'the records of the solutiOn of

this prlem by the 'other pupilslin thiS class.

But/perhaps the somewhat unusual text of the problem is'the reason

Lor t varely realized course of solution,that many pupils in this

class "followed. Werhaps the problem wouWhave been too difficult for
,

third-grade pupils anyway. How would t* problem blb solve4 with pupils

in a dffferent class? ,N,

For a Control and for comparison, analogous experiments were carried

out--with third-grade/pupils ii the 172nd Scriool (tdught by Miss

where "classical 'analysis"ghad occupied a try modest place.

..A114 the experiments showed, 'the pooy pupils as well as the good ones

in this class coped-with the prAlem. Out of 2, good pupils,(4 with "5"

f and 3 with "4" as-grades ip 44t1umetic), only one *attempted ,to multip1;,'
. ,

75 by 25 immedlately ancl a..ques#tion from the experimenter (What does 75

vases indicate?) was fequ,ired for her to give up the false operation,

and then her solutiop was perfectly correct.

' Several incorrect operations wel:e observed in ithree good pupili,

but they ihmiediately corrected themselves,, indicating precisely.where

they had gone astray,:

Two weaker pupils (with "3" tiis grades), were enlisted fOr the experi-

ments in this class. *They tur'ned out to be more predisposed to a success-

ful operation. One of them attempted to mvltiply. 100 by 25, and believed

that*she had to find the productivity for-36 (26 + 10) days, but the '

experimenter's question (What do these data indicate?) quickly led her

t4Fth correct way 'to solve the problem. The, second made siMilar mistakes.

The initial period of these pupils' work on the problem merits

attention. All of them re-read the problem more than once, then repeated

it"-under their breath, re-read the phrases about the output of one

worker in one day (3 vases) and of.all the w&-kers in one day (75 and, 100

vases): During the solution, the experimenter asked th following

questions: "What is bothering ydu in tb problem?" ,Vhat prevented you

from starting the solution?" and always received a clear.answer.

"Here they speak of,3 vases, and at the-end, of 75...This is 75 vases

19de.by all' of them togetl.ler, right?", saftlalya L.

7More details about the operation of this class will be given

below.
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"Iwanted to multiply 3 by 25,.but then I saw that this was

already knoim," answered ,211enyal'.

'The other pupils gave dimilar.ansWers..
)

. It 'is completelY characteriatic that only one of the pupils started

.the,solUtion with an gxplanation Of hpw many vases were made by one

wbrker"in 10.1ays (3 X 10)'- taking thedless rational way bui-then

reconsidered and so1ved the problem by the more economical means.

Nwever, after the solution 1 the pupils (except one) indicated this

less.rational but'entirely ipos Ade method,of solution (3 X 10 = 30;

30 X.25 = 750 vases, in place of 75 X 10). Gne good ,Pupil took,a more

original course: She fo)Ina holi-many vases t4e artel had left,to Mjake
5

.

tO fulfil the-plan after the first 10 days,',how manY days the artel

. took to fulfil the whole plan, and then ,how many vades%they made in the'

remaining days of the month.

The datum abdut time ("per month"), not expressed numerically,-wAs

idolated by all the pupils, and before the'solutiothey ordnaiily

asked: "Is a month 30 days?" and some of them saLd themselves: "They

!feNworked 26 days."

The entire course of solution of this problem shoWe'd-tistit the pupils

had,been taught to dnalyze the text of the problem carefully and to be
,

*
guided by this ana1ysi<2 their solution.'

In Order to demoRstrate more clearly the difference in the process

of independent solution of the tack-problems by the pupils in both

classes, we shall introduce some quantitative data.

It is very difficult to carry out the process of solution in the

'language of numbers. What should be chosen'-as indices? Two indices

were chosen: the number of "saperfluous syntheses" and the'nuAer of

"mistakes in analysis." With a thorough analysis of the data and of .

their functional interrelationships, the solver will mot carry out

"superfluods syntheseg"-- operations that are not required for determin-

ing the value of the unknown. A great mapy "superfluous syntliesel indi-

cate a weakness in the anaiysis of the problem.

a second, supplementary, index, the number of "mistakes in

ana1ysis4was chosen: These mistakes occur as a result of a partial

composite.ahalysis .The solver isolates individual data from the problem,

_rejecting i number of descriptive words, and thus the significance of a

datum is distorted, which entails an incorrect solution.' Let us remember
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Dora K.q method of solutic4. 'She i ate21 thae data from the prol4eun
r e

'

-

3 vasee and 75 vases, and opetated th them ae if they signified the

same thing (this was "what they "), although 3"vases is the owitputof

;one iJorker and.75 is,the out t of A'a 1'25 wdrkers.

' -This type of mistake e called. "mistake in analyais." The greater
,

their'nUMber,.the Week the analysis of the problem's text.
4, .

, ,The number of * pe Elnous syntheses" bp puplls who had'sttaied
*

6 4
' "classical" analiy s for a long tilde (gride 3B ofDthe 47th Schbol) and

.

the pupils in e control class, whete little attention was paid to

this method rade 3B oSethe 172nd School), is shown in Table)...
,

. .

r.

TOLE 3 .

D trihution of the Number-of "SupetfluOus'Syhtheses" in
, ,.

41' .
/Independent Solution of the Eki,drimental'Prohlem,

, 1
.

4

4

Nurtiber of "super-

fiuous syntheses" ,0 $4!,i- .5-6 7-8 90 11-15 16726 Total

Grac,les:.

'3B of the 47th
School, NO. of
Pupils:

3B of the 172nd
School, No. of
Pupils: ' 4

1

^

1 2

-,

-aThe-number 111 shows how many "superfluons synt eses" were made by
7 ptls in the given class. That is, the seven students made 8, 10, 12,.

.

*

!we

4

15, 17, 23, and 26 "superfluous syntheses," respectively, making 111
in all.

w

'The indices for 7 good pupils in each class are included in the .

f

table. We see that of 7 pupils in the teacher S.'s class, where the,

4
"ilassieal" method of analysis of probless was studied regularly, not one

lved the problem without unproductive operations. Two pupils showed

large.number of this type of synthesis (from 7 to 10), and three pupils,

showed even mOre than 17.- Altogether, the seven pupils in thili class

made 111 superfluous syntheses.
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4

4

'The large nibar of supeifluous syntheses is evidence that these
,

pupils looked f4r the solution,mainly by the methoSof mechanical banipu-

latiopro,0 the numerical data, ancOthis indicates weaknesssin analYzing
,

the concrete"text of the problem.

We see smmething else in the control clasis. Three pupils immediately

0
,

solved the problem correctly, and four carried,out one or two super-.

fluous syntheses ('six for all fouj:pupifS). hese data indieste the

ability.of the teacher 4's pupils to donstruct their solution on the,
4

basis of a thorough 4nalysis af the text of.the,problem. .6

The liumber of."mistakes in analysi is shown innable 4, which
4

.%

-. Obstantiaies'the same conclusion; In.the cla s wyere much attention as'
,

'given to the me,thod of agAlySis,, the pupils sho ejd, little Oility-to
.

S. '4,-.,

analyze the coierete data of the prdblem. The:5r appeared' much less well

prepared for Independent anaIysis.(and consequently for solving) of'
0

_problems than the pupils In the class whereoit4very limited plaae Was
.

devotedtto this method.
to

TABLE 4

Distribution of the Number of-"Miataken Analyses" in the

Solution of the Experimental Problem

Nistaken 0 1-2 374 5-7 7- Total

analysed"

Grade*:

3B, 47th School
No. of pupils:

3B, 172nd School
No, of pupils:

a

1 1 5 44a

2 2

,

The nuteT of mistaken analyses made by each of the seven students

was 2, 4, q, 7, 8, 8',,and 8, respectively..

The question arises quite naturally: Will the same features of

'Independent solution of i.ask-problems show up with pupils in other

classes where much time is spent studyin the "cl sical" method of

analyzing problems? To clarify.this, analogous experiments were carried

out ;..n t o more schools--the 64th and the 69th: Let' us recall thilt the
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- pupils n grade 4B of the 64th°SchooLl. (teac er.G.) studied "classical"'
A

analysis 'systematically; beginning with the second year of study. Grade

.4B of the 69th School .(teacher E) was ehk,6 as eAntrol; no partiCular

atten7tion was pUid to the "classical" method otanalyais in it.8

, Tile following problem .fs assignedor independ'ent solution:sa
%

4

One worker saved 696 rubles a-ery
yet

ar. His older
brother started worik at the same factory after 14 morithp,

.

and after 28 month's he had accu'mulatad aaymuch ash;
brother had done frail the beginning. How many ruble

.

dielas brOther save yearly? . [5] .

.

. This-probleuk was a little new goX thenkbut,its,Only difficulty was
.

,
.i %

'

ep determine the length of 1.wk pf the first worker: he" s'ibrked .14 months
e

beford his brother camis-and,8 months together with-hpla before their .

respective savipgs were equal. An expression of the'tice (yearly) is

indicated in the problem, but it fs not expuessed numerically. Tile ..

following question was given to tlie pupils to avoid misunder ending of

the term: *.''Yearly--how ihny months is that?" (The quest in waS aa4ed

*1) Or'e the-solutidn.)

.
Only the best,pupils were'enlisted for the experiment, as was the

case,with.the preceding (again 10'pupils).

Let us'select one of the 'records.of solution of this problem by a

pupil ln grade 4B of the 64th sChool, Petya Z.

Having reed the problem, Petya began alertly:

"We cannot how much money the older brother laid
aside yearly: tor this weinust know. ..howany more months
the older brother worked than the young..." (the aim at an
analytic breakdown dAd not come easily) - #

"May 1...simply solve the problem first?" Petya asked,
then, with permission, he began the solutien:

1. 28 - 14 = 14 Ilaonths ehis is the length of,time the
laborer worked.1

2. How many rubles did the laborer receive in 1 month?

6964: 14 = ...(he tried to divide)

it doesn't.come out! And if multiply '696iX 14,? (And he
began to multiply).

8
Teacher E is considered a good teacher, of which there afe many

in any of our schools.
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A
Exp: .After what period of time did the labortg setC:ale

696 rubles?..

Petya: After 14 months!
e

. 11

Exp.: Read more.carefully.
. f

-

Petya:. (Relread 1e proble ) That is Narly.,

,

That is, after wha ,period?
. 1/4. s' .

Pews: After 12 months. 696, tl 12 '' 58 rubles. Hpw m. h in
each imonth-- 58 4-. 14 . ....,

,

Exp-: Ilead the pfotflem.,

,. ' N* '
t , 4 illi

.pe;ya: (Rdad and wrote in silenceY 28-1-'14 42...
1 , I

, .
i

. -

/ 51 -.42,m1p; 696 = 16

Exp.: And %hen? \ .

3

Petya: What one obtains by Sividing by 28.

4

# Exp.: No, not like th4.
so

Petya: (agairi lin silence)
h4

16 -.14 2; 696 = 2 t48

(and he atteinpted' to divide). It doesn't come
outl- Dividing by 28 will Work?

. There is no sense in citing the cOrae o he solution,anyonger;

it yroceeds in the same way, wiih questions from the experimenter (How

many mont4 did the first laborer work? How much money id he save in

k' this period?)r re-directing Petya's thought° iilto the proper channel. ,

s , We had befbre' us a clear model of searching\for the solution by the

) ibAilad method of trial and error, manipulation of the numerical data,

which doUbtless shows weakness in the ana sis of the dta and of their

!, functiNnalb-interrelationships.

.Patya first ilicked the numerical expressions of the data (696 rubles,

14 mAnths, 28 months)Aollit of the problem, ignoring the phrases describing

these data, and thus the data turned out to be inadequte for the situation

this is a parftal complex analysis). He did not single out the datum

"monthly," not expressed numerically, but 696 was, to him, a sum which

the worker ':rece.ived"'and did not save, in 14 mwnths.

Having isolatdd the numerical data, Petya began to manipulate them,

not isolating accurately the primciples that,connect Lem with each other.
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( ;f it was impossible to carry out an opercion (14 does not

els

evenly), Petya easily slipped inbo anothar one ("Aind if wemult,iply 696

by 14?"); He subracted 42 months from 58 rubles and divided 696,by

.3 the result. He even stopped 6sking questions about the operations he

cafried out.
,

The entire process of solutioq shbws an e2itremely low,level of. ç

analYsis o'fj.the concfete text of the ptplidem.

Was this the only such method oftsolution/ Alas, no! ',True, it was

the cl rest example of'lookl.ng for the solutidh by the method of blind

tria1'and error', !At 6,pupils (out of 7 who did not.solve the koblem '

alone) sNicred analogous transitions to this method when dffficultiee.

Arose 17 'the solution.

There, were also mistakes in 'the solutions of 'two other pupils
A

,(696':. 14; 58 X 14, and-not.X 42, among others), but when they obtained

;a rsult, they made precise exactly what they had obtained, compared it

with the other,data and they themselves detected the mistake in their

operations.

Their approach to the solution was close to the one characteristic

of the puOila in the contrOl 69th*School). For Athem, more

lengthy and more careful work on the text of the problem was characteristic:

Theyi:ead it siveral times, and in difficulty returned by themselves to a

repeated reading. When they received a new datum as a result of an

(-arithmetical operation, they made itA signiiicance precise, and compared

it wit4whA had already teen obtained', which allowed them to detec

more easily the mistakes the/ohad sometimes made. .Even in erFor, they

did not transfer to the level 4f simple manipulation of the' numerical

data.

,

I introduce a segment from the yecord of the solutiot of the.pzsblem

by Vanya D., tor whom the problem was more dif?icult than 'for the rest'.

He did not isolate the word "yearly" as a datum and decided that 696

rubles was accumulated in 14 Months. He explained how many rubles the

laborer saved in one month and, after making an error, divided 696 by

14 and then multiplied the result by pl (i.e., he did not understand the

period of time the" younger* brother worked).

Exp.: After how many months daid orker save 696 rubles?

llanya: After 14'tonths.

Exp.: Read itC
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Vanya (reads): Ahl YeArlyt. 12 months, and he worked 14 months.

Exp.: How long did this laborer'work?
IL

Vanya: ...14, ...no, 12 and 14 months. ;

Exp.: And how\tong dp his bl,der brother, work?

4Vanya:-)Kteading the'entire problem) '28 months, and then 14
---and 28 months 42 months,. '.

42 12 ali that many times at 696 rubles,..,No, better
to do it 66 1 12 w. 58, and then 58 X 42

4

And he continued to solVe it,correctly to the end.

At first we see.gross mistakes with this pupil, showing,an in-

suffic4.ent analysis of the prp,blem, as a iesult of whichk"superfluous
. to'

syntheses"- appeaied in his solution. But.here.there is no mechanical

manrpulation of numbers: The arithmetical operation's he performed

proceed'from his understanding of the data. , If 46 rubles was regarded

as a,sum accumulated over 14 months, he correctly turned to division to

find out the mOnchly saving. He.wanted to divide 44by 12, in'order

then,to determine the sum accumulAted by the laborer after 24 months.

Alis is a mistaken operation, but only because 42 is not divisible by

12, and Vaql&mself easily found a different course of solution.

In order tO cOuipare more easily the results of independent solution,

of the problem by pupils in the class with the'"classical" analysis and in

the control class, where not much attention was given to the "classical"

analysis, as we did last tima, we turn to quantitative data--to the'

number of "superfluous syntheses" and "mistaken analyses" made by the

subjects in both classes (see Table 5). We see that although the

difference between the classes is not as marked as it was with the 47th

and 127th Schools', the nature of the correspondi g data is exactly the

same.

In the class with the "classical" analysis,.half the examinees (5:

out of 10) made more than 8 superfluous syntheses while searching for a

solution. In all, in this class, there were almost twice as many

unproductive superfluous syntheses and "mistaken analyses" as in the

conttol c1,15gs. Thus, the experiments did not confirm the opinion'of
4 4

many experts that lengthy practice on "classical" aylysis will have a

good influence on groblem solving.
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,TABLE 5f

Number of "Superfluous Syntheses and 'Mistaken Analyses"
L,

in Independent Solution of Problems

(10 pupils)tested in each class)

No. of Superfluous syntheses

Grades 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10

4B 64th' 't

School 1

4B 69th

i 1 14 1,

/
2

t.

Schooll 3 1 3 2 -

No. o illstaksn'analyses

11-16 To4tal 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8, ToL

3 76a 1 1 0 2 2 4 , 45

'...

40a 14 4"---.7 ,..__., 23

aThe number of "thaperfluous syntheses" for each student in the

Thus giving totals of 76 "superfluous syntheses" in the first and 40 in

the second.

respective classes were:

School: 0, 1, 4, 5,1, 10, 10, 11, 16.41tI64th

BI 69th School: 0, 1, 2, 2, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7

4,

Zontrary to expectations, the studerits in those classes where much

time was spent on classical analysis showed less ability to analyze the

kft t of a problem and in general to be guided by analysis while looking

r a solution of a somewhat complicated (for ;hem) problem, during an

independent solution. A alight Irend to analyze the concrete condition

was very characteristic for them. _ Having isolated- the numerical data

from the problem, they rushed to begin operating with these data, carrying

out many unproductive, superfluous operations, which'shows that they are

poorly oriented toward salving the basic question of a problem --,7 finding

the unknown.

The "cl,assical" method of analysis does not teach the productive

'analysis of the text of the problem--such is the slightly paradoxical

conclusion to be drawn from the data.

Long practice in "classical" analysis turns out to have a negative

influence oil the pupils' ability to* solve problems.
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4. .Effects -_--Practice'in Usin Analysis ,.

How is l work"On'the. "ellihSiCell'Method of analyttis cif

problems re4lected in pu1.8.! lcodi Wiien,difficulties.are % : t
-.. .t,

...

met, is there/the same ease.in,444inilition to,MSpirlation of the -

'numerScal data wit appeared in elemelitary-isChool pupils who studied the 6
. .d.

...

-
,

'11 ,

k

.method of_analysis Cor .Oong time?

In orTe?to clarify this, ekperitents Were'doneth pupiL ih the
e

°sixth grade of the School, former pupils ofthe teacher S. (grade
t

4B),,F For three yers (grades 2r4, inclusivO#S0 iad tan41'c tlyabe .7
,

pUpils to 'break 'down probiecns by the "classic.Winethod of aalysis-v,

'During final exams in fourth.Ar4de, accotdiWL Pe orts bi ehe principal,

-of the lower fo4pis Of tIle school and by tte ethoddlo ist from. e

a

Institute for Teacher Imgrovement, her pupils pleased the amloo rs.by
%

their abilitY to carry out "classicalu-analy4iS of the probleps'assigned

Nthem.
-,

,

.

-

,
,

Parallel witH this class, gr,ade 4C fpr four yea.xs (in primary school)
. .

had been in the hands of quitlf experienced teacher, who did not, however.,

devote much attention to e mathott of analySis*,

Thus, gt the promoelon into the fifeh g,r0Ode we had two classes (H

C); inone an experienced/teacher hki spent much time teaching the
I .

. ,

"classical" method of analysis ot prOblems, and in the other the pupils : 4'

,

'had little practice in the breakdown of problem& by this method.. Teaeher -

4

T.taught both of thede classes in middle school; she did 4.t 'usually use

the method of "classical" analysis.. Well Rrganizedind iot. having

mastered the piimary school curr)culum thoroughly, class B (S.'s pupn,$)
k

was considered the best of the fifth, then of,tlie sixth grades. However',

in.solvirt mOre complex problems, where data were to be regarded in a .

slightly new way, where "gumption" was needed, as the teacher said, the

advantage was with the other class (C). The teacher noted with surprise

that working on mathematics with class B was more difficult for her than

with the parallel class, althougits pupils knew the rules more soundly,

calculated more quickly, and solved model,problems with considerable

ease:
9

.rs9
The instructors in other disciplines considered class B be

better.
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Ap indicated, the experiments\were carried out when the pupils were

! in the sixth grade. Ten of the best pupils in mathematics were taken from

each class. They were asked to solve a series of arithmetic problems

without assistance (on the order-of an individual experiment). The

i0
problems w4e, taken from a fourth-grade Workbook, but ones were chosen

that could present a certain difficulty fo,r.thege.liuplls,'q.e., they

were t'ask-probIeiri for them.

'Since all the experimental probleMt (there wire four) weresolved

in baically the same way, we can use as an example the solution.of

Problem No. 12:
_

Two laborers earned the'same amount,of money. *One: ,

recaived 20 rubles per day,- and the Other 12 rubles per.

day. How man)-7-dadid eachlaborer work if,ft is wn
that the second laborer worked 6 days longer than t e

first?

The basic difficulty in solving fhis problem is in determining

_that the daily difference in Wage ( rubles) will be covered by the tioney

earl* by the second laliver in 6 work-days (i.e., 12 X 6 ir 72 r ies;

72 8 9 days). For`the majority of pupils in both classes, d termin-

t4this relationahip was nOt very easy--many thad to search actively

for a way to solve this problem. *

As an examp le we shall take the redord of solufion by Galya L. ,

pupil in grade 68, which had ektensive practice in "classicali'

analysis):

Having read the text, Galya immediately started

solving the problem:

tl. How much more did the second laborer earn in 1 day?

20 12 8 iubleso,

2. How mdch money did each laborer earn in all?

8 X 6 48 rubles
"VP

. How many days did the first laborer work?

48 : 12 = 4 days.

4. How many days did the second laborer work?

4 . . . 48 : 20 . .

0The numerical values of the data were somewhat simplified.
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The second laborer, 8 rubles more and 6 days more ..... 48.

...We-found out how much each'laborer earned, the same amount
of money, 48 rubles...I can't say, but I understand...after 6
days...--48, after one day--8...

Exp.: Why should tlie second worker have worked 6 extra
4

days?

Galya: He earned less...6 days extra. The other, 6 days
earlier than he did...48 rubles....

Exp.: How many extra days did he work?

o

Galya: Six.

And how mach did he earn per day?

Galya: Twelve rubles...The first receiVed more, but worked
less.: They started out the same...

E .: The first finished his work, and the second worked
6 days more, in order to receive the same amount...

Galya: 20 X 6 .,120 rubles.

12 X 6 = 72 rubles:

If the first worker worked 6 days more, he would
have received 120 rubles, and the second --

Tha second worked 6 extra days and earned 12 rubles
each day, and earned 72 rubles in all on these 6
days; Why did he haVe to earn these extra 72 rubles?

Galya: And how much would the first have had to work for
this money?

72 : 20.

it
Exp.: Why? He didn't have to work these days..

wanted to get the same'amount as the firs
together with the first for one day a
rubles less, another day--again he receiv
less.

. The second
. He worked
ceived 8
d 8 rubles

Galya: And he was supposed to work 6 days in all. It comes
out that he worked 6 days.

Exp.: No, he worked 6 days more lhan the first. How much
money did he earn on these 6 days?

Galya: 48 rubles.

(

Exp.: 12 rubles per day; in 6 days 72 rubles.

GalYa: Ahal...72 rubles...72 8 = 9 aays. I. understood that
he earned 8 rubles per day.
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Let us review the record of the foregoing ..4:.o1ution. First it

must be noted that tare was little attention to the text of the problem

itself. Having read through.thE problem,'Galya'rushed to carry out the

arithmetical operatiord, without turninak to the'text of-the problem unless

prompted by the everimenter, and without attempting to verify whether

her reasoning corresponded with,the data obtained.'

The.weakness (Tf-the analysis of the data and the functional,

connections between theM shows up clearly in'the method of looking for a

solutiOn. The first question she asked was solved correctly. But then

the d,j#fference of 8 ruble& which she had just found entered in as the .

com ete wage of each worker. This re-thinking occurred, probably, under

the influence of the problem's indication that the laborers received the

same sum of money. Only this "same-Iness" was isolated, since the indi-

cation relating td these data was,ignored, and it was joined arbitrarily

to other data ("evally--8 rubles each; equally--48 rubles eaph...").

The difference in the 1

the oiCr) she regailed

complex analysis was ch

gth of time worked (one worked 6 daye more than

a the time the work took. Thus, particular

acteristic t! Galya.

Even after answering correctly the question of why the,second

worker had to work an extra 6 days, Galya could hot use the experimenter's

direct hint--"6 extra days at 12 rubles per day";.obviously, it did not

evoke productive connections 4n her mind. The pupil finds the sum

received in 6 days by each laborer, then tries to divide 72 X 6) by

20, and so forth, i.e.,she carr1es out a series of arithmetical operations,

not realizing and not isolateng iose principles underlying the operations.

She looks for support in the numerical value of the data themselves, and

not in the isolation of the essential meaning of these data or in coripar-

ing them to determine the relationships-between them.

If we compare Galya L.'s solution of the problem with the solution

described above by the primary school pupils in those classes where mueh

time was spent on "classics:11" analysis, we can notice much in common. We

sec the same,inattention to the breakdown of the concrete problem, the

same weakness of genuine analysis. As a result-- a partial isoration of

the data not adequate.for the conditions (a partial complex analysis), a

tendency to combine them on the basis of superficial, sometimes arbitrary,
a
significations, an attempt to cross ovcr.to mechanical manipulatrbn of

the numerical values of.the data when difficulty arises (i.e., a synthesis
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on theclevel of an elemental analysis).

Galya L.'s solution of the pioblem,was very characteristic of other

pupils in this class as weli. For all of them a rapid synthesis on the

level of a lower form of analys s was characteristic: Partial complex

analysis,'and Under difficultiei, elemental analysis as well.

In the parallel class the pupils showed more ability to analyze the

concrete text of thejproblem, and thus far fewer "mistaken Analyses" were
4

found, as well es fewer unpryductive operations.

In order, to represent more clearly the difference between the grade

where a good portion of the time was spent"on the analytic method (grade

6B) and the grad.e where a modest place was devoted to it (grade 6C), we.

turn to Table 6.: In it the number of pupils committing a certain number

of superfluous operations and "mistaken analyses "in their snlution of

Problem No. 12 is shown.

TABLE 6

'Number of "Super,fluous Syntheses7 and "Mistaken Analyses"

In the Solution Of Problem No. 12 by Pupils In'

Middle School

uSuperfluous syntheses" "Mistaken analyses"

Grades 0 .1-2 3-4 5-6 7-13 Total 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 Total

6B ... 2 3 1 2 34a 4 3 2 1 18

6C ... 1 7 2
a

15 5 5 6

.a
The number of "superfluous syntheses" by each respective pupil was:

Grade 6B: 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 8

Grade 6C: 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4

Thus giving totals of 34 and 15 "superfluous syntheses"

. We'see that in the class which paid much attention to "classical"

analysis-(6B), there were three times as many "mistaken analyses" as in

the control class (6C), and morv than twice as many superfluous syntheses,

while 4.of the 10 pupils did 5-8 of these superfluous operations (which

show efforts to find a solution by mechdhicaI manipulation of the numerical

data).

v.
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.

Thus, the negative influence of thp "classical method" of analysis
4

on the pupils' ability to solve task-problems, where a less ordinary

combination of the data is required, turns out to be very pprsistent

,
and appears'even a year and a half after they have ceased studying it.

5. The Effects of Analysis in Solving GeoMetry Problems

Dees this negative influence spread to the mastery of other mathe-

matical disciplines,inparticular, to the solution of geometric problems?

Solving geometric problems demands great ability to alielyze the,text of

the problem. Several authors of methods handbooks, as was noted above,

assume that practice in "classical" analysis of arithmetic projolems

should have a good effect on the mastery\of geometry.
. .

In otder to clarify the effect af "clabsical" analysis o n.the,

solution of geometxy'problems, a new-series of individual experiments

was cafried out. The pdtils of grade6B and 6C (the 10 best mathe-

matics.pupils in each grade) were given four geometry problems for

independent solution, corresponding to the level of their knowlelge.
11

Let us take as an example the record of the solution of the follow-

ing prOblem by one,of the pupils in gtade ei, Valya C.:

An isosceles triangle ABC
is given. The side AB is-extended
upwards, and an arbitrary point D
on it is joined with the point C.

The perimeter of/ithe triangle ADC

is 55 cm, and the perimeter of
the'triangle DBC is 45 cm. Find

AC. / DA

.Figure 34 was attached to the

text. Valya C., having read the
problem, wrote down the basic

data: P (perimeter) ADC 55 cm;

P DBC 45 cm; AC = ? and started

the solution immediately:
55 45 .= 10.... Fig. 34

There was a long pause. The experimenter asked what

this 10 .em signifies. Another pause...Finally, Valya

answered: "This is the perimeter of. ADC...No, it's AB +

AC..., and BD + DC = 45 cmosince 55 .10 - 45 cm."

11 The texts'of the problems were approved by the teacher.of these

grades,
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She looked at the sketch for a long time and covered the
triangle BCD with her hand. There was another pause....

The experimenter suggested reading through the problem
Valya read it and exclaimed: "It turns out that we

have.to find AC, and I thought.it was AB!...55..
BD + DC + BC 45 AB + AC . 10..." There was another
pause.

Exp.: Are you sure of that?

Valya: Yes...

a Exp.: Write.down what the perimeters consist of.

Valya wrote:

AD + DC.+ AC , 55 cm.

BD + BC + DC 45 cm.

Exp.: Now compare them.

4

Valya: DC is the same in both of them.

Exp.: Whet Other conclUsion can You draw?

VaiYa: BD + BC4.. no, no. BC 10.

Exp.: Why?

Valya: This I ... AB + AC 10.

Exp.: No. Compare the perimeters. pc is the same in both
triangles, and now compare the remaining elethents.

Valya: AD BD and BC.

Exp.: Why?

'Valya: Because AD is the side.

Exp.: Think carefully!

Valya: Because AD is the base.

Exp.: Compare AB and BC, and look at the problem.

Valya: Aha! AD - BD + BC, i.e. BD + AB...So, AC 10 cm:

The problem was finally solved.
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What is characteristic of this course of solution? First, the

hesitation to study the text of the problem merits attention. Having

read the problem, Valya immediately isolated the nume ical data and

begins to operate with them. Actually orty one oper ion is posSible
.?

here: 55 - 45 10, since the length of a gide is required, and the sum

of the perimeters does nut yZeld anything here. Valya carried out'the

subtraction, and obtains the difference of 10 a Howevr, what do Ihe
,

data obtained signify? Valya tried.,to see th anower to this question
, )

directly in the figure. She carried over the arithmetical operation

done above to the figure: Mentally taking awe}, DBC, she got the answer 10 cm

-- 'this is the perimeter of the triangle ADC.

Later she corrected herself -- 10 cm is AB + AC, now taking away

the line BC with-the triangle BDC. 'Then Valya covered the triangle BDC

with her hand, since the line BD appears covered, and again asserted that

AB + AC ,P. 10 cm. Having included the side BD in one triangle, she could

not include it in the other, and could not switch over from one system of

,connections to another.
12 ,

Valya was completely sure of her conclusions, drawn from direct .

visual observation. Thus, along with the weakness of the verbal-logical

analysis, an overestimation of the visual image also occurred here.

Valya sometimes did not compoe the data she had obtained with each

other or with the problem and therefore she aserted that the perimeter

of the triangle ADC was equal to 10 cm,Ithough in the tekt it is stated

that it equals 55cm. It di

BD + DC (45 ri,cm) is 4 1/2 ti es greater than the sum of the sides AB + AC
'a

not bother ner that the sum of the sides
A

(10 CM).

Valya was not always aware of tAe law on whose basis she drew a

conclusiolf. For example, she asserted that BC equals 10 cm, and when

asked why she thought so, she said, "This I-" and withdrew the conclusion.

In drawing the correct conclusion that AD = BD + BC, Valya based it on the

fact that AD is the side or t.11e base. Only with the help of the experi-
#

menter did she substantiate her conclusion correctly.

Thus, in solving geometry problems Valya C. showed the same weakneSs

in analysis of the data and their functional interconnections as was

characteristic of her solution of arithmetic problaws.

12The difficulty of this transition was also noted during the

ution of arithmetic problems.
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We find analogous peculiarities,'oometimes even more llearly
.

_.

,

.expressed, with the other pupiks in thie..class. Galya L. (whose solution

-of an arithm tic problem was,introduced aboct), in finding the difference
( t

between the perimeters of the tril<les (101), began to fit the quantity

ohtaiAed to differentomhinafions of the data. `"AB + BC 10 tm... No,

Bp + DC ... 10 cm"...Further on, she turned thegNute so that the line DC

turned out on the bottom and asserted: "The triang1BDC is isosceles,V 4
0

BD and BC are equal, theciA3 is equal to BD, each 10 cm',.-- 20 cm...55 - 20 ..

35 cm," and again she changed the position of the sketch,trying to find .

the method of solution in it. . .

, .

Vera P. found that AADC is isosceles, because "I\t\is drawn like that."

Zina S. also drew the same conclusion while looking at the -sketch. When

the.experimenter demanded another basis, 'Una answered: "AD, DC, since

we extended AB with a straight line from the vertex B to the po4.nt D,

and only one straight line may be drawn between two points;'whicAkin no
..,

way substantiates her conclusion.

This overevaluation of the visual image, in direct conjunctibn with

. weak verbal-logical analysis, is very characteristic of pupils in this

class, even good ones.

In grade 6C the pupils also made mistaken reasonings, relying on

an insufficient analysis, and sometimes looked for the answer in the

'direct visual image, in the figure. However, there were considerably

'fewer of these attempts than in class B.

To.show more graphically the difference between these classes, I.

introduce Table 7, which gives the number of mistaken deductions as a

result of weakness of the analytic process.
13

4

13
Models of this type of reasoning were introduced above, in

the hreakdown of the record of solving the geometry problem by pupils
in class B.
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TABLE 7

'The Number of False Conclusions Made by Pupils in

Solving the Geometry Problem

(Ten students were taken from each class)

Number of False
Conclusions 0 1-2 3-4 576 7-81

Grade:

6B 4 4 2

6C 5 4 I .

Total number

It A

368

loa.

a
The .

number of false conclusions made by the respective pupils in

each class was

Class 6B:.1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 8,\1.3

Class 6C: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3

We see that in class C 4 pupils solved the problem completely

correctly, and the remai ing 6 pupils*made only 10 false conLusions in
%

all. In class B (where he pupils had studied "classical"-analysis in

the past), all 10 of the best pupils, in solving th&experimental problem,

made cipite a few false cclnclusions while looking for a ç1ution, 3 1/2

times more so than in cla s C, and not a single one of the pupils was

able to solve the problem correctly at once.

The significantly greater number of false conclusions in the pupils

in class B shows a lower levelef analytic-Synthetic activity than in

the pupils in the parallel class. Since the same teacher had taught titem

their middle school mathematics, this difference can be explained only -..

by their habits of analysis of the concrete te;ct of a problem'which they

had acquired in the primary grades.

As we see, this series of experiments also supports the earlier

conclusion that lengthy practice in the breakdown of problems by'the

method of analysis exerts a negative influence on `the ability tq solve ,

more or,less complex problems unassisted.
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Thus, the,investigatiwi showed that:

1) 'The ."classical" method of analysis cannot be a method of looking

for a way to solve a task-problem.

it 2) Lengthy practice in the breakdown of groblems by the method of p

"classical" analysis of problems that ha'vealready been solved or of .

easy problemg, while it uses up much time and energy, exerts a 1egati4

influence on the elaboration of an ability to analyze the concrete text

of a problem thoroughly,and holds the pupils back on a lower level of

.analysis (partial complex analysis and elemental analYsis); the influence

is also adverse for,the solution of geometry problems.** )

, t

6. The Need 4or'a Balance of Analysis and Synthesis

What can account for the fact that lengthy practice in the breakdown

of problems actually holds back the pupils on lower levels of analysis,

that it actually influences very negatively their ability to solve more

or less complex problems independently? The basic reason.iS ihat this

method is very artificial, and that it contradicts the.patural mode of

thought in 'solving problems (as many methodologists have so rightry

pointed out). The thought process in solving problems is analytic-

synthetic. In it, analysis is closely intertwined with, and inseparable

from, synthesis. Synthesis is carried out as soon as,the bases for it

are isolated in the process of analysis.i The problem thus is 'simplified

(as long as the number of simple problems entering-into the complex one

is decreased), and this further simplifies the'subsequent analysis of

the problem; analysis and synthesis always support one another.

The "classical" method of analysis assumes that the processes of

analysis are isolated from the processes of synthsiS. The solver is

supposed to carry out a complete analysis at the start guided by the

unknown, find a11 the necessary data for determining the unknown, and

only then turn to synthesis. Such An artificial isolation of the
4'

processes ofilralysis from those of synthesis cannot be fruitful.

Various concrete situations are described in problems, but: under-

lying them are certain relationships, known mathematical Laws. Finding

the way to solrve a problem means discovering these laws and determining

th!e relationships between the unknown and the data.

Both the unknown and the data can be related to other data in

-various ways, and the unknown might be determined, through a combination

of different data. From all of these possible combinations of different

44t..
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functional relationships, the pupils should choose precisely those

which "will correspond to reality" (Pafloy) --the text of the given

problem--and those which will serve as a basis for determining the

value of the unknown.

The solver can make this selection correctly only if he is gui0 d

not only by the analysis of the unknown, but also by the analysis of

each of the data contained in the condition. The analysis of the

unknown cannot be divorced Trom the analysis of the concrete data and

the functional interconnections.

The traditional method of analysis, in transferring the center

of gravity to analysis of the unknown, separates the analysis of the

unknown from the analysis of the data and distracts the attention from

the analysis of the concrete data of the problem. The entire process

of reasoning proposed bl the method of analysis is coristructed not on

operating with the concrete data o'f the problem, but on data abstracted

by choice and still unknown in the problem, precisely those whose combi-

nation Allbt grve, in the opinion of ttle solver, the, value of the unknown.

Only in the final steps of the reasoning does the solver arrive at the,,

known data. Naturally, the lengthy practice in the traditional analytic

breakdown of problems-develops skill constructing.reasoning ip iso-

lation from the specific problem, whic leads to an underevaluation of

analysis of the text of the problem. He ce arise the numerous mistakes

caused by a weakness of analysis o'f the'd ta and of their functional

interrelattbnahips.

On the basis of the analysis of the unknown and of the concrete data

of the problem, the solver should set up the possible relationships

between them and choose the productive ones froth among them, the ones

which will lead to finding the value of the unknown. While solving

problems that qte new for him, task-problems, a person is not in a posi-
..

tion to see,immediately the entire course of solution. As nutherous

psychological investigations have shown, a method of siilving a problem

is sought while constructing and verifying Aordinarily by mental experi-

ments) different hypotheses (propositions). The solver, guided by the

analysis of the unknown and of thr data, plans the'method of solving the

problem in his head and begins-to carry it out. If he fails, he

analyzes the mistakes, clarifies why the chosen method did not lead to

the goal, and attempts to correct'it, or else takes a different way.
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;Sotetimes he temporarily recon
I

structs e problem, discards some datum,

simplifying the determination of the necessary relationships between the
.

data and the unknown.
14

The creative work of thought. appears in.this

construction and choice of possible courses of solution. Only while

solving problems whose structure is familiar does the solver not.make a

choice, determining in his memory the necessary relationships between

the unknown and the data. Creative ithought is minimized here.

The analytic method of breaking down problems excludes the factor

of choice, presuming that the solver will immediately determine the

necessary relationships and choope the data necessary for determining
r

the unknown. Such a method of breakdown is possible only with problems

whose structure is familial-6 and whose solution is made according to a

pafiern. Problems which require that the,data,corresvond in 'a'slightly

different way cannot be dismembered by the method of analysis before ,

being solved '(as confirmed by the 'experiments).

The method of analys'is does not teach the pupils to evaluate their
i

propositicT4 gritically, and this undoubtedly has a negative effect on
w

the natUre of independent problem solving (*ley do not analyze their

reasoning or their mistakes).

The method of Apaiysis does not teach means which should simplify

the analysis of the problem when difficulty arises. The pupils who
ilk

have difficulty in their stution and do not know methods for overcoming

44,

It, as we saw, often turn to U/productive mechanical manipulation of

.:the numerical data of the problem.

Lengthy practice. in :'classical" analysis, wasting.time and effort,

(and thus decreasing th'e number of ptvilllenis solved), has a poor effect on

the pupils' ability to solve problems and the.refore should not have any

place in school.

This does not mean that the "claAsicalY method,of analysis in

generait should be removed from school practice. Both the observations

in the school and the data of the experiments'showed that the method of

analysis can be productive where and when the knowledge of the functional

relationships between the data needs reinforcement. For example, the

pupils should learn that to determine speed one must knbw dis.tance and

time, and that if we know the speed, and the distance covered, we can

14
0n helpful methods of analysis, see the next chapter.,
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deteemine over what period of time a trip took plac ' Without a sound

knowledge of such functional tieS between the da1, the solution of more

complex problems becomes impossible.

In solving more complex problems.it is sometimes useful to turn to

the partial analytic breakdown and remember what kind of combinations of

the data might be used to determine the unknown, anlefurther, to return
4

to searching for the method of solution by different methods. This is

precisely how Many adults behave while solving problems; this is also the

way teachers act when they are dismembering the course of solution of a

new problem with the children.

With the older groups (grades 4 6), it is worthwhile for the

teacher to acquaint the pupils with the breakdown of one or two problems

by the method of Analysis in order to show more clearly the logical

necessity of the operations they have performed in the solution, without

4* requiring this type of breakdown from the'pupils themselves.

However, the teacher should give primary attention .to developing

in the pupils the ability to analyze the concrete text of problems qnd

to arming ifieM with helpful methods which might simplify independent'

solution of rather difficult problems.
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Cha'pter V

PRODUCTIVE METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

1. Introduction'

The terms "analysis" (as a thought process) and "method of analysis,'"

"synthesis" and "method of synthesis" hive converged in the methodological

literature; they are frequently used as synonyms; a discussion of the pro-

cesses of analysis and synthesis frequently changes into a discussion of

the mathods of analysis and synthesis. Speaking of the difficulties, and

sometimes of -the inaccessibility of analysis for pupils, as opposed tothe

accessibility of synthesis (meaning the methods), the methodologists to

some ejpent force teachers to underestimate the processes of analysis. On

the other hand, in quite justifiably emphasizing the value of analysis

for solving problems, individual methodologists, as was indicated above,

have exaggerated the role of the Inethod of dhalysis in teaching problem

solving. Our investigations have shown that this Method cannot and should

not occupy an important place in school.

Does an underestimation of the processes of analysis then arise?

Of course not. We have frequently emphasized tha't there is no synthesis

without analysis, The method of synthesis is not overestimated either.

Although we have not done any special investigation of the value of the

method of synthesis for the psychology of education, we are inclined to

believe that this method should not be the leading one in school either,

since it assumes some isolation of the.procesSes of analysis and synthesis.

Any isolation of the processes of aralysis from those of synthesis is

doomed to failure. Nowadays, we speak more and more of the analytic-

synthetic method.

The solutidh of even the most elementary problem assumes separation

of its text into,individual complexes and isolation of the relationships

connecting the unknown with the data, an analysis. The results

of the inv stigation of the peculiarities of problem solving by low

achieversj introduced at the beginning of this vOlume, show that a basic

cause of their mistakes was their low level of analysis. A.partial com-

plex analysis or even an elemental analysis was typical for them. Conse-
.

quently, to teach pupilp to solve problems, one must teach them proper
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means of analysis and the correct combination of analysis with synthesis.

One can find a number, of productive methods of teaching problem solving

described in the methodological literatexe.
1

The best teachers in our schools use the methodological heritage,

reworking it creatively and developing it further. Study of the experience

of the foremost teachers should, in turn, significantly enxich the

psy hology of education and methods. I also turned to this fruitful source,

in studying the most productive methods of tvlehing anaiysis and synthesis

in solvin lems. I have made only a few steps in this direction.

2. Observations of V. D. Petrova's Class

The pupils of V. D. Petrova (172nd School, fourth grade) attracted

my attention. They showed (in individual experiments) an excellent

ability to solve problems without assistance. The model for independent *

dolution of problems that were quite complex forefourth grada was a pupil

in this class, Valya K., who was menttoned in ,the first section of'this

work. Her solution was detailed and well substantiated. Valya's style

of problem breakdown was characteristic of both good pupils and average

pupils in this class. When difficulty arose, Vi'D. Petrova's pupils

returned to the text of the problem, reread it, and looked through the

solution they had done. They corrected most of the errors they made by

themselves. They we 'able, in case of failure, to change the method of

solution they were sing or to replace it by a new one. They could

outlinq a different 'plan of solution for a single problem. All of this

shows a high level of developmint of the analytic-synthetic actiVity for

the given grade. TL should be noted that V. D. Petrova's pupils did not

lower their level of achievement, as so often happens. Of the 36 pupils

(all were passed) in the first quarter of die fifth grade, 11 received

excellent marks in All their subjects, 18 pupils hapi 4's and 5's; and 7

had 4's and.3'p. The mathematics instructor in the middle school mentioned

the ability of V. D. Petrove's pupils to analyze the text of problems tha)

were newfor them.

Undoubtedly, the ability of these pupils to solve prob s is deter-

mined by their entire system of working. However, it is als certain

that their success in solvinglproblems,largely depends on the correct

1
A description and an evaluation of lom can be found In the work of

Menchinskaya [18].
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means of analysis that they used. TI,Vse proper methods of working on

'problems,, and analyses of them is frequently instilled from the very

beginning of instruction.

I'observed V._D. fetrOva systematically while she was teaching

probleth solving during 1952-1953 in tr.first grade. :In this section

(tC.conform with the principal topic) I shall dwell, on the method ,she

used in teaching first-grade pupill the methods'of analysis and synthesis

kin solving problems.

Emphasis on Readiag the Problem

'The work on the analysis of a problem beginswith,reading it proPerly,

with intonational expression, and in this proc s the first primary sepa-
f

ration of the text occurswias well as the iso ation of the unknown and

the individual data. V. D. Petrovddevotes much attention to this

she teacheg4ler pupils how to read problems.

. From the beginning the teacher continually emphasizes that each ward

in the problem, regardless of how small it is, has its importance. If

one changes "tiny little words".-- "ili" and "on" -- the entire sense of

the'problem is changed. These small but very important words must be.

emphasized by intonation. V. D. Petrova makes the pupils vary their

intonation when they sep punctuation marks (paused), to aid in breaking
/

down the problem into its component parts. She requires special expressive

emphasis of the.problem's Auestion. All of these demands are mastered by

the puPils, and they begin to demand it of themselves and of their class-

,. matee. A pupil read a problem:

"Ten aspen...logs were put-into a stove and-"
She put in a pause which destroyed the logic, and the 'teadher

immediately called her attention to this: "Where is the'

comma?" she asked.

"After the word 'stove,'" aniwered the girl;

"Then a voice paus.,e_ should be there also," the teacher
reminded her and demanded another. gading with the corrent
intonation.

The girl read: "Ten aspen logs were put into a stove,
and sixfewer birch lOg- were put in than aspen. How many
logs winhe put into the\stove in all?"

The teacher asked the class what other mistakes this
girl had made in reading.
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demands. The monotony of this repeated reaid,ing did not deaden the girls'
0

attentlion, because they were on the alert to notice if the reader made

any mistakes and- were to correct any,inaccuracies.

The teacher emphasized that the solution itself largely depends on

a correct reading of the problem: "Valya, here, read the troblem poorly

and cannot explain its solution; and Katya was mistaken because she missed

this important little word 'than' when she reaA the! problem at home,"

she explained. The pupils developed a genuine respect for this stage

of the work on a problem. Gradually they formed a sound habit of reading

the text of a problem with the correct intonation, and the teacher devoted

less and less atteution to this stage.
A

The Pupils notf:sd:

"She read the word''than' poorly."'

"She did not emphasize the word 'feWer.',"

not emphasize the numb4r..."

The problem was read again, in an attemp.t to meet all of the teacher's

Emphasis on a Breakdown of the Text of a Problem

Although the individtal data and the unknown are isolated while

reading the problem, the teacher did not limit her c;ass t011 this. In th

initial period of teaching the separation of the text of the problem int:\

individual data anci the unknown, she singled this out as one siege in

sthe work on problems. Having read the problem; the pupils were to

enumerate each of the data and isolatelOhe unknown in particular. Here .

is how this breakdown of the above problem was done by one of the-pupils,

Ka4a

"It i known," she says,\hpt they.put 10 aspen logs

into the stove. It is also known that six fewer birch
logs were'put in than the number of aspen logs, but it

is unknown how many logs were put into the stove in all.",

Here the text of the protilent0404been repeated in a slightly differ-

ent)brm, and one datum uss distinguished frOm another very precisely--
,

this is one thing that must be taught. ,The investigation of the pecultari-
.

ties of problem solving by young pupils has shown that, if they are only

able to reproduce the text of a problem verbatim, they sometimes

separate it into its.components incdrrectly, isolating partial complexes

whose operations lead to smistakes (this type of mistake was described above
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At the end of the second quarter allehe pupils in this class,

even the weak ones, could break down the problem in this 11anner0.and in

the future the teacher became more and mere inclined to skip this Stage,

returning to it snly in mo're dtfficult cases..

Having separated the text of the problem, the pupils staited a

more detailed Oolysis of each datum and the unknown.

"What kind of logs were put in the stove?"
the teacher asked.

"Birch and aspen."

"Haw many aspen logs were put.in?"

,

. "Read again what it says'about the birch logs."

"Six fewer birch logs were put in than aspen
logs."

"Fewer than what?"

"Than aspen logs."

"And how manm aspen logs?"
-

"Ten."

"What is a'sked in the problem?"

"How many logs in all were put in."

"In allthis is, consequently, Nhat kind of logs?"

"Asperi and birch."

After this type of breakdown the way to solve the problem will be-

come clear.

If unfamiliar words are found in a prob.le.m., theateacher reveals their

meaning in detail, so that the pupils can imagine very clearly the' articles

referred to in the problem.

Once,the number of pine trees that wbre sawed upttnto boards waS

mentioned in a probl&n. In repeating the probleM, one girl used the word
14.

"logs" in place of-"boards." The teacher then explained the difference

between the concepts. She cut up a stick into a ."board" and a "log" and

discussed the.uses of boards and logs.
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With this type of work, the probleR evoked a'more vivid, clear

concept in the students and became part of life for them. Thus the

solution was simplified for them, and they could verify their results

more realistically. This is very important now, as our schools are

resolving the issues of.polytechnization.

Emphasis on Differentiation of Concepts

The teacher always dwelt particularly on similar concepts which

should be differentiated from one anOther. The confusion of concepts

sometimeslainders the conscious solution of the problem (for example,

a problem about 5-kopek pieces and 3-kopek pieces in the workbook).

The analysis of concepts that express a q?uantitative relationship

between objects (fewer than..,, so many times bigger th:n, etc.) W.11-6,

guided by a great deal of systematic work by the teacher on these

concepts. (I do not have the opportunity to explain this in mare

detail here.)

The tdhcher elaborates proper concepts about quantitative relation.-

ships between objects by visual material. In the analysis of problems

she observes whether the pupils understand the meanings of all these

small,'but important, words," so that they can imagine clearly4the

relationships described by the problem, and'she turns to visual aids

when difficulties arise.

Emphasis on Substantiation

In solving problems, V. D. Petrova demands a substantiation of the

method of solving of a problem from the text. She demands that the

pupils point out the part of the text that determined.the operation

performed by the pupil. Thus, in solving the above problem about the

aspen and the birch lags, the pupils asked,."How many birch logs were

brought?" To answer it they proposed subtracting six.logs from 10 logs.

The teacher requested rereading the part of the problem that stated that

subtraction should be carried out ("six logs fewer"). Through this,,.

type,a,fwork, the pupils became accustomed to conducting the solution on

the basis of an analysis of the text, thus controlling their choice'of

operation.

The analysis is subordinate not only to the data contained in the

problem but also to Ihe intermediate data obtained during the solution:
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In doing the appropriate arithmetical operation, the pupils indicate

-0-.ecise1y what kind of data they obtained,and connect these data with

those contained in the problem.

"Now we know," a pupil said-, in solving the problem about the logs,

"that they put 4 birch logs into the stove. We also know, Chat they put

in 10 aspen logs...Now we can find out...." He continued with the state-

ment and resolution of the next question.

Emphasis on the Question of a Problem

V. D. Petrova devoted much attention to "work on the question of a

problem," on the unknown. The pupils isolated and separated the unknown

data. The teacher emphasized that determining the value of the unknown

and answering, the question of the problem are the goals of the solutiOn

and'that there should be no superfluous operations--all operations should

serve the one basic goal of determining t4e unknown..

When therfound the value of the unknown, the girls explained: "We

have solved the problem because we have answered its question. In the

question the following is asked: How many logs in all were put into the

stove? We found out that 14 logs were put into the stove."

"Katya here," said the teacher, "solved

She subtracted 6 logs from 10 logs. Did she

"No, Katya did not read the question of

this problem in one operation:

complete the problem?"

the problem. She didn't

answer it" the children qoplained.

This kind of work established the purpose of looking for the unknown

in the solution and prevents superfluous syntheses.

V. D. Petrova teaches the pupils to ask themselves questions for

different known data ("What can we find out if we know...") to select

data for the question ("What must we know in order to determine...").

Sometimes she asks if they can immediately, with one operation, find the

answer to the problem's question, and has them explain why this is

impossible. Thus, she includes elements of the methOd of analysis, but

still does not teach the pupil.s to conduct the "classical" analysis of

problems on their own.

She also teaches them different formulations of questions referring

to a,single operation. If one reads: "A boy had 20inotebooks and gave

half of,them to his sister," the following questions could be posed:
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1) How many books did he have left? or: 2) To what is half the books

equal? 3) How many notebooks did he give his sister? Theanswer to

these questions, as the pupils explain, is found in one .operation:

20 1 2. This type of,pork makes the pupils' thought more flexible; the

transition from one system of connections to another will not be so

difficult for them (recall the difficulty t^yusya G. had in solving Problem

No. 3).

Emphasis on Analysis of Errors

V. D. Petrova also trains the pupils to analyze their Mistakes, show-
*

dk

ing that the basic source of the mistake is a s perfiCial analysis of the

text. For example, they had the problem:

Twenty birch trees were planted in a park, then 10 more
poplars than birches, and as many linden trees as poplars'
and birches put together were planted. HOW many linden
trees were planted?

Valya S. found how many lindens were planted by adding 20 and 10.

The teacher, in reviewing the solution; asked the girls to indicate

where Valya had gone wrong, and what part of the problem she had ignored

("10 more poplars than birches")

Nina K. solved a problem about nickels. To answer a question about

the number of pennies in a nickel, she wrote the operation thus:

3 N. X 5 p.

The teacher again demanded that the pupils show why Nina was wrong,

what rule she had forgotten. The teacher requires independence in her

pupils' problem solving and does not consider homework done unless the

irl shows the sheet of scratch Jasper on which she solved the problem.

The teacher told the girls how this pupil solved the problem, and then

they all singled.out the errors she made and.told why the problem was not

solved.

The pupil's were gradually trained in controlling the operations they

used and in correcting their meitakes; this training, as we saw, is

refle-cted in their ability to solve problems.

Emphasis,on Developing,Language Powers

A person thinks with words. "Naked thoughts, free from linguistic

material, free from linguistic 'natural material,' do not exist [40: 39],"

says J. V. Stalin. Developing the pupils' speech also involves developing
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logical thought and increasing the level of their analyticTsynthetic

activity.

V. D. Petrova worked very hard to develop the speech powers of

hex pupils. She broadened their active vocabulary, including words to

signify abstract concepts (weight, quaaatity, etc.). She constantly

required detailed, precise answers, without extra words', to her questions.

By the first half of the year her first-graders could, without the

teacher's helping questions, transmit the content of a problem and explain

how to solve it.

An Individual Experiment

At the end of the year an individual experiment with 15 pupils.was

conducted (5 having 5's, J having 4's, and 5 having 3's in arithmetic).

The following problem was given for independent solution:

Forty Meters of satin were brought into a store. Half
the material was sold on the first day, and 7 meters less/
was sold on the second day than on the first. How many

meters of satin Were sold on the second day?

Of the 15 pupils, only one required some help from the experimenter;

the rest solved the problem all by theml'elves, giving a detailed explana-

tion of the course of solution. As an example of Such a solution and the

explanation of this problem, I introduce the record'of Zhenya S. (she

had a I:4" in arithmetic). After repeating the text of the problem, Zhenya

began its breakdown:

"We know that 40 meters of material were brought into .

the storeand we know that half of the material was sold on
the first ut it is unknown how many illeters were feo1d

on the secon y. This we shall have to find out. In order

to find calf how maq meters were sold on the first day,.we

musf. div0e:I. 40 m : 2 = 20 m. Twenty m of material were sold

on the firSt day.

"Now"we know that 20 meters were sold in one day, and
that 7 m less were sold on the second day, but it is unknown
how many meters were sold on the second day.

"In order to find out how many Tleters of material were
sold on the second .day, we must subtract: 20 m - 7 m = 13 m.
Thirteen meters of paterial were sold on the second day."

Such a detailed, well-founded solutIon was very typical of the pupils

V. D. Petrova's class.
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The initial knowledge of functional relationships between data

,was given by V. ID. Petrova in first grade during the solution of simple

problems. Later, in grades 3 and 4, she broadened the scope of the

covections to be learned and achieved'a sound mastery of them. She

worked hard to decrease the time spent in translating the concrete

data of the problem into more abstract Mkthematical concepts.

Thus, in solving quitvi, a'complex problem invOlVing finding the

difference in gasoline consumption of two different automobiles, the

fourth grade pupils indicated that they must explain which of thd auto-

mobiles consumed more gasOline and by what amount.

"What shall we do?" asked the teacher.

"We should compare the amount of gasoline used by the automobiles.

In order to do this, we must subtract the amount of gasoline consumed by

one automobile from the Amount of gasoline consumed by the other, and:.

thus find the difference between them."

"The difference of what?" The teacher demanded precision.

"We shall find the difference in gasoline consumption," a girl

ansWered.

Thus, the entire course of the solution was traced in an A\tract

formulation.

Emphasis on Alternative Solution

V. D. Petrova ordinarily considers and evaluates, from the point of

view of, their productiveness, various possible solutions of a single

problem and the solution of problems without using numbers or numerical

formulas.

These meavs.of training instill in pupils the ability to plan diffr-

ent courses of solution of a problem and the ability to choose the most

rational of them. This was very clearly shown in the solution of Problem

16 by fourth-grade pupils in the 172nd School. The girls planned two

or three possible ways to solve it and indicated the best one. All of

this shows a Iligh level of analytic-synthetic actity.

Her guccess in her work was determined, as I have already indicated,

by her entire approach, not just in arithmetic lessons. The ability to

think logically, to reason, to express thoughts precisely and accurately,

all of this she taught the pupils in all the lessons. The methods used

by this teacher are described in the methodological literature. The

definite, strictly-thought-out system of using them was valuable in her
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work, and as a result, this method was mastered not only by the best

'pupils, but by the weaker ones as well, and these became means of

creative thinking for them. As was indicated above, the fourth-grade

pupils of V. D. Petrova, made very few errors in knalysis when,they

solved a difficult problem on their own, and when difficulties arose they

turned to a 'repeated analysis of the text, analyzed tileir reasoning and

mistakes. All of this shows the productiveness of the system described

here.

3. An Experiment with Auxiliary Nethods 11,

Above, as one of the examples, an experiment was descr ed in which

the teacher was training her pupils in elementar means o /analysis and

syntkesis in problem solving. However, these elementary means could not

always guarantee finding a way to solve more complicated task-problems,

the splution of which is a process of c.reative thinkin4 When difficul-

ties arise, the solver will search creatively for some auxiliary means

that will simplify finding the course of solutiolir. The knowledge of

this type of methOd can doubtless be very useful.

For the purpose of finding the auxiiiary methods that simplify

analytic-synIthetic activity in solving problems,, we investigated the

process of independent solution of arithmetic problems by adults. Ninth-

and 10th-grade pupils with exceilent grades, college students, mathe-
.

matics instructors, and a number of scientists were used as subjects (30

in all); each of them solved 10 problems, and 300 solutions were

collected.
2

Quite complex problems were given to them, many of which

caused difficulties in solution. To overcome these difficulties, the

solvers ordinarily introduced a number of devicet which made it easier

for them to find the relationships between the unknown and the data. The

following aids were the most widely used: concretization, abstraction,

modification, graphic analysis, analogy, and analytic 'questions.
3

Concretization

- The method'of 'concretization is used when the solver introduces

,2For a more detailed descriptien of the rgsults of this investigation,
see Tyoceeding.s [Izvestiya] of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of
the HSFSR; 4ssu1.

%
4 3T1Iege means presuppose a very complex analytic-synthetic activity.
However, they ace primarily directed at exposing the content of the
complex data, at isolating the relationships between them, i.e., at an

analysis. Theref'gra we conventionally call these means"mettiods of analysis."



into the problem a series of cencrete details, which make the sitUation

outlined in the problem more comprehensible and therefore simplify the

determination of the relationships between the unknown and the data. 4'

Many turned to this method, for example, while solving Problem No. 1 (the'

statement of which is quite abstract):
40U

11)

1260 rubles profit was received for goods sold. If

4800 rubles more had been paid for the goods than was
paid the first time, and if they had been sold for
twice the price, then the profit would have been the same.
What were the buying and selling prices of the goods?

Many subjects made the problem conctete in this way: "This store

sells something from its stock to a buyer. There is a resale. The store
0

itself paid 4800-rub1es mot' the second .time."

.The abstract forinulatiorof the problem has become more concrete

'(here: the store, its stock, nd the buyer), helping many to separate

the processes of buying and selling and to-realize,the profits as the

aifferences between the buying pri e and the selling price.

However, the investiOation sho ed that noi.every concretization was

useful. One person who solved th,s problem clearly imaginecIN the merchant

measuring off material for a buyer, and these life-like pictures, by his

own admission, led him astray from the solution.

"In order to make the,situation of th5problem more life-like, one

must almost feel it," said one of the solvers, quite accurately conveying.
4

the attempt to rely on a visual aid (on thefirst signals 'of reality).

But this visual aid should not be too burdened with details detracting,

from the basic goal--the relationship between quantities. As was shown,

the most generalized schematic forms are the best support.

Abstraction V
. .

In conjunction with making the problem concrete, or frequently

*Liafter it, the solvers turn to the method of abstraction: They discard ('

r
all the details and'strive to express t situation in the most abstract

concepts, thanks to which the functions ties between the data stand out

and their mathematical relatiOnship is exposed.

- "More was paid, they were sold for more, and the profit was the

same"-:-this is how ope of the solvers conveyed the content of the nrchlem

indicated above. Consequently, its formulation reflects the basIc mathe-

\\mati

al relationshilaaon which the problem is constructed. Such an
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abstract formulation simplified disclosing the appropriate mathematical

laws ot the basis of which the value of the unknown can be found. In

thOle:n problem, on the'basis of such a formulation, it was easier for

the solver to draw the conclusion that the profit therefore remained 41

unchanged, thai the higher the price they asked, the more they had paid

fon the goods (i.e., 4800 ruble's), and by that very means he was able'

to find the key to the solution. The method of abstraction assumes,

apparently, guidance by the most general associations of the second

signal system.

Schematic Notation

An intermediate position between these two methods is occupied by

the method ora schematic notation of the problem. The adult solver

ordinarily turns to notation when the problem has many data and it is
4

difficult/to understand immediately the connection between them.

Thus, for the following problemi

)

425 rubles were paid for 40 m of fabric of the best
variety, and for 30,0 of the second best. If 30 m of the
fist had been bought, along with 40 m of khe second, then
,thfi cost of all the fabric would have been 415 rubles. HOw
much does 1 m of the best fabric cost, and 1 m of the second
beat?"

Most Vvers ude a notation,"grouping the data 1.n)the following way:

46 m. 30 m. --

30 m. 40 m.

425 rubles %

415 rubles

lb " 10 " 10 "

Or:

40 30

(425 R.) (415 R.)

30 40

Here all details are discarded, and only the numerical data are
,

.

singled out. This makes this method similar to the me hod of abstractlbn...

However, the grouping of these data is presented visual y. Thdi Solver

looks for guidance in.this visual grouping to determine the interrelation-
.f

ships between/the data; in this way the schematic notation of the problem

approaches thp method of' concretization. ,---,

, \
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Graphic Analysis

A similar intermediate position is also occupied by the method of

raphic anal sis of the problem." Using conventional shapes having no

b ctive simile ty to the specific cinatent of the situatiml, the solver'

strives to repres&tt the relatiodship between the unknown and the data, ,

and thus to simplify finding the necessary relationships.

Thus, G. could not find the way to solve the problem indicated

above (No. 1) about profits. Then he represented by one rectangle (1)

the old .tost of the goods, by a second (2) the sale, where the 1260

rubles of proat are noted; thtn he wrote down a rectangle for "the new

purchase" (3), and the new sale was given as the sum of the first two

(4). The fQ1lowing diagram was obtained (Fig. 35):

No. 1

No. 3 4800

Fig..35

No* 2 r /A 1260

No. ze/57 1260
a

Looking at his diagram, G. made the necessary conclusion: "Aha!

If we add 1260, then they are the same. The old price plus 1260 is equal

to 4800. 4800 minus 1260, this is

(
old price, and they made the sale

for 4800 rubles."

Such a visual separation of the data si lies comparison of them

and of the isolated parts, and therefor,e simplifies finding esi laws

connectily the data.

. very effectiveW changed the method of graphic analysis in

relation to the Lollowing problem:

A boy had a few kopeks. When someone gave him 14
more kopeks, he took all of the money to buy 4 pencils,
paying for each of them twice what he had at the start.
How much did the boy have before he received the 14
kopeks?



He drew a circlethis represented

the sum of money spent for the pencils.

"The boy bought 4 pencils-1/4 of the .

circle for each pencil," he noted. "His

own money sufficed for 1/2 a pencil, which

is 1/8 of the total sum. .For the remaining

7/8 he was given 14 'kopeks." Guided by

his diagram, N. easily found the required

relationship. (Fourteen kopeks is 7/8

of the cost of the penci1s.)

The relationship between the data and the graphic diagram is repre-

sente visually'; at the same time the diagram itself, along with its

has an abstract, generalized signIficance. Thus, in the diagram:

the use of visual aids interacts with the abstract 6omponents of our
7

thought (the interaction of the signals.of the first and the second

signal systems).

In tWe Method described above, the solver actively intervened in

the situation, introducing some details or else discarding something

contained in the problem. The problem is altered even more when the

method of variation is used.

Fig.' 36

art

Variation

The method of variation actually represents a mental experiment,

in which the solver rejects a datum temporarily or arbitrarily changes.

itssnumerical value s'o that later, on the basis of log he might explain

the consequences of this transformation, what happened whe th:t.s datum

was isolated from the rest. By this change it is easier for him to See

the role of this istum and of the rules whj_ch connect this datum with

the others and with the unknown, i.e., it is easier to determine the

course of the problem's solution.

It was precisely this method which was used by the subject P. in

solving Problem No. 1. P. determine4 that the price doubled and was

more than 4800 rubles. However, he was not able to cross over from this

position to the concrete arithmetical operation for determining the

unknown. Then he introduced:the following assumption: "Suppose they

had not increased the price by 'twice the amount.' Then," he concluded,

"they would have suffered a loss. What would this loss have been? 'It

would'fpe 4800 1260 = 3540. However, they did not suffer a loss," and
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F. again compared his conclusioh with the situation in the problem. "They

made a, profit. Consequently, doubling the price covered the loss by 3540."

Then the answer and th.e....poice of operation,was clear to him: 3540, + 1260'

this is the sum for which theAgoods were bought.
A

Here the solver has temporarily discarded one of the data. In solving

another,problem, a conditional change of value of one of the data proved

effective. For example, this method was used successfully by the student

.Yu. in solving the following problem:

' A collective farmer's wife had money...for buying ribbon. 041.
It turned out that if she bought.ribbon for 3 rubleS,42 kopeks
per meter, she would not be able to pay for 2 meters, but if
she bought ribbon at 2 rubles 85 kopeks, s4e would have enough-
money left to buy another.2 meters. How much ribbon 41d she .

buy,and at what price did she propose to buy it?
-N

V ,Yu. determined the coat of 2 m of the cheaper (5 rubles 70 kopeks)

and the more expensive ribbon (6 rubles 84 kopeks) and the difference

in price betweet'one meter of the more expensive and one meter of the

cheaper ribbon. Having done this, Yu. was not able to understrd the

ties between the data.,-- "Here dr6 three data, Is it possible to join

-them? Of what are they composed?" 4e asked himself and turn* to the

method of variation. 'He imagined that the price of 1 m of the cheaper

ribbon was increased. J

"With a graduale increaq in the price," he reasoned, "the farmer's

wife would spend all her.money and 6 ruhl5es 84 kopeks beyond that. But

if the cheaper one is bought, then 5 ruAee PO kopeks would remain. The

price of 1 m went up and up, and there was not enough money. If it went'

down, money would be left over: We must add them: 6 rubles 84 kopekS

and 5 rubles 70 kopeks, arid they are composed of these 57 kopeks," and

Yu. drtw the correct conclusion about the connections between the data.
4

It should be noted that the methods of variation taken from the

solution of the model problems are very widely used by adults in solving

the most varied probleMs.

Arialogy

Wheil serious difficulties arise, the solvers sometiMes use the method

of analogy. They compose a problem analogous to the;one they are sOving,

4
The/ic.ubjegt expressed himself in Very compressed; abbreviated

formulatiOns: The difference in cost was formed thanks to the difference
in prices - 1 m 57 kopekl ("They are composed of these 57 kopekst").



but with small data' and 'with au unknown whose value they can calculate

in advance. The small size of the'data and the known value of the

% unknown make it considerably easier to compare them and 4idclose those

relationships that connect them to each other. 'The relationship *determined
\
in the new problem is then transferred to,the initial problem.

Thus, G. forgot the usual means of solving Problem No. 6:

A train includesq'two-, three-, and four-axled cars, and
the number Of thve-and four-axled cars is the same. There

are 36 cars in all, and 111 axlea. .Determine the number of

each type.

Then he took these arbitrary data:

A

"Suppose there were 3 *agong with 4 axles each: that's 12

--Axles. And 5 cars with 2 axles each 10 axles; these 8

cars would have 22 axles:"

G. had not only the initial data, but the interm
data and the unknown'as well.. It was necessary onl to

find the relationships of these data. And G. Looked for
the necessary relationship by comparing the numerical values
of the data: ."22 1 3; 22 1 4; 221 PO..."

He rejected all of these variants quickly; the presence of)
the value of the unknown simplified the checking significantly.
"It's not divisible. W have toimultiply," G. decided, and -

continued his trials.

.0")"If they.were all ur-axled, there would be 32 axles
(4 X 8); if-they were-all two-axled, there would be 16
axles: 32 16 16. Here we have to determine the
difference and divide." G. has found the proper courae
of solution and he transferred.it to the'original problem.

As the investigations showed, the method of analogy can be produc-
e.

tive only when the solver has sufficientlyfanalyzed the 4ata contained

in the problem. Otherwiseothe problem he constructs will not be

enaloous to theoriginal pne, therefore will not lead to the necessary

'course of. solution.

In the solution process adults ordinarily ask themselves analytic

questions which direct their thought to the analysiA of 'the content

of the data and the functional ties between them. Why did the profit

remain the same although the price of the goods changed? Why was the

second purchase more expensive than the.first? What is th e. content of

these data?. Are they the same? These and similar questions help the
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solver to isolate the basic relationship in the problem, its kernel,

and help him to concentrate* precisely this basic thing.

These are the most widely used methods whIch make it easier for

'adults to find die way to solve quite complex task-problems.

4. 'Developing Auxiliary Methods

The question justIliably arises of the source of these methods.

4,They are undoubtedly worked out graduqAly, in solving problems and

especially in academic study.

The auxiliary methods described here are not, essentially, new Ones

to teachers of mathematics. Teachers are acquainted with these methods

and use them to some extent in their Work. The schematie notation of .

the problem is quite widely known in School, but usually the teacher

himself does it.

In trying to make a difficult problem more comprehensible, the teacher.

.makes its situation concrete, sometimes proposes an analogous problem,

but with small numbers and with a more transparent relationship between

the data (the method of analogy). Many teachers ask analytic questions

during the breakdown, to guide the pupils' thinking in the necessary

direction. Often, especially for certain groups of problems (e.g., those

on motion), they draw a diagram (the method of graphic analysis). An

eniire group of problems is actually solved by the method of variation

(problems on substitution, equalization, supposition).
/

liowever, the number of problems for which these methods is used is

too,small, and the main thing is that teachers who ,use the methods

themselves ordinarily do not intend to teach the pupils to use tfiem

Independently and to introduce them in problem solving when difficulties,

arise. Only rar*ly does the literature on methods ihdicate the necessity

of teaching the pupils some method oi other (if so, it is often the

method of schematic diagrams of the problem and graphic analysiS) :

Our investigation of independent solttion oftask-probLems -by third-

and fourth-grade pupils has shown that, although the teachers do hot

ordinarily teach these helpful methods of analysis, the pupils can

.

master them on their own and use them when difficulty arises;aowever,

only the best pupils attain this level.

,The weaker pupils, as the experiments have shown,

to single out and master these methods. As was shown

narily revert to simple manipulation of, the numerical

culties arise.

are not in a position

above, they ordi-

data when diffi-



Since the weaker pupils do not master the helpful methods of analysis,

we.shall ohservs how the better pupils master them. We made an experi-

mental'studg-of the independent solution of rather difficult problems by

excellent ehird-, fourth-, and sixth:grade pupils. Twenty pupils were

taken from each grade (from different'teachers, three or four of theibest

pupils from eadh class).

AS the investigations showed, even good'pupils do nbt'isolate the

auxiliary methods of analysis at the first stage of learning, when they

'are still inexperienced in solving probleme. Third-graders show no effort

to change the method of solution, even when the chOsen course turns out

to be inexpedient. If they fail, they either reject completely any
4

further search for a course of,solution, or else they proceed to mani-

pulation of the problees,numericaltatA without any correlation with

their objeCtive significance. The solution itself proceeds by separating

individual parts of the problem, and these parts, on account of the weak

analysis, are not always adequate to the Situation. For example, Kolya

S. solved Problem No. 12:

One worker saved 696.rubles every year. kis older brother
started work at the same factory after 14 months, and after
28 months the had accumulated as much as his brother.had done
.from the beginning. How many ru1j.id his brother sate
yearly?

'After asking himself how many rubles the younger brOther
saved monthly, Kolya tried to divide-696 by 14 (and not by.
12 months), i.e., he regarded the 696 rubles as the amount
saved by the laborer in 14 months.

When the teacher indicated the mistake, Kolya corrected
it. He found-the sum saved.by the 'younger brother in 14
months (812 rubles), and wanted to Aetermine the older
brother's monthly saving by dividing.this sum by 28 months.
Again the experimenter had to point out the mistak,e.

ThenXblya announced: "I can't do it,"and waited for
help from the.experimenter.

It should be noted that for most third-graders, suggestions made by

a direct hint from the experimenter to use one of the auxiliary methods

that their teachers had used in class to explain difficult problems

were unproductive.

For example, the method of schematic notption of the problem would

be most effective in helping to solve Problem No. 16:
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A store was supposed to receive 115 kg of boiled butter
at 18 rubles per kg, and 135 kg of cream butter, at a total

cost of 4770 rubies. But only 75 kg of boiled butter were
delivered, and all the remaining money was used to'buy cream

butter. How mUch cream butter did they buy?

Noticing that Vitya B. was making the solutiot of the problem more

.difficult tXan necessary, the experimenter suggested that he write down

the problem in abbreviateld form, as his teacher had done. Vitya did so

but left Out isolated word's and introduced abbreviations, wtthout trying

to syzaematize the data somehow. Volodya T., under similar conditions,

did it in a more orderly fashion: # 4

115 kg bld. but., 75 kg bld. but., at 18 R.'

4770R

135 kg of cream but.

However, these diagrams helped neither Vitya B. nor Volodya T. Then the

experimenter suggested the followinedfagram:

115 kg bld. but. at 18 R. & 135 crm. but. -- 4770 R.

75 kg bld. but. At 18 R. & ? 4770 R.

This diagrai simplified the course Of solution considerably_for each of

them.

Analogous facts are also noted with r ect to the use of visual

diagrams. A visual diagram can be very productive for Problem No. 20:

1560 rubles wasteposited in each oZ two qepartments of

a savings bank. A certain sum of money was taken from one
of the departments, and from the second as much was taken

as remained in the first. How much money remained in

both departments of the bank?

A basic diffieulty of this problem for young pupils is that there

is only one numerical datum present. "This problem is,impossible to

solve. There are no numbers here," third-graders often announce after

they have read the problem.

a

Fig. 37

Translating the problem into a

1560 visual scheme ordinarily servvs hs A good

support for obtaining the required con-

1560 elusion from the problem. Here is the

form for such a diagram (Fig. 37). The

sums of money remared (or, more
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relationship between them) are made concrete in the

diagram, and one can easily see that the sum of the remainders is equal

to 1560 rubles.

When a group of third-graders had difficulty solving this problem,

the experimenter suggested sketching a diagram for it. He gave a series

of specific hints:

1) 'First sketch two separate boxes where the money is.

2) Mark off the amount (arbitrary) taken from the first box.

3) Read what is said about the second box in the problem and mark

off the part taken froT the second boX on the diagram.

The pupils carried out the first two instructions without any diffi-
,

culty but stopped in indecision at the third.

"What is this? I don't see how to show it. The same amount as

remained in the first," Volodya N. kept repeating and, finally, marked

off the same portion of the second "box" as of the first: Only the

teacher's direct.hint led him out of the difficulty.. The pupils were

not able to translate the ,abstract "the same amount as remained in ,the

first department of the bank" into visual form. Obviously the mastery

of these quite complex methods of visual aids (graphic.analysis, diagrams

demands a higher level of analytic-synthetic activity than the pupils

had.

However, the method of concretization turns out to be more accessible

and effective for third-graders. Kolya S. arrived at this method by

himself bY accident.

when the experimenter suggested sketching two boxes for the
money, he drew rectangles and wrote the appropriate sum in
each. Later it was suggested that he mark off how much money
was taken from them-' He crossed out the last three digits from
the sum 1,560, i.e., 560 rubles, and subtracted this sum from
the second, noting that there was a remainder of 560 rubles.
Thenke added the remainders and thus foundthe unknown.

"But if you take a different sut?" the experimenter asked.

Kolya took 300 rubles and after he had carriedout the

appropriate operations, obtained the same answert,

"And if you take a different sum again?" the experimenter
continued. Kolya again carried out the subtraction and,
finally, arrived at the generalized conclusion: "it doesn't

matter what you subtract; there will always be 1,560 rubles."
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The method 0 concretization was prbductive here. Obviously, numbers

are pf more help to third-graders than a very conyentional visual diagram.

A refusal to seaz,eh actively for a method of solution, the transition

when difficulty arises to man pulation of the nUmerical data without

reference to their real, ob ective significance, the inabilitytto use the

. indicated Auxiliary methods--all of these were tharocterist,ic for 16 of

the 20 excellent third-graders we investigated.

Four of the, good pupils showed,a slightly different approach to

searching for a method of solving the problems. When one method failed

for them, they were induced to try other.tgethods of solution known toll,

them, and this effort.prOceeded on the basis of features isolated in the

nkocess of analysis, and came from problems known to them.

0 Lenya F. solved Problem No. 13:

ram-

1280 rubles were paid.
ovetcoat costs 60 rubles
many

ala

vercoats and suits
than overcoats?

Foi example,

IIP

for a child'a overcoat and suit. An

and a suit is 20 rubles cheaper. How

we b ught if there were 7 more suits

Lenya correctly determined the cost of one overcoat and

one suit (100 rubles) and then trie&to divide the cost .of

the entire purchase by it (1280 100). The intossibility of

this operation forced him to turn to the.prablem's text.

"1 made a mistake...Here it says 7 more"--he indicated, quite.

correctlyX 7

"Sevenimere..." he repeated, and asked: "How:many pieces

were there?"

Thus the isolation of the datum "7 more" gives a false basis for

the use of he method of solution by sum and multiple relationship.

,

He carried out the problem breakdown (7 + 1 -,8 parts:

1280 :' 8'%. 160 coats) and transformed the problem
. P ,

accordingly-- "160 coats and 7 times as many suits."
Jkfter the experimenter's indication (117 more"), Lenya

added 7 to 160, but, realizing that the answer was ,

wrong, turned again,to the text. He correctly
determined the cost of the 7 "extra" suite. Finding

how'many rubles were paid for the entire purchase if
the same number of suits were bought as overcoats (1000

rubles), he then tried to solve this problem' as problems
in proportional division are ordinarily solVed (they,were
solving this type of problem at that time in class). He

,

divided 100 in half-,Zd tried to diviae 500 ) y 40 and 60.

Il

With some help from the experimenter, Lenya hanged the
method of solution somewhat and determined tle value of
1.

the unknown.
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Three other thied-graders searched for the solution of new problems

in an analogous 'manner. The question naturally arises how the method of

solution described above should be assessed. Even Lenya used a model

method without sufficient basis for it, without a thorough analysis ch

the data, sometimes *ith only an arbitrary similarity between some

isolated elements of the problem. ,In older.pupils we undoubtedlx could

not evaluate positively sucTI a method of solution.4 With third-graders

it must be regarded in a different manner: For the bUik of the pulAls

in this grade,a rejection of active searching for the solution was

che4acteristic when the first method they had chosen did not lead to

the goal. When difficulties arose, they sought for support in the

numeriical values of the problem, not in the problem's content.

41.l of these pupils (and only the best were. chosen) were able to

solve Model problems corresponding to the curriculum requirements for,

the third grade. However, their uSe of one method precluded the possi-

bility of other methods. A definite stagnation of, possible systems of

associatipns- corresponding to each type of problem was characteristic of

& J
them--if one systp f associations had just been introduce into the

operation, this prec ud d the possibility of actualizing another system,

wher) the stimulus (the s_fuation of ihe problem) remained the same.

A small group of,four third-graders showed greater flexibility.

Under similar conditions, they were able to crosp,over from one system

of associations to another, although it was perhaps invalid, with only

one element in common. 411

This freer use of model methods assumes a higher degree of

abstraction, greater generality, and isolation m as methods of'

solution, which creates the prerequisites for mod.lj ing the model means

of solution to correspond With the situation, and this is one of the

means of golving task-problems.

In fourth grade the number ot problems solved is enlarged, the,

number Of. model methods.known to the pupils is broadened, and ilbe students'

experience is enriched. Likewise, there are fewer good students who, like

the bulk of the third-graders, will turn away from introducing new

methods when difficulty arises and seek support for the solution'in the

abSolute value of the numbers (large or small numbers, whether they

divide each other evenly, etc.). There turned out to be only 9 of these,
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out of 20 examinees, t.e., 45%.

The percent of the pupils who beia trying habitual methods when

difficulty arose increased somewha (257.-5-pupils). It should be

noted that dome of these pupils accompanied the use of iamiliar model

methods by a more detailed.discussion, on the basis of which they some-

times mOdiflAd the method themselves and found the way to solve the

problem. Thus, Valya K. tried to solve PrOblem No. 13 (see above) in

the same way as problems on proportional division weft ordinarily solved

(1000 ; 2; 500 1 40; 500 : 60). The impossibility.of dividing told her

of the 4correctness of.the course she had chosen. Then she looked over

her solution again.

"We know," she said, "that 7 overcoats cost 280 rubles.
All the overcoats cost 500 rubles...No...1000 rtibles is the

'cost of all the overcoats and the suits. They are now in

equal number, but they cost different amounts." [Valya found

the mistake in her.previous reasoning.) "So, fewer overcoats .

should be obtained, since they are more expensive than the

suits. They all togetber.cost 1000 rubies, and their

quantity is the same. How much does one overcoat and one

suit cost together?-7100%rubles. How many.pairs are there?"

From thisoaccount we See that Valya found the mistake in her previous

reoning and.changed to another method of solutionoppropriate to the

problem.
5

It should be noted that problems similar,to this one had not been

solved in class befoie the experiment. Valya,herself introduced a method

similar to the model one and modified/it to correspond with the given

problem; .thus she showed a high lewel of'analytic-synthetic activity.

In comparison to these third graders, a group of fourth grade pupils

isolated some new individual auxiliary methods of analysis and turned to

them when difficul4ies arose in the solution.
,

Sasha D. chose a visual diagram as AR auxiliary method.

He constructed such a diagram for any 'kind of difficulties

'arising in his problems. Here he had.read Problem No. 20,

and, having isolated the one datum contained in it, drew a

sketch (Fig. 38).,
,

5Valya K., along with two other fourth-graders who were eqvipped

with the ability to change the chosen method of solution on the basis

of reasoning, were pupils of V. D. Petrova, 172nd School.
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1560

Fin. 38

Sasha connected the 1560 wPth both "departments." Having,
missed the little word "each," Sasha con4dered 1560 to be
the total sum of money put in both departmental boxes. Re-,

reading the problem, Sasha now isolated those parts which
refer to the sums of money removed. He was acquainted with

the use of the letter "x" from the solution Of examples; "x7
signifies, as he knew, any,unknoWn quantity, and he noted

it in his sketch:

1560
Fig. 39

Here both x's refer to 'a sum that had been removed (he

, did ribt differentiate them). "1560 rubles each" Sasha

singled this, OUt while continuing.the analysis. "I thought

it was in both!" He discovered his.mistake and introduced ,

the appropriate change in his skech:

1560 , 1560

-He reread the problem ip silence. There was a long pause,

"Note the precise sum of money'reMoved," suggested the exppri-

menter. 8asha iriimediately topic this hint, noted the correct

sum removed from the fivst anci second boxes:

1560

Fig. 41
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He 'then considered t1 skeWch for a long time.-,

1

"What is being asked in the problem?" the exper enter

reminded him. Sasha read and again consideted the sketch
and, finally, gave the correct answer: '!they took out an

entire department...1560 rubles was taken out of both

boxes, and 1560 rubles remained."

We seethat Sasha returned to the sketch himself, he made .rapid se

of a little help from the teacher, ang, guided by the s&ch, found he

correct method of solution. We remember t4a,t(a numbet oif good third-

grade piepils could not,nse very detailed help from the ,experimenter .and

could not make produttive use of this method%

Although the use'of .the diagram Was productive f Or Sasha in that

problem, in both of the other,problems that caused him difficulty (le

solved tIttrof the five assigned probIbms very easily) ,4the diagram did

not prppel him onto the correcourse of solution. He modified his

diagram, trying to translate the problem's situation more preCisely

into it, but did_not try turning to another method; more deta2d help'

from the experimenter proved necessary. I

leen asked who had taught him to make the diagrams, Sasha answered:

.Q)ur teacher sketches like that in class." Indeed, the teacher of this

class.used this method extensively, and of the four subjects from this
-4

class, two singled opt this method, and it became a method of independent

thinking for them.

A fourth-grade pupil of the 172nd 'School (in V. D. Petrova's class)

alSo sing1ejut her teacher's favorite method as an auxiliary method--

this was sking analytic questioils. Thus, for Problem,No. 12, Galya K.
/'

asked the following question at the start of the search for the course

of solution: "Why did the laborers receive the same sum of monef" Later

she tried to explain why a difference of 48 rubles was obtained and,

finally, she asked the germane question, concentrating on the basic

Ulationship of the nata: "why did thessecond laborer have to earn

another 72 ruble4?" Asking ,these questions made it easier to determlne

the unknown, making the search for a ctiurse of solution more precise.

Wherever' analytic questiofts'did not simplifl, the search for finding a

method of solution, Galya tried out known methods.

A fourth pupil (Kolya S.Yused the diagram as his chief auxiliary

aid (in solving five problems, he turned to this method four times).
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Finally, we noticed one or two other methods alongside a chief

auxiliary thethod in two pupils in the fourth grade (also V. D. Petrova's).

The primary method used by both girls turned out to be one their teacher

'47if-teri used, the posing of analytic questions. But along with this method,

both gi4 turned to the method of concretization, and even to the more

'complex method of variation (more cdEplex since it piesupposes a

thorough unders anding of functional relationship). This can be illus-

trated by the a roach of Gal..,yA K. to solving Problem No. 14.

A first woman put 8 logs into the common firelkace; a
second pil.ot in, 13, and a third, not having any logs, gave
the first two 4Omen a ruble. How sho ld the first two
"omen divide the ruble?

In addition to asking analytic questions, she turned to the method

pf concretization. Finding the-difference between the number of logs

put on the fire 'by the first and second women, she aske4 this question:

"Why do we ceed this datum? Why did.I find it? One woman put in 5 logS

more than the other. And if she had given'these five logs toLtile.other

woman? Then 5 logs would have cost 1 ruble 50 kopeks." When she
a

subtracted, she became convinced of the unproductivity i3f the chosen

datum (she did not discover the way to determine the necessary connections)

and sought another course ol sOlution. ,,This method turned out. to be

poticularly productive in solving 1-oblem No. 20. .By subaracting

arbitrarily chosen data, Galya found the unknown easily ("It will always

,be 1560 rubles," she said).

Sonya K., in addition to asking analytic questigns, turned to

diagrams of the problem (e..g., Prciblem No. 14); we also noted an attempt

at using the method of variation._ In iolving Problem No. 12, she

arbitrarily changed the number of days after which the laborers fu1f4,11ed

the given amount of work. "If both laborers worked the same number of

days, then the first would have earned 72 rubles more in the six days...
I,

The-Otlier,earned 72 rubles in 6 days" and 8 rubles more in one more day"

From here she proceeded to determine the desired connections [72 : 8 = 9

(days)]. She also turned to va'riation in solving Problem No. 14, but she

did not lead her supposition to Ats conclusion and turned,to a different

method instead.
-""

Singling out the method of variation assumes that one i5 abstracting
,

not only from the features of Solving isolated concrete problems, but
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also from the features of solving concrete model problemsthe most general

feature of the entire group of model problems is dismembered' (equalizing,

exclusion, change, etc.)--the proposed change of the value of one pf the

given conditions exposes the functional ties between the data and

the unknown. If this'method is singled out, it turns out to be productive

for many problem,. Using this method shows a high degree of abstract

thought. In the fourth grade we see this process anly in embryo. For

older pppils and adults the method of variation is one of the foremost

auxiliary methods of analysis:

Thus, in the fourth gfade the number of good pupils who introduce

different model methods when difficulty arises increasespils appear

1,

who have selected one or two auxiliary methods of analysis and who use

..them widely.

The.experience of the,pupils is increased still more during the 5th

and 6th years of stutY. According to the curriculum,the pupils should

master the solUtion of problems of all types and.be able to solve quite

cgmplex arithmetic problems. Precisely those more complex problems Which

are solved by'introducing not one but a whole series of model methods

compose the great bulk.of problems solved in the fifth,and especiallK in

the sixth,grade. Corresponding to this, the teacher-should also intro-
,

duce an entire series of model methods,while explaining these more Complex

Nrroblems% All of this serves as a basis for tile pupils to select from a

greater variety of both model metshods and auxiliarylmethods of analysis.

Among the,good pupils in'sixth grade, we can notice a .17ry small

group (4 in 20 20%)'who, in searching for a soluti o task=problems,

depend on model .methods, hardly using auxiliary-methods of analysis at

all. Here also, however* one can note an eSsential difference in their

,sol_utions as compared with fourth-grade pupils. Due to the increased

experience of these pupils, the number of model methods introduced for

solving difficult problems increased. Thus, fourth-grade pupils used

one or two model methods for solving Prolalem No*1.2 and sixth-grade

pupils used three or four. Their reasoninf, becomes more dOtailed.
_

However, most characteristic of good sixth-grade pupils is the

singling out and the wide use, along with trials of model methods, of ap

entire series of auxiliary methods of analysis. This can 17 observed in
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16 of the 20 pupils who took part,in the experiment. 84,of them showed

a tendency to prefer using chiefly one or two methods, but this did not

preclude the possibility of their introducing otirer methods.

Thus, when Victor I. came across a difficulty, he turned first to a

diagram or a drawing; the method of,concretization was particularly

characteristic of Edika G., who also used a detailed discussion, ordinarily

leading to finding the ck)urse of solution; and so on. the remainder (10

pupils--50%) used different model methods widely as a trial, as well as a

number of auxiliary methods, cross:ing over from one to the other easily,

until they found what was most productive in solving the problem.for

determining the connectiohs between the unknown and the data.

Here is't,ihe recordwtf solution of Problem No. 4 by Valerii A.:

Fourteen m of wide braid and 9 m of narrow braid were
bought. Six rubles 30 kopeks more was paid for the wide .

braid than for the narrow. What is the price of 1 m of
wide braid and of 1 m ofnarrow braid, If it is known that
1 m of wide brald is 20 kopeks more expensive than 1 m
of narrow?

This problem turned out to be quite difficult for him,

/ and therefore he did not find'a way to solve it quickly.
While reading through the problem,. he immediately determined
the basic method of solving it: "It will be neCessary to make
the quantities equal," he said, but used this method incorrectly
at first. Having singled out the difference in price of one
meter, he then figured out the difference of 14 meters and
subtracted it from 6 rubles 30 kopeks. Having obtained 3 rubles
50 kopeks, Valerii realized that this datum is the cost of
equaI quantities of braid, i.e., corresponding to the inethod
*chosen by him at the,start "3 rubles 50 kopAcs would be the

icost,if the quantities were equI.," he said (although actually
making the prices equal, and not the number.of meters). Then
he made the concept of "equal quantity" more concrete: "Nine

m of wide braid, and 9 m of narrow," lie continued, "and the

wide braid is 20 kopeks more expensive than 9 m of the narrow."
This repetitiou isolation of 20 kopeks in the n6ighborhooq of

9 m evoked a new synthesis: 9 m-- I ruble 80 kopeks. "For 9

meters 4there ,is 1 ruble,and 80 kopeks difference, and i.have
3 rublet 50 kopeks in all," and thus he compared both data.

"What's the matte 2" (He was bothered by the small Num 3

rubles 50 kope h ii even he realized as the cost of 9 m

of both kinds' f braid) . "I made the quantities equal," he
cont,inued, and now I must make the costs equal. Then one can

equate the prices ahd divide by the meters." He noted again in
generalized form the future development of Vie course he had
chosen, but he did not discover his mistake: e6.50 - 1.80 =
1 ruble 70 kopeks.* "I equated tile cdst...9 m of one and 9 m
of the other-- I ruble /0 kopeks." Now it was obvious that the
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data obtained did not correspond (18 m of braid costs 1 ruble

70 kopeks), and Valerii turned to the problem's' text. Re-

reading it, he exclaimed: "4hat The thing is that the problem

says it costa thiS much more and not just this much, as I had

thovelt!" The mistake was found, but the course of solution

was stilt not clear. Valerii silently'began to draw, represent-

ing visually the differencesin the numbertf.meters 42).

411,

He e9lained: "There were 14 m and 9 m, and 20 kopeks extra."
He repeated, "And there are still 6 rubles 30 kopeks. No, 3

rub/es 50 kopeks." He has conveyed the problem in a mOre

abstract form, isolating its basis and'introducing tige datum

obtained earlier. "There are always 20 'kopeks extra, and this

increases to 3 rubles 50 kop,eks"--he lias determined the functional

relationship, although he recognized the 3 rubles 50 kopeks
incorrectly here (and erefore the connection itself is,false).

He represents visually tl situation which he extracted and

ihtroduces precision into his awing (Fig. 43).

Fig. 42
71

The narrow rectangles here signify the repeated "extras" of

20 kopeks each.
4

"I don't understand," said Valerii, "why it increiZed by '

3 rubles 50 kopeks for 9 meters? In 9 m they (i.e., the 'extras'

of 20 kopeks) shouldtonly be 1 ruble 80 kopeks." By asking

an analytic question precisely, Valerii determined the erroneous-

ness of his reasoning.

Fig. 43

41,

"If dt the start..." (He seeks a new courie). urf these 20

kopeks are equated, only 5 m remain." And he finally isolates

a very important,datum, but is still unable'to use it.

"Six rubles and 30 kopeks more, and not the cost Of all the
braid, 3 rubles 40 kopeks does not correspbnd to these 20

kopeks...." Not/seeing the priocedure, Valerii turns to the method

of analogy: "T. have to take an easier example of a similar
problem," he said. '"ren apples,of the best and 10 apples of the

second quallty. The--ro.rmer are 20 kopeks more expensive. If

0 we took 9 portions and another 9 pqtions, increased

by 20 - 9 + 3.50 9 x 20"--he crosses over from the analogy to

the original problem, while he tries ito introduce the, method

of portjons (accovding to the type of problem on sum and multiple

,4elationship), but disregards it, not seeing a way out and re-

reads the text, "What did I equate?"; he asks himselP an
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analytic question. "I equated the qua1JLes. There were 14 m

of the wide, and now we can consider eve ything to.be narrow,
and hence 23 m of the narrow." He has p duced an auxiliary

,synthesis and, finally, found the righe urse: -"Five m difference.

Ninb m cost more thaz the 14 by 3 tubles 50 kopeks. Ahd that's

Ell," he qpnounced halopily% withput even carrying out the subse-
quent calCulations -- the rest of-the procedure is clear.

, r

The record introduced here (and it is characteristic of the other

subjects in tbis'category) testifies.to a high level of analytic-syntheti4

activtity4Ln solving arithmetic problems. The method of equating chosen

by Valerii on the basis of the solution is very generaliz'ed (equating

in.general, arbitrary data). This high level of generality allows it

to be used moie widely .(he attempted to equate at first the quantity,

then the cos, etc.).

He had selected a whole series of auxiliary Athods alongith

the trials of til-model methods. He turned to the auxiliary methods

when difficulties arose. In solving the given problem, Valerii introduced

the methods' of concretiation, abstraction, analogy, d,iagrams, and otherS,

as' we saw. The use of a.method helped Valera to make his analysis more

thorough and precise, to discover mistakes and thereby to come closer to

finding the unknown. Both the model and the auxiliary methods became

methods of creative thought for him. Active enlistment of trials of

model methods as well as of auxiliary lrithods of analysis in seeking a

solution, and ease in transferring from one method to another can be

,observed in all of the pupils in this category.

-To see more clearly the basic trend In isolating the methods of

'analysis by the pupils, see Table 8. In it we have shown the distribution
6

of-good third-, fourth-, and sixth-grade pupils (the Ones used in the

experiments) according to groups, depending on the methods of analysis

they chose.

We seAlat a very small'number of4third-grade pupils turned to the

trial of model methods when difficulty arise. In fourth grade the best

pupils used isolated auxili4ry methods along with the.model methods. The.

,6
The fifth-grade pupils occupied an intermediate position between

the fZurth-'and sixth-grades. L noticed nothing basically new in the

cords of t1eir solutions. Therefore I du not intioduce their data.

e.
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great bnlk of the good sixth-grade pupils actively used an entire series

of atixiliary methods when difficulty arose.

TABLE 8

Use of Methods of Analysis by Pupils of Grades 3-6

Grade . 3 4 6

Level
4

No. of
pupils %

No. of
pupils

No: of
pupils %

,

I. Do not Use either
trial of model methods
or auxiliary methods

II. Search for the
solution by trial: of

model means

III. Use chiefly
auxiliaryethods .

IV. Use a number of
auxiliary methods
along with trials
of model methods

.

6

4

-

80

20

.

4

9

5

4

2

45

25

20

10

--

4

6

10

--

.

,

20

30,

50

The comparison of the records of solution of arithmetic sum-

problems by excellentsstudents from six grades and by adults has shown that

there are no essential differences. This might be because the direction

of further development does not proceed towards improving arithmetic

methods of solving problms, but towards the mastery of new algebraic

methods of solving them. These methods require a highqr level,of.

analytic-synthetic activity and are much more rational. It is natural .

that once having mastered them, older pupils and especially adults will

use these methods in solving proble s: Requiring that a problem be

solved by arithmetic me , es difficulty for many of them. Thus,

in sixth grade (at the moment of completion of the arithmeeic curtieulum),

the mastery of arithmetic means of solving problems (and, consequently,

of analyz:ing them) attains its highest level.

Thus, the nvestigation showed that.the isolation of auxi1iarY4means

of analysis and the transformation of these into means of creative thought

Is a complicated analytic-synthetic process.
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stages of learning, when the pupils are still

olving problems, even good pupils will not single out

s of analysis: They cannot use them even with

the teacher (or the experimenter). With few exceptions,

they do not turn to the trial of mo el methods when seeking a solution.

The.use of one method for a given problem precludes the possibility of

using another method, which is evidence of a significant stagnation

in forming systems of connections.

With the broadening of the pupils' experience, they begin to intro-

duve various model methods of solving problems at the-start on the basis

of coincidental, sometimes inessential,elements of similarity between the

koblem being solved and the corresponding model.

In the future th4s trial of model methods in conjunction with a

higher level of analysis leads to the modification of the most suitable

model method corresponding to the situation of a specific problem. At

this level the model method itself is included in a more abstract form,

which is a result of the high degree of abstraction from the specific

features of the original problem. The pupils develop a quite mobile,

dynamic system of connections (corresporileIng to the igolated methods of

solution), and inter-system connections arise between them, guaranteeing

.the possibility of transferring from one system to another.

Auxiliary methods of analysis are enumerated and mastered, along

with the isolation of the model methods. At first these are isolated
-

methods; later they are an entire series of methods. used widely in

seeking a course of solution.

In solving a group of model problems (equations, transformations,

etc.);ogood Nipils single out their common elements--arbitrary (in the

order of a proposition) changes oE the data contained in the problem.

Abstracting themselves from ether model features of the solution of these

problems, they use this general sign extracted by them as the basis of

an auxiliary method of variation. Other methods (Agraphic analysis, etc.)

are chosen by the pupils from the 'methods the teacher has used in the

breakdown of difficult problems.
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5. Developing Auxiliary Methods with Weaker Students

Independent isolation and mastery of auxiliary means of analysis

in classes where it is not especially taught turns out to be beyond the

powers of the best pupils. The weaker pupils even in the higher grades

(6-7), as the investigation showed, were not in a position to isolate

and master these methods by themsalvesin the best conditions they used

the trial of different model methods.(without modifying them).

Can weaker pupils master the methods of analysis if the teacher

especially trains them? What difficulties arise then? How is the,mastery

af these methodd reflected in the independent solution of problems?

I conducted a training experimant with a small group of pupils, to

investigate this area somewhat. The three poorest pupils (2's in mathe-

matics) in grade 4B of the 64th School in Moscow were chosen for the

experimental study. Sixty lessons were conducted with them, from October

through March. In.the second quarter they received passing marks, and

they passed their examinations well.

One of them, Zhora, was a quite diligent, quiet,but slow boy.

Although he did not show any great interest in mathematics, he could study

it fo'r a long period. To understarld a new problem, he needed an extremely

detailed explanation, along with,aa orderly transition from the visual

situation (sometimes even with the elements of dramatization)to the

generality. He frequently !..reied simply to remember the course of

solution of problems, and he often recall0 the solution of similar

problems.

The other two pupils, Felix and Tolya, had much in common: They

were quite quick-witted, escpecially Tolya; they were proud, lively,

easily excitable, with a very unstable attention span. When they had a

personal interest, they learned the material comparatively easily, and

searched for the course of solution-themselves, but they were very much

given to rapid, superficial conclusions. As soon as the personal interest

declined, serious difficulties arose in the solution, and they put aside

the work easiniy, or else they began to solve by manipulating the numeri-

cal data, adjusting' the solution to fit the answer (if it was known). The

basic reason fur their poor progress, obviously, was their very unstable

attention and intellectual,passivity.
7

[311.

7 0n this type of pobr progress in pup i1i, see the article by Slavina
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To avoid this passivity and to force them to work harder, we had

to introduce some elements of'play in tha first lessons. Each pupil

acquired a form (a "table," as theycalled it). An answer to a question

or the'solution of an explanation of the method of solving a problem

was evaluated with marks; each of them entered tkiese marks in the "table"

and added theM at the end of the lessons; good answers increased ttle

number of marks,,and bad ones were subtracted. By the sum of the marks

it was possible to judge who had done the best during the lesson.

This system of marking, by introducing competition, forced the pupils

to work more actively and at the same time not to answer hastily with

ill-considered answers; the boys beganato work more attentively.

Gradually an interest in the subject itself was awakened inQhem, as

well as an interest in solving rather complex problems, and the necessity

for the "tables" disappeared.

The first lessons showed that all of these pupils were on the level

of a seldom-productive "elemental" analysis. They isolated first the

numerical quantities from the text of a problem and combined them, guided

primarily by the comparison of their absolute values (their multiples,

etc.) and secondarily by the presence in the text of isolated words which,

in their experience, were closely connected with definite arithmetical

operations. For example, the selection of the word "more" always evoked

an attempt to carry out addition or multiplication; if both numbers

were large, the pupils ordinarily chose addition; if one was small,

multiplication was usually chosen. The selection of the word "less,"

by the same token, led to the choice of either subtraction or division.

It is interesting to note that wherever there was some conflict between

-the numerical data and the verbal components of the problem, the first

always won out. Thus, the numerical data 25 and 5 weisolated, as

well as the words "greater than." The number 25 was easily and usually

divisible by 5, and the words "greater than" required mulirip1ication--

so all three boys chose division. Here, obviously, the habitual, well-

esLahlishtul combination of numerical data was active, and the more

secure stereotype went Into operatton.

In solving problems these pupils tried not so much to understand the
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essence.of the operations as to memorize their sequence. "1 under-

stood," Tolya.ponsoled himself somehow at one of the first lessons.

"First you subtract, then divide and multiply."

Arithmetic problems were examples to them, where one had to carry

out certain.arithmetical operations with numbers. They did not try to

,imagine the real, vital significance of the data in the problem. In

considering a problem, they could easily assert an airplane's speed

as 8 km/hr., and a train's speed as 9 km/hr., and the like. Nevertheless,

in a conversation not connected with solving problems, the. boys could

name the characteristic speeds of these vehicles. In choosing data for

problems they composed, they simply did not think about their real

significance; they chose numbemwith which it would be easy to operate

when carrying out the arithmetical operations (division, multiplication,'

etc.)

Mastering the purely superficial aspect of the solution fairly

easily, the boys, especially Tolya and Felix, learned how to solve one

type of problem rather quickly. But what vague conceptions were some-

times covered by these superficially correct solutionsl

For example, at one of the first lessons the following problem was

assigned:

From-two communities situated 84 kilometers apart, a
.horseman and a pedestuian were sent out in the,same direction.
How-much later did the horseman overtake the pedestrian, if
the 'pedestrian travels at 6 km/hr. and the horseman at 13
lcm/hr

This type of problem was being solved at that time in class, and

Ake boys quite adeptly carried out the appropriate operations:

re.

4

1) 13 - 6 = 7 km.

2) 84 1 7 12 hours.

To clarify to what extent they had realized the course of the

probl m's solution, they were required to draw the distance between the

cities and note the paths olfthe horseman and the pedestrian (diagrams

had already been used in connection with solving problems of motion).
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Tolya did the problem in the following manner (Fig. 44). In

spite of the teacher's direct instructions, both the pedestrian and

the horseman (judging from the drawing) left from the same point,

and, the sense of the problem was distorted.

Felix omitted.the distance between the,pedestrian and the horse-

man, and it was t 'small and did not correspond to the distance of

84 km which hcoindicated (Fig. 45).

84 km
A

V

13 km horseman

6 km pedestrian

Fig. 44

Horseman .Pedestrian

-
A

84

Fig. 45

'14

Zhora,, introducing a line, marked off 13 km on one end and 6 km

on the other (hardly any shorter) (Fig. 46).

.41111" 13 km

A

Fig. 46

"And where is the 84 km? Mark it off," the experimenter requested,

and Zhora added it (Fig. 47).

6 km
4c=1. B

13 km 84 km

A

Fig. 47
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All three drawings show very clearly that in solving the problem the

pupils did not imagine the real situadon described in it, and they

carried out only the familiar order of the arithmetical operations.

The choice of the arithmetical operations, as was noted ahove, is

sometimes determined by the nature of the numerical data. Thus, after

solving a series of analogous problems, the following,was assigned:

One meter of satin costs 5 rubles, and 5 meters of saiin

cost as much as 4 meters of linen. How much does 1 m of/
linen cost?

Logically, the solution should be carried out by the following

operations:

1) 5 X 5 = 25 rubles

2) 25 rub. 4

But 25 "is not divisible" easily by 4 (one ruble must be,exTressed

in terms of kopeks). From the standpOint of ease of performing the

'arithmetical operations, these data are more easily combined in this way;

5 X.4 : 5;

and the latter prevailed; all three, in.spite of the logic of the solution,

combined the data in just this way. The "hypnosis" of the numerical data

proved stronger than co ense.

All three pupils di t realize the real significance of the

question bf the problem, did not consider the pr blem itself as a question

whose answer might be-obtained on the basis-of dhe data contained in it.

The course of solution of the problem was largely dependent on the nature

of the preceding problems. Varying the question of the problem did not

cause a corresponding change in the arithmetical operation ih them. If

they chose addition in the preceding problem to answer the question, "How

many were there in all...," in the next problem they would also add,

although the problem might require finding how much greater a certain

.datum was than anhther (i.e., a certain stagnation occurred, a striving

for a pattern).
1111"

For thc quustiou'Oow far did the train travel?" Tolya thought up

the following "problem": A train covered 240 km in 6 hours," including

in the "problem" precisely what it should have asked.

For the question "What is the airplane's E4peed?" Zhora thought up

this ohlem": ''T114pa airplane oovered 32 km in 4 hours (!). Its Speed
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is 8 km." Here too, as we see, the unknown is included in the text of

the problem; it is known.
8

This sluggishness and striving for a pattern are easily combined

with aw.ease

problem tp ano

transferring the method of solttion from one type of

on the basis of random, sometimes solitary signS of

similarity'in tuations of the problems. The presence in a problem

of a multipl1e compairSon (so many times bigger than..'.) for exam le, is

a basis for tanaferring the solved problem to problems on "port ons."

The nature of the preceding problem has an especially greaynfluence

here. The pupils solved this problem on sum and difference:

There were 300 books in 3 boxes. In the second box there were .

r 40, and 20 books morelin the third than in the first. How many
books are there in each box?"

Then the following problem was assigned:

There were 420 books on -shelves. On the first there were
100 books,.and 50 more on the second than on the first. How

many boo4 were there on the third shelf?"
//

,....

All three of them'solved it in this way:

1) 100 + 50 = 150 books.

2) 420 - .150 270 books.

3) 270 .3 ... etc., N

i.e., as the preceding prOtlem on sum and differen'ce had been solved.

A low level of aVytic-synthetic activity, in combination With a

certain sluggishness and striving for a pattern (which is determined by

Lhe presence of inflexible systems of connections), seen in the pupils

chosen for the experimpt, is very typical for pupils who are progressing

slowly in arithmetic, and' therefore it was described here in some detail.

Much painstaking work was required to teach the pupils to make an
i.

attentive breakdown of problems and to analyze them productively.

..irst it was necessary to show them the function of the question
..

of a problem, to show the relationship of the nature 01 combining the

data from the flual question, and to dissuade the pupils from "superfluous

synthesis," unwarranted by the situation of the problem. A very positive

role was-played by trick problems in this. The following proem, for,

8
Menchinskaya [15j 'noted similar examples with first-gtaders.
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example, was assigned:

Three bicyclists covered 30 km in 3 hours. How long

would it take one bicyclist to cover the same distance?

Zhora immediately divided 30 by 3, and Tolya startilboto multiply

3Q:b 3.-.0nly Felix at first was silent, then smiled and did nothing,

to.his classmates what their mistake was.

Such trick problems, offered along with re6lar ones, forced the

pupils to remais on guard (they did not want to be caught in a ridiculous
c'

situation), and showed them that there is a definite relationship between

the data and the question of a prpblem. Problems with insufficient and

superfluous data forced them to turn their attention'to the'analysis of

the data, their evaluation, and the choice of the necessary data to

correspond with the final question.

In order to emphasize the importance Of the question still more, 40°'

(it **II the question, the Unknown, which determines the direction of the

#nalysis), much attention was given to the choice of different questions
0

for the same problem (the mAhod of varying th-fiquestion). The pupils

Nrere convince4 that a.change in the final quetion also involves a changes

in the nature'o? the arithmetical operation;'with a change of the unknown

some datum miM be superfluous, and some necessary data might not be

snfficient. The puPils themselves composed problems to go with a question, /

crr they chose a question to go Fith data, and then, changing the question, V..

introduced the apkopriate c ,e in-the problem.

A probled now appeared to the pupils to be a sinile whole, all parts

of whichh'4ve a special significance and are tied to.each other by a

principle. They became convinced that manipulation of isolated data,

taken at random from the problem, does not lead to,the desired goal. They

began to be trained to evaluate the data and their possible combinations

from the standpoint of their signifficance for finding the unknown.

A method of schematic notation of the problem, to simplify its ,

analysis, wa demonstrated to ,014 pupils. This method is useful where

the text of the problem is cumbersome, where ittis difficult to arrive at

the relationships between the data. A standard form for writing down the

problem was not given, 'The pupils were a6ked to find the most reasonable
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one themselves for the given problem. Thus, the following problem
9

was given:

12,000 cubic meters of firewood uere brought in:
4000 cubic meters of it were birch, and 2000\cubic meters more
were aspen, and the-rest were spruce. After some time,.
3000 cubic meters of.the aspen logs had been sold, and
2500 cubic meters of the spruce. ROW many cubic meters
of each type of firewood remained?

With the teacher's help, the followinSg\chart was made:

Firewood Brought in Sold Remained

Birch
A

Aspen

Spruce 19.

Total .

4000 cubic m.

birch + 2000
cubic m.

12,000 cubic
m.

3,000

2500 cubic m.

A

This chart helped them to compare ti4known and the unknown data more

easily and gimplified finding the course of the solution.

Sometimes this type of diagram was supplemented (at the teacher's

isuggestion) with a sketch. For exampll in the problem:

,

It is known that the area of Lake Baikal is 34,000

square kilometers and the area of the Aral Sea is
30,000 square km bigger than Lake Baikal, ana that
the area of the Caspian Sea is 335,000 square km bigger
than the areas of Lake Baikal and the Aral Sea together.
What is the area of the Caspian Sea?

The pupils made the lowing diagram:

I Area of Lake a 1 -- 34,000 square km

" of the Aral Sea

ft of th'e Caspian Sea

area of Lake Baikal +
30,000 sq. km.

area of Lake BaIkal +
area of the Aral Sea +
335,000 square km.

What is the area of the Caspian Sea?

9The problem was taken from the standard textbooks and problem
books of Ya. F. Chekmarev and others.
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A
However, this is cumbersome and does not give'a'clear representation

the relationship.of the quantities.. Another sketch was.made (Fig. 4

I. Area of B.

II. X0ea of Ar.

Sea

III. Area of C. Sea

Area Of B Area of Ar. S.

30,000 ,74. km 335,000 sq. km

Fig. 48

construc'tirlithis type 04 scheme th4 pupils carried out the necessary

analysis, and the method of solution became clear to them.

The pupils very quickly recognized the value of the sketch, and

they began to turn to it themselves when difficulties arose. "If you
0

write it down betterNhen it's easier" is the conclusion whichofelix

drew, and he himself sOught a more expressive diagram.

At first the following problem was difficult for him:

A store was supposed to receive 115 kg of boiled butter
'at 18 rubles per kg and 135 kg of cream but'Lr the total
coming to 4770 rubles. But only 75 kg of boiled butter
was delivered, and all the remaining money was spent to buy
the cream butter. How much cream butter did they buy?

At first he wrote down the conditions thus:

115 kg of boiled butter at
18 rubles per kg

4135 kg of cream butter
A

75 kg of boiled butter

This notation did not satisfy hi ,I and he himself attempted to

improve it, without any,coaxing from the side:

1 kg at 18 rub--115 kg of bld but. 75 kg

\ 135 kg of cream butter
4770 rubles

Then, with,the teacher's help, the diagram was made precise:

75 kg

135 kg of cream butter at ?

115 kg of bld butter at 18 rubles

4770 rubles

4770 rubles.

For finding a method of solving less complex problems, this type of

visual analysis is some,times sufficient (with the help of diagrams and



sketches).

In more complex problems, when it was difficult for the pupils to

.separate the relationship basic to the solution between the unknown and

the data, they had to turn to a muS:ore detailed visual-schematic

analysis of the problem.

I introduce an example of the analysis of this type in the solution

r'

of the following problem:

Two bags of potatoes were bouglit In the first,there were
30 kg more than in ,the second. Forty-two kg were.then from

- the first,:and 10 kg from the second. In which bakw,pre there
more potatoes, and ow Rtuth more?

At first the condit ns were written like this:

'bag 1-- 30 kg more

bag 2
42 kg

10 'kg

In which bag were there more potatoes and how mucl more?

Then it was depicted scUematically:

bag

bag 2

30

Fig. 49

Then they introduced the second part of the problem into the

scheme:
bag 1

bag 2,

I

I : 30
I

MI/

Fig. 50

However, the pupils could not relate the unknown to the data on

the basis of these diagrams. a was necessary to turn to a more detailed,

articulation. At the teacher's instructions, the pupils returned tothe

original data, and, noticing the 10 kg removed from the second bag,

carried out.an auxiliary synthesis, elucidating what difference there was

then between the bags:

.4442
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bag 1

bag 2 I

.4

11.14): 30
a a

-42

Fig. 51

Th'en they turned tl? the 42 kg removed from the first bag. What

waS it composed of? They considered thiN sketch:

bag 1

bag 2

/`

'1240: 30
f '
r

1

4.

FiF: 52 411..._
.0.

Ala-

1.41 considering tne sketch, the pupils determined that the numerical

11:

datum 42 kg includes these superfluoUs 30 kg, and 10 kg mo , and 2
:

kg more. Only after all4th4 indicated portions had been not d on tile

sketch did the pupils who Were consider/ng it find the necessary relation-,

ship between the unknown-and the data and determine the value of thalipl.,
,-

unknATL de k,

.

,
,

Work. waS begun to make the analysis of the data and the functional

ties between them more thorough.

The signifitance"Of each concept in the text'of a problem wa$
k

explained in detail, and vfsual material was introduced wherever nec4ssarre
. $

Much attention was given to words expressing the relationship between the

data (so much bigger than, so many. times smaller than..., many similar
,

ones)
10$

.
Aftef solving a problem conaining, say, the words "so much

.
.

t

bigger than...," theiupils substituted the words "so many tiaes sma144,

than" and explained how this substitution was reflected in the method o

solution. This type of pr4tie taught them to treat eachlword in a

problelrfarefully.
4

Much attention wasdevoted to the elaboration of bit proper conceptions

and the reinforcement of the knowledge of the functional relationships

between :.the data. We shall show how this work was conducted by

10More details on work with words in solving proble s can be seen

in the article by Bogo1yubo4 [4].
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an example of solving axroblem on motion.

A simlç problem on motion was chosen:

A train traveled 100 km at a speed of 25 km/hr.
How long did it 'take to cover this distance?

Thp pupils wrote down the data:.,

Distance -- 100 kM,

STFec& -- 25 kmih;

?

. After e ing what the distance, speedo and time,were (some ,

explanation of these concepts had been given earlier), Ar4.,began to

compose a table where the known quantities were marked by a plus sign,

and the unknbWn'ones.by a question mark. In thls problem the +tante
'

and speedWe're known, and this was noted'in the table:
.

Distance 4.'

Speed

Time

We then explained possible variants of this prob!eM,'and we,intro-.

duced
r
the appropriate signs into.the table: "

6 Distineb + +

Speed

'Time +. .+

'The zither types 6f problems were thought up by the pupils thqm-
.'

selves, 4nd then they Were asked -t.o read through a number,of problems on

motidh inthe wsrkbook add to group them acceriing to the table. 'This

type oi exercise is useful not,only for 'reinforcing the knowledge of the

#' given functional'rela;ipnShiP bub also.+for broNening tbe contelit and
.6

scoppof the p ls' mathertical concepts. In making this,grouping of

the Troblems, the pupils sho,uld Aubordinate a narrower visual concept

to a wider,,gunegc one. Thus, in the var ous, problems', second, minutes,

hours, and/ sometimes days zrereferred to The pupils, in ,noting the

"known clnd tite.known datain the take, should placc thedifferent.

concepCs. under the generit co cept of. "t me."

0
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Afte.r a sufficieftnUmber of exercises, a generaliZed conclusion

el'2.

can l'e drawn about h to find the time when one knows the distance
k

al( the speed', about termining the distance by the time and the speed,

about what.data are necessary for 'determining the spee4, etc. That is

i

.

the knowledgeot,functional ties is reinforced'.

. How on datum,changes with respect to Changes in another is also

clarified. To do this we leave.one of the data unchanged and, giving an
-

arbitrary value to another datum, determine how this increase or devease

:is reflected in a third datum,,For example., we give a train a constant,

speed of 20 km/hr and explain what distance it covers at this speed in

6, 7, 8, etc., hours, We introduce the appropriate data into the table:

Speed Time: 5 hours' 6 hours 7 hours 10 hours

2Q.km/hr. Distance: 100 km. 120 km. 140 km. 200 km.

We conclude that with an increase of the .time in motion, the 7

distance covered also,increases, and that this is a,dii-ect refationship.
11

y "And what Will happen with the time_if we -dtgilge the speed but the

distance stays unaltered?" We poAe the question and begin to seek an
ii

answer to it. This is an inverse relationship, and it is"Much more,diffi-

cult for the pupils; therefore we are gui9 -.01 by an auxiliary sketch while

composing the table:

Dis,tance-7300.km

%Airplane

Speed

(km/hr)

TLmè

(hrs.)

40

15

Train

3050 106

10 6 3

1 hr.

4

X

Speed 150 km//1,1".

Speed 100 km/ht.

I_ hr.

Speed 300 km/hr.

1,hr.
etc.

Bicycle

10'

30

1 hr.

300tilm.

x 1.00 km

x 300 km

.

,

lithe concepts of d rect and inverse rclationstilpie. T 4iive already r

.

intriticed and consolidated. i

q)b $



Again the generalized conclusion of the inverse relationship is

drawn here.

Passing on to more complex problems (on meeting), we construeted

the work according to the same plan: We explained that here, in contrast

to the other previous problems,,two speeds aile given, corresponding to

the two moving objects; the distance traveled by eacli objgct separately

can also be determined. Again we explain the possible variants of the

problem; we may think them up Or select them from the-workbook.

The 9ame type of work was done on another type of.quantities that

were".functionally interrelated. Thiii work created a ba9is for the use of

the methods of variation, so widely used by adults. :

Analytic questionS were u d extensiVely,in the analysis of problems,

calling.the pupils' attention t explaining the basic interrelationships

between the data, to exposing the basic-link of Ve problem. 74ps, the

question, "Why ean the express frain.cateh tip.with the passerger train
0

which left earlier?" directedthe pupils' attention to the 6ifference

in the speeds of both trains and simplified.findinpla way to solve the,

,problem. With this type of question the pupils were taught to isolate

the main part of the problem,'ite."kernel.",

1 have made only the first steillk in training puPils to use

auxiliary methods wHich simplify seeking 4or a, method of solution o6 more

complex task-probleTs. The results show the possibility, in principle,

of reachiig a level where not only the besit )1.1t* even therWeaker pupils

.

can master these methods with special tralining. ,However,,we attained

this only under the conditiont-of the experiment, with individual traiii-

ing.

Can this type of method be taught in the ordinary conditions class?

To vg(tty this possibility, exper1ment4i instruction in one of the auxiliary

methods under classroom conditions was done by the teacher A. E..Koziova

(132nd School in Mos,cow).
)

As an experimental method, we chose.the method of asking the analytic

question -"Why?" 'recommended by the pr6-revo1utionary methodologist Latyshev!-

A. E. Kozlova (teaching econd and third grade4) asked Lhts question every

time a problem's structure permitted it, and turned Ole 'children's ttvention

to the iact that this question made it easier to understand the problem.

12Her work 4as been pu.lished tn Roads to Irnprovd Prclvess in MatheL-.

maticS (see [4]).
4
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Ler, in third grade, the teacher asked the pupils to ask a "Why?"

question themselves when they had isolated appropriate data. The answer

to this question helped the pupils to disclose the relationship between

the unknown and the data. Such work was done regularly.

To what extent did the pupils master this method? Were they able

to ask this question independently? Does this simplify the search for

a methAbof solution? A controlled 'experiment was conducted at *the end

of the year to answer these questions. The pupils were given a problem

on exclusion of one of the quantilties, twhose method Of solution was

not familiar to them, as a trial experiment showed.' .1lis problem was

asked individually ofseven pupils ift the class. Five of them, having

, asked, the question, "Why was more paid for the second purchase?", could

theh find the correet method of solution, using this questioli. The

other two, having asked the question, could not. For them this method

had still not become a method of creative thought. We can still maintain

that Kozlova's experiment showed the po*ibility in principle'of teaching,

under classroom conditions,k.methods which' simplify finding a method of
., t

solution of more complex task-problems.

i In the investigation, only some of the possible ways of teaching

methods of working on problems have been*Inoted. Undo\btedly, there are
other, perhaps more productive,methods being used in th work of the best

\teachers. We must disclose these methods and teach how to use and popu-

lar ize them.

With respect to each method investligated, it is necessary tO

determine at what age level (inwhat de) and with respect to which

1--). A
grotip of problems the method can oe used, aud 'how to teach the method so

that it will become an independent method of thoUght for the pupils/

14 would be particularly desirable for the teachers themselves to

s.tudy the investigation 'of the problems indicated here. Combining the

researchers and the teachers into one body makes the work more productivet
1

answertur, the inquiries of practice indirectly. ..,

The author hopes that her research will help teaci .rs,to regard
a

,
thcAr methods of- teaching problem'solving critically and to address them-

selves t6 seeking the most productive methods of breaking down'problems:

16V,
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